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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Background 

The current welded steel standpipe serving Trent Hills was constructed in 1962 and requires substantial 

refurbishment. The current standpipe no longer meets the needs of the drinking water system for both storage 

volume and minimum pressure requirements. Some existing areas of the water distribution system have water 

pressure that is below the 275 kPa minimum standard. To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic 

use and fire protection while providing adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, system upgrades 

are required. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street North and Division Street East in Hastings, Trent 

Hills, ON.  

These upgrades and recommendations will be carried out as a Schedule ‘B’ project under the terms of the 

Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) process, which is approved under the Environmental 

Assessment Act. A Notice of Commencement was released on December 5th, 2022, to mark the beginning of the 

project. A Public Information Centre (PIC) was held on April 26th, 2023, during which proposed alternatives and 

the preferred alternative were presented. A notice of completion will be issued subsequent to this report. 

 Study Areas 

The relevant area of study is dependent on the alternative solution considered. In general, this EA considers 

solutions within the existing standpipe site and an alternate site located south of the Trent River. The existing 

standpipe area consists mostly of municipal roadways and streets while the southern location consists of 

undeveloped land with a nearby municipal road. 
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 Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Process 

In Ontario, municipal water and wastewater projects are subject to the provisions of the Municipal Class 

Environmental Assessment (2000, amended in 2007, 2011 and 2015). The Class Environmental Assessment 

(Class EA) is an approved planning document which describes the process that proponents must follow in order 

to meet the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) of Ontario. The Class EA approach allows 

for the evaluation of the environmental effects of carrying out a project and alternative methods, includes 

mandatory requirements for public input, and expedites the environmental assessment of smaller recurring 

projects. 

The Class EA planning process was developed to ensure that the potential social, economic, and natural 

environmental effects are considered in planning water, storm water and sewage projects. Class EAs are a 

method of dealing with projects which display the following important common characteristics: recurring, 

usually small in nature, usually limited in scale, predictable range of environmental effects, and responsive to 

mitigation measures. 

Figure 1: Aerial view of relevant study areas 
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Projects which do not display these characteristics must undergo an individual environmental assessment. The 

Class EA planning process represents an alternative for Ontario municipalities to carry out individual 

environmental assessments for most municipal sewage, storm water management, and water projects. Since 

sewage, storm water management, and water projects undertaken by municipalities under the Class EA planning 

process vary in their environmental impact, such projects are classified in terms of schedules. 

 

 

Schedule A projects are limited in scale, have minimal adverse effects and include the majority of municipal 

sewage, storm water management, and water operations as well as maintenance activities. These projects are 

pre-approved and may proceed to implementation without any further requirements under the provisions of 

the Class EA planning process. Schedule A+ projects are also pre-approved; however, the public must be 

informed prior to implementation.  

Schedule B projects have the potential for some adverse environmental effects. The proponent is required to 

undertake a screening process involving mandatory contact with directly affected public and with relevant 

government agencies to ensure that they are aware of the project and that their concerns are addressed. If there 

Figure 2: Municipal Class EA Planning and Design Process Flow Diagram. 
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are no outstanding concerns, then the proponent may proceed to implementation. If, however, the screening 

process raises a concern which cannot be resolved, then the Part II Order ("bump-up") procedure may be 

invoked; alternatively, the proponent may elect voluntarily to plan the project as a Schedule C undertaking. 

Typically, Schedule B projects involve extensions to existing Municipal infrastructure such as sewage collection 

systems and water distribution systems. 

Schedule C projects have the potential for significant environmental effects and must proceed under the full 

planning and documentation procedures specified in the Class EA process. Schedule C projects require that an 

ESR be prepared and submitted for review by the public. If concerns are raised that cannot be resolved, the 

"bump-up" procedure may be invoked, which may result in the requirement to complete a full environmental 

assessment. Typically, these projects involve the construction of Municipal infrastructure such as wastewater 

treatment facilities, new sewage collection and water distribution systems, and water treatment facilities. 

Proponents then proceed through the planning process beginning with Phase 1 (Problem Definition) and 

advancing towards the end of Phase 2 (Evaluation of Alternative Solutions), where the preferred alternative 

solution is determined. Having determined the preferred alternative solution, the appropriate project schedule 

and process for the completion of the project can be followed.  

For a Schedule B project, Phase 1 defines the nature and extent of the problem and the project opportunity. 

Often a discretionary public meeting is held to inform interested parties of the EA planning process and to discuss 

the problem. 

Phase 2 involves the identification of the alternative solutions. Also included is an inventory of the natural, social, 

and economic environment; the identification of the impacts of alternative solutions on the environment; the 

identification of mitigation measures; an evaluation of alternative solutions; consultation with review agencies 

and the public regarding the identified problem and alternative solutions; the identification of the preferred 

alternative solution; and confirmation of the path or schedule to follow for the balance of the Class EA process. 

Public consultation is mandatory at this phase and includes review agencies and the affected public. The 

appropriate EA schedule for the project is also identified. 

Phases 3 and 4 are relevant to a Schedule “C” EA. Phase 3 involves the identification of alternative designs for 

the selected alternative solution. Also included are a detailed inventory of the natural, social, and economic 

environment relating to the selected alternative solution; the identification of the impacts of alternative designs 

on the environment; the identification of mitigation measures; consultation with review agencies and the public 

regarding the alternative designs; and the identification of the recommended alternative design. Public 

consultation is mandatory at this phase and includes review agencies and the affected public. 

Phase 4 represents the culmination of the planning and design process as set out in the Class EA. Phase 4 involves 

the completion of the documentation including the ESR, if required, and the Notice of Completion. The ESR 

documents all of the activities undertaken through Phases 1, 2, and 3 including the consultation. The ESR is filed 

with the Clerk of the Municipality and is placed on the public record for at least 30 days to allow for public review. 

The public and mandatory agencies are notified through the Notice of Completion, which also discloses the Part 

II Order (“bump-up”) provisions. 

Phase 5 is the implementation phase of the Class EA process. Phase 5 includes final design, construction plans 

and specifications, tender documents, and construction and operation. It also includes monitoring for 

environmental provisions and commitments (e.g. mitigation measures) as defined in the ESR. 
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There is an opportunity for any interested parties to request a Part II Order that results in the project being 

bumped up from a Class Environmental Assessment to an Individual Environmental Assessment. The “bump-up” 

opportunity exists at the Notice of Completion stage and must be filed with the Minister of Environment within 

thirty (30) days of the notice date. The Notice of Completion occurs near the end of Phase 4 for Schedule C 

projects. The Notice of Completion signifies that the Class EA process has been completed for the project and 

that the resulting document has been placed on public record. 

For projects subject to the provisions of the Class Environmental Assessment Process, a person or agency with a 

significant concern must communicate the concern to the proponent any time between Phases 2 and 4. If the 

concern cannot be resolved between the party and the proponent, then that person or agency can request a 

Part II Order from the Minister. This must be done during the thirty-day public review period after the Notice of 

Completion has been issued. 

The Environmental Assessment Branch of the Ministry of the Environment then has forty-five days to prepare a 

report to the Minister, who then has twenty-one days to decide. The Minister may deny the request, deny the 

request with conditions, refer to the Environmental Assessment Advisory Committee, or comply with the 

request. Obviously, since the Part II Order procedure is arduous, an individual or agency with a significant and 

legitimate concern is wise to engage in an early and meaningful dialogue with the proponent. The process is 

specifically referenced in the Notice and addressed in detail during the PICs. 

This project is a Schedule “B” Class EA.  

The Proponent for the project is: 

Municipality of Trent Hills 
66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030 
Campbellford, ON  
K0L 1L0 
Attention: Scott White, General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal And Public Works Admin 

 
The Consulting Engineer is: 

The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Rd. 
Belleville, ON 
K8N 4Z5 
Attention: Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
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2. PROBLEM OR OPPORTUNITY 

 Opportunity Statement 

The existing Hastings standpipe which does not provide adequate treated water storage volumes or maintain 

minimum operating pressures in the water distribution system requires immediate rehabilitation (including 

interior and exterior coatings) and various safety upgrades. 

 Existing System 

The Municipality’s current water supply system is located on Division Street East and includes a welded steel 

standpipe constructed in 1962 with 520 m3 of total storage volume. The water treatment plant (WTP) also 

provides treated water storage via a clear well reservoir to three wet well chambers that supply the three high 

lift pumps. 

The current standpipe requires substantial refurbishment and no longer meets the requirements of the drinking 

water system for both storage volume and minimum pressure. Some existing areas of the distribution system 

have water pressure that is below the 275 kPa minimum standard as outlined in Ministry of Environment, 

Conservation and Parks (MECP) guidelines. System upgrades are required in order to accommodate increasing 

volume needs for both domestic and fire protection while maintaining adequate pressure. 

 Growth 

Residential developments are planned for the Village of Hastings and these growths have been considered when 

determining the future requirements for the drinking water system. The Trent Hills Residential Development 

Summary Report confirms that current developments would include approximately 500 additional residential 

units on available land at this time. In addition, we have assumed a baseline population growth rate of 1% 

annually to account for infill lots based on historical rates. 
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3. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

 Alternative Solutions 

The following alternative solutions to address the need for additional storage capacity and pressures to support 

the needs of the community of Hastings were considered: 

1) Do Nothing 

2) Refurbish and Repair the Existing Standpipe 

3) Replace Existing Standpipe at Existing Location (North of Trent River) 

4) Replace Existing Standpipe at New Location (South of Trent River) 

 Evaluation of Alternatives 

Selection of a preferred solution involves evaluating the relative merits of each alternative from a technical 

perspective as well as assessing the potential impacts on the natural, cultural, social, and economic 

environments. Technical considerations include the ability to satisfy the problem statement while meeting 

applicable regulations, codes, and standards (including requirements for MECP approvals). Natural environment 

includes impacts to groundwater, surface water, terrestrial and aquatic environments, and species at risk. 

Cultural environment refers to cultural heritage and archaeological resources. Social environment includes 

impacts to people and communities (e.g., property impacts, noise, odour, aesthetics, recreation). Economic 

environment includes capital and operating costs as well as impacts on commercial or other activities 

contributing to overall economic health. 

A description of each alternative and evaluation of environmental impacts is presented below: 

 Alternative 1: Do Nothing 

This alternative would have the lowest capital cost and would involve continuing to use the existing standpipe 

without any changes. This alternative is not feasible as the current standpipe needs immediate rehabilitation for 

future operations. Additionally, the current standpipe does not satisfy the current and future storage volumes 

and minimum pressure needs of the community. 

 Alternative 2: Refurbish and Repair the Existing Standpipe 

This option involves refurbishing and repairing the existing standpipe and continuing its use. This includes 

interior and exterior recoating and various health and safety upgrades. Rehabilitation costs are estimated to be 

$650,000. Furthermore, this alternative is not feasible as it does not meet the current and future storage 

volumes and minimum pressures needs. This alternative would provide no detriment to the natural environment 

or cultural environment. This option, however, would limit growth within the community as the current 

standpipe is not sufficient to support significant growth or development, negatively affecting the economic 

environment. This is not considered economically viable to rehabilitate the standpipe as it does not meet the 

community’s needs. 
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 Alternative 3: Replace Existing Standpipe at Existing Site (North of Trent River) 

This alternative involves constructing a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe’s site. A new 

standpipe or elevated tank with a larger storage volume and sufficient height to maintain the minimum required 

water pressure throughout the drinking water distribution system is considered a viable option.  

Constructing the replacement storage facility at the existing site is a favourable option because the Municipality 

owns the land where the new facility could viably be constructed. The site is expected to have no archeological 

impacts due to having been previously disturbed from the construction of the previous standpipe facility, the 

road of Division Street East, and the surrounding homes. The existing site has been cleared and there will be no 

environmental impact as a result of construction. Proximity to the existing standpipe will also allow for an easier 

connection of the new system with the existing watermain and distribution system. This will minimize downtime 

and the use of temporary supply works during construction.  

 

 

Figure 3: Existing Standpipe Site 

 

 Alternative 4: Replace Existing Standpipe at New Site (South of Trent River) 

This alternative involves constructing a new water storage facility at a new site located on the south side of Trent 

River. A new standpipe or elevated tank with a larger storage volume and sufficient height to maintain the 
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minimum required water pressure throughout the drinking water distribution system is considered a viable 

option. 

Initially, this option of constructing the new water storage facility at a location south of the river was considered 

to provide operational flexibility. There is a single watermain crossing across the river to service all of the 

community located on the south side of the river. The existing standpipe and water treatment plant (WTP) are 

both located on the north side of the river. If the single existing watermain river crossing were to fail, there 

would not be any other infrastructure to supply the south side of the river. The Municipality has since secured 

funding for the construction of a second watermain crossing to the south side of the river. The second watermain 

crossing will provide the operational flexibility to secure the supply of water to the community across the river. 

This option is considerably more expensive than construction at the existing site due to the additional water 

main required to reach the new site. With this option, there is greater potential for both environmental and 

cultural impacts. 

 

 

Figure 4: New Site South of Trent River 
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4. PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

The preferred alternative is to construct a new water storage facility at the existing site and to remove the 

existing standpipe. This option will provide sufficient storage capacity and pressures in the distribution system 

while minimizing effects on ecological, aquatic, and cultural heritage environments.  

The existing site was chosen as the preferred alternative due to the significantly longer 875 m of watermain 

required to connect the standpipe from the southern site to the distribution system., which would add significant 

cost. Additionally, funding has been secured by the Municipality for a separate second watermain crossing to 

the south of the river. This will provide operational flexibility while allowing the standpipe replacement to remain 

on the north side of the river. 

Multiple locations within the existing site were evaluated for the preferred location for the new tower. Factors 

considered for evaluating specific locations within the existing site included potential property acquisitions and 

existing ground elevations. The top of the existing gravel road approximately 20 m south of the existing 

standpipe was chosen as the preferred location to minimize environmental impacts on the surrounding trees 

and vegetation. This location is on previously disturbed land during the installation of the existing watermain 

and is expected to have no potential archeological and cultural impacts. A geotechnical investigation has been 

completed at this location. Conditions are suitable for construction of the tank foundation. Types of storage 

facilities considered for the standpipe replacement includes bolted glass fused to steel standpipes, elevated 

composite steel storage tanks, and elevated bolted glass fused to steel storage tanks. These will be refined at 

the detailed design phase. 

The preferred alternative is to construct a new water storage facility, either a glass fused to steel standpipe, or 

an elevated storage tank at the existing site and to remove the existing standpipe. The new facility is proposed 

to be approximately 38 m tall. The total usable storage capacity of the facility will be approximately 1220 m³ and 

the taller facility will provide the necessary pressures in the distribution system. 

 Mitigating Measures 

Minimal impact to the natural environment is expected, as the chosen location is within a previously disturbed 

area away from existing trees, vegetation, and potential natural habitats. Mitigations include setbacks from 

existing trees and vegetation. A 10 m setback is proposed from the surrounding trees. Typical construction 

measures such as silt fencing and sediment control will be implemented. 

 Estimated Cost 

The high-level estimated cost of the replacement standpipe installation is approximately $3,270,375.00. The 

cost estimate breakdown is included in Appendix C. 
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5. EXISTING ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY 

A detailed inventory was taken as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment. The Environmental Summary 

Report is available in Appendix A. A geotechnical report for the preferred site was completed and is available in 

Appendix B.  

 Land Use and Planning 

The study areas have a mixture of land uses. The existing standpipe site at Division Street East and Victoria Street 

North is a residential area, while the southern location is primarily undeveloped land.  

 Natural Environment 

 Terrestrial Environment - Species at Risk Assessment 

The ecological features are inventoried In the Environmental Summary Report available in Appendix A. 

 Geophysical Environment - Geotechnical Investigation 

The full geotechnical Investigation Report is available in Appendix B. 

 Surface Water and Aquatic Environment 

The ecological environment of affected aquatic environments are inventoried In the Environmental Summary 

Report available in Appendix A.  

 Archaeological, Heritage, and Cultural Potential 

The screening checklist Criteria for Evaluating Archaeological Potential, developed by MCM, was completed as 

part of the project file (see Appendix D). As the site is located within an existing residential area containing the 

previously installed standpipe and underground watermains below the road, the study area was determined to 

have low potential for archaeological resources.  

The screening checklist Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage 

Landscapes, developed by MCM, was completed as part of the project file for this undertaking (see Appendix D). 

As the property contains the existing standpipe and underground watermains, the study area was determined 

to have low potential for built heritage resources and cultural heritage landscapes. Therefore, no Cultural 

Heritage Evaluation Report and/or Heritage Impact Assessment have been undertaken. 
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6. CONSULTATION 

 Notice of Commencement 

The Notice of Commencement (available in Appendix E) dated December 5th, 2022, was published on the 

Municipality of Trent Hills website and in the local newspaper. The notice provided contact information for the 

project and invited public participation and comments. 

 Public Information Centre 

The PIC was advertised on the website using the notice prepared in Appendix F and through the local 

newspaper. The public information centre was held on April 26th, 2023. There were four attendees (sign in 

sheet available in Appendix F) and a prepared presentation was completed (available in Appendix F). 

 Agency Consultation 

Consultation with review agencies has been undertaken throughout the project to establish requirements for 

approvals, determine the need for technical studies, evaluate environmental impacts of potential solutions, and 

develop mitigating measures. 

Project Notices were circulated to the list of project contacts (available in Appendix G). Records of 

correspondence, and responses from review agencies including MECP and MCM are included in Appendix I. 

Highlights of Agency Consultation/Correspondence: 

Emails: 

• Notice of Commencement - Hastings Standpipe Replacement EA – MECP response 

• Archeological and Heritage Potential Checklists – MCM Response 

Automatic Responses have not been included. 

 First Nations Consultation 

The original notice with information regarding the EA process and goals of the project were distributed to First 

Nations groups in March 2023. There were no responses received. The EA report and Notice of Completion will 

be provided to the contacts for each group. 

 Notice of Completion 

The Notice of Completion (see Appendix J) was issued on June 6th, 2023 for publication on the Municipality of 

Trent Hills website. This environmental study report is now available for the required 30-day review period. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The Municipality of Trent Hills has identified that storage volume capacity and system pressures provided by the 

existing standpipe in Hastings, Trent Hills is insufficient to support the current and future needs of the 

community. Various options were considered to resolve the storage volume and pressure issues. Four 

alternatives were considered, and two feasible alternatives were selected and refined. Detailed evaluation of 

the alternatives has resulted in the preferred alternative of a new water storage facility, either a glass fused to 

steel standpipe, or an elevated storage tank constructed at the existing standpipe site and to remove the existing 

standpipe. The new facility is proposed to be approximately 38 m tall. The total usable storage capacity of the 

facility will be approximately 1220 m³ and the taller facility will provide the necessary pressures in the 

distribution system. This option constitutes the final selected alternative.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

THE GREER GALLOWAY GROUP INC. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

 

 
 
 
Tony Guerrera, P. Eng. 
Senior Project Manager 
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1. Introduction 
The Municipality of Trent Hills owns the drinking water system that served the village of Hastings. The Hastings 
Drinking Water System (DWS) currently delivers water to customers via 663 individual services (598 residential 
and 65 commercial) within the Hastings water distribution systems an additional 68 residential services within 
the Trentview Estates distribution system. 

Treated water storage for the Hastings DWS is currently provided by a 520 m³ welded steel standpipe, located 
within the distribution system and by a 772 m³ treated water reservoir at the Hastings WTP. 

The existing 520 m³ standpipe is ±4.6 m in diameter with a sidewall height of approximately 32 m, base slab of 
±206.35 m and a normal top water level of ±237.35 m. Given the location of the standpipe, within the distribution 
system adjacent to serviced properties, it is estimated that only a volume of 900 m³ is considered “usable” which 
does not satisfy the current treated water storage requirements, estimated to be in the order of 961 m³. 

In addition, the existing welded steel standpipe requires rehabilitation, including interior and exterior coatings 
and miscellaneous safety upgrades. 

It has been recommended that the standpipe be replaced. The option of an elevated tank provides flexibility to 
service future development lands with ground elevations above 205 m. Based on the evaluation of the Treated 
water storage options, the recommended long-term solution is to conduct an elevated treated water storage 
tank southwest side of the existing standpipe. There are no buildings or structures in the area proposed. See 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 for the location of the new standpipe.  

Information regarding existing conditions of the area proposed for the standpipe and adjacent area (study area) 
was obtained from site visits carried out on October 4 and December 9, 2022 and February 8, 2023.  

 

2. Vegetation Communities 
The area proposed for the standpipe is currently used as a parking area with gravel surface and part of the area 
surrounding the standpipe covered with maintained grass. The area for the construction of the new standpipe 
will be approximately 350 m. Vegetation adjacent to the existing standpipe has been identified as cultural 
woodland. This vegetation is within residential development. 

The vegetation is highly impacted due to constant anthropogenic disturbance as a result of the presence of 
residential development surrounding it. A trail is located within the vegetation on the east side. Garbage was 
found within the vegetation. 

Vegetation in the cultural woodland is composed of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous species. Tree species 
include Manitoba maple (Acer negundo), black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia), green ash (Fraxinus 

pennsylvanica). Shrub species include common buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica) and common lilac (Syringa 

vulgaris). Herbaceous vegetation is abundant along the edges of the vegetated area. Herbaceous species 
present include Canada goldenrod (Solidago canadensis), New England aster (Symphyotrichum novae-

angliae), chicory (Cichorium intybus), common burdock (Arctium minus), common mallow (Malva neglecta), 
common dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), riverbank grape (Vitis riparia), Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus 

quinquefolia), mosses, and grasses.  

 

3. Terrestrial Wildlife 
Minimal wildlife is found in this area as is surrounded by residential development. Potential species found 
include gray squirrel and racoon. 
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4.  Species at Risk 
General reports were obtained from the MNDMNRF online NHIC database regarding records of SAR within the 
Study Area. Additional records of SAR were obtained from other sources of information. A list of SAR records 
is included in the following Table 1. 

Table 1: Potential Endangered and Threatened Species within the Study Area. 

Common 
Name 

Scientific 
Name 

Federal 
Status 

Provincial 
Status 

Probability 
of 

Occurrence 

Rationale 

Birds 
Bobolink  Dolichonyx 

oryzivorus 

Threatened Threatened Low Habitat includes hayfields, pastures, fallow 
or abandoned fields, meadows, tall grass 
prairie remnants, savannahs and alvar 
grasslands (COSEWIC, 2010). Suitable 
habitat for Bobolink is not found on the 
study area. 

Eastern 
Meadowlark  

Sturnella 

magna 

Threatened Threatened Low Habitat includes hayfields, pastures, fallow 
or abandoned fields, meadows, tall grass 
prairie remnants, savannahs and alvar 
grasslands (COSEWIC, 2011). Suitable 
habitat for Eastern Meadowlark is not 
found on the study area.  

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica Threatened Threatened Low The natural habitat of Barn Swallow 
includes caves, holes, crevices and ledges 
in cliff faces. However, anthropogenic 
features are often used in farmlands, rural, 
suburban areas, and villages where they 
build the nest around many kinds of 
structures, especially barns and other farm 
outbuildings, under bridges, wharves, 
boat-houses, and culverts (COSEWIC, 
2011). Suitable habitat is not found on the 
study area. 

Wood Thrush Hylocichla 

mustelina 

Threatened Special 
Concern 

Low Wood Thrush nests mainly in second-
growth and mature deciduous and mixed 
forests, with saplings and well-developed 
understorey layers. The species prefers 
large forest mosaics and small forest 
fragments (COSEWIC, 2012). Suitable 
habitat is not found on the study area. 

Eastern 
Wood-pewee 

Contopus 

virens 

Special 
Concern 

Special 
Concern 

Low The Eastern Wood-Peewee prefers 
mature and intermediate-age deciduous 
and mixed forest having an open 
understorey (COSEWIC, 2012). Suitable 
habitat is not found on the study area. 

Amphibians 
Western 
Chorus Frog 

Pseudacris 

triseriata 

Threatened Not at Risk Low The Western Chorus Frog requires both 
terrestrial and aquatic habitats in close 
proximity. Terrestrial habitat consists 
mostly of humid prairie, moist woods, 
meadows, marshes, bottomland swaps, 
and temporary ponds in open county. For 
reproduction and tadpole development, 
this species requires seasonally dry, 
temporary ponds that are devoid of 
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predators such as fish. The western chorus 
frog overwinters underground or under 
surface cover, such as fallen logs 
(COSEWIC, 2008). Suitable habitat is not 
found on the study area. 

Reptiles 
Snapping 
Turtle 

Chelydra 

serpentina 

Special 
Concern 

Special 
Concern 

Low The Snapping Turtle prefers slow-moving 
water with soft mud bottom and dense 
aquatic vegetation. Snapping turtles can 
be found in almost every kind of freshwater 
habitat. Nesting occurs on sand and gravel 
banks along waterways, including artificial 
dams and railway embankments. 
Hibernation takes place beneath logs, 
sticks/overhangs, banks, stumps, 
submerged logs, deep anoxic mud in 
marshy areas, and floating mats of 
vegetation. The nesting season occurs 
through June into July with hatchlings 
emerging in late September–early October 
(COSEWIC, 2008). Suitable habitat is not 
found on the study area. 

Midland 
Painted 
Turtle 

Chrysemys 

picta marginata 

Special 
Concern 

No Status Low Habitats include ponds, marshes, lakes 
and slow-moving creeks. Midland Painted 
Turtles prefer waterbodies with soft 
bottoms and areas to bask like logs and 
rocks protruding from the water 
(COSEWIC, 2018). Suitable habitat is not 
found on the study area. 

Eastern 
Ribbonsnake 
(Great Lakes 
Population) 

Thamnophis 

sauritus 
Special 
Concern 

Special 
Concern 

Low Eastern Ribonsnake is semi-aquatic and 
found in a variety of wetlands with both 
flowing and standing water (marshes, 
bogs, fens, ponds, lake shorelines and wet 
meadows), vernal pools and moist woods. 
Snakes may move away from water to give 
birth, shed or seek cover. Ribbonsnakes 
appear to select microhabitats suitable for 
behavioural thermoregulation, foraging, 
and predator avoidance (COSEWIC, 
2012). Suitable habitat is not found on the 
study area. 

Mammals 
Northern 
Myotis  

Myotis 

septentrionalis 

 Endangered Low Hibernation roosts for the three species are 
found in caves, hollow trees, abandoned 
buildings, and abandoned mines. Most 
species choose maternity roosts in 
woodlands with appropriate tree cavities, 
caves, crevices, under loose bark, and 
cracks in cliffs. Little Brown Myotis is found 
in buildings and rocky habitats (COSEWIC, 
2013). Suitable habitat is not found on the 
study area. 

Little Brown 
Myotis 

Myotis lucifugus  Endangered Low 

Tri-coloured 
Bat 

Perimyotis 

subflavus 

 Endangered Low 

Insects 
Monarch  Danaus 

plexippus 

Special 
Concern 

Special 
Concern 

Low-Medium Caterpillars feed on milkweed plants found 
in meadows and open areas. Adult 
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butterflies are found in diverse habitats 
where they feed on nectar from a variety of 
wildflowers (COSEWIC, 2016). 
Wildflowers were observed in the 
vegetation adjacent to the area for the 
standpipe. 

 

The general habitat of species that are listed as endangered or threatened is automatically protected under the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA), 2007. Development shall not be permitted within the habitat of endangered 
and threatened species, except in accordance with applicable provincial and federal requirements. Special 
Concern species listed under the ESA are not protected. The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
(MNRF) issues authorizations regarding wildlife identified in the schedules (Ont. Reg. 669/98) under the Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation Act (FWCA). Some species under the ESA (Endangered, Threatened and Special 
Concern) are also listed in the FWCA schedules. In the case of ESA Special Concern species, the FWCA 
prevails as the ESA does not provide protection to Special Concern species.  

Habitat for Threated and Endangered species is not present in the area where the standpipe is proposed. The 
vegetation adjacent to the project area is dominated by non-native species as a result of constant anthropogenic 
disturbance.  

Wildflowers were observed along the edges of the vegetated area. It is possible that Monarch butterflies can 
be present in this area. Impacts to Monarch butterfly are not expected, as removal of vegetation is not required; 
however, measures should be applied to avoid harm to caterpillars and adult butterflies if the butterflies are 
observed around the construction area.  

 

5. Significant Natural Heritage Features and Functions 
5.1 Significant Woodlands 
The area for the new standpipe is within the Village of Hastings. Significant Woodlands are not identified for 
this area or adjacent land. Therefore, no impacts to Significant Woodlands are anticipated. 

5.2 Significant Wetlands 
Provincially Significant Wetlands (PSWs) are not identified within 120 m from the area proposed for the new 
standpipe. Therefore, impacts to wetland are not expected.  

5.3 Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) 
The property is not within an Area of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI).  

5.4 Significant Wildlife Habitat 
Wildlife species to be found in the area are limited to those adapted to leave close to urban areas. As the project 
area is within the Village of Hastings, significant wildlife habitat is not present.  
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6. Impact Assessment and Recommendations 
Removal of vegetation is not planned as the area proposed for the standpipe and the working area will be 
outside the vegetated areas. Therefore, impacts to vegetation and wildlife are not anticipated as long as 
measures are applied to avoid impacts to vegetation and wildlife. 

• Best practices should be implemented during construction to ensure wildlife species are not harmed by 
equipment or workers activities.  

• Prior to beginning activities each day, checks for wildlife should be conducted thorough a visual inspection 
of the work area and immediate surroundings.  

• Restrict all activities, vehicles and structures to the designated areas. Minimize any disturbance to the 
surrounding areas. The designated areas should be clearly marked by posting signs or fencing.  

• Keep secure stockpile materials, vehicles and structures against wildlife entry. 

• Litter and other waste material must be appropriately contained and promptly disposed of. 

• The use of ‘Clean Equipment Protocol’ during construction activities is strongly recommended to reduce the 
spread of exotic species of plants. 

• Stand back and allow the animal to leave the site. Wildlife may be encouraged to move away from the work 
area by shouting, waving of arms, clapping of hands or gentle redirection using a broom. Contact a project 
biologist/wildlife service provider for assistance if needed (e.g., if young animals are found). Do not 
unnecessarily harass any wildlife. 

• Many species of snake are also protected under provincial and/or federal legislation. If a snake is found in 
the work area, it should be gently herded out to a safe location.  

• Workers should be aware of the potential presence of wildlife and the potential for them to cross through or 
enter the construction areas. 

• Storage, handling and disposal of material used or generated (e.g. organics, soil, grass, woody debris, 
temporary stockpiles, etc.) during the site preparation should be carried out in a manner that prevents these 
materials from entering into naturalized areas in the vicinity of the project area. 

• Minimize changes to existing land contours and drainage patterns due to grading to reduce/eliminate 
potential for changes to the existing drainage and hydrology. 

• Store or stockpile material in designated areas within the proposed area to be affected and cover to avoid 
runoff or deposition in the vegetated areas. 

• All onsite refuelling is to be carried out over an area provided with spill containment. 

• The construction contractor should have a spills kit and an emergency plan in the case of spills.  

 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The Municipality of Trent Hills is proposing to replace the existing drinking water standpipe. The location of the 
new standpipe is proposed southwest of the existing standpipe, on an area covered with maintained grass and 
gravel (driveway).  

The area required for the new standpipe will be minimal. The working area will be restricted to the area with 
gravel and maintained grass.  
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Due to the minimal area required and the existing conditions of this area, impacts on vegetation and wildlife 
(including SAR) and wildlife habitat will be low. Vegetation adjacent to the current standpipe area which includes 
a control shed, grassed area and driveway will not be affected with the construction of the new standpipe. 

Impacts to SAR and SAR habitat are not expected as long as the construction activities are restricted to the 
area currently impacted and recommended measures are applied.  

Recommendations to avoid and/or mitigate potential impacts have been proposed and are considered 
adequate. Therefore, it is our opinion that the proposed construction of the new standpipe will have low impact 
on the natural features and their ecological functions. 

 

THE GREER GALLOWAY GROUP INC. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS  

 

 

 

Yazmin Ramirez Avila, M.Sc.     
Biologist  
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APPENDIX B: Geotechnical Reports 
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APPENDIX C: Cost Estimate 

 

 

  



HASTINGS STANDPIPE REPLACEMENT COST ESTIMATE

Item Spec. # Description Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

1 Mobilization and Demobilization LS 1  $           10,000.00  $           10,000.00 

2 Insurance and Bonding LS 1  $           10,000.00  $           10,000.00 

3 Maintenance Manuals and Record 

Drawings
LS 1  $              5,000.00  $              5,000.00 

4 Supply and Installation of New 

Standpipe
LS 1  $      1,840,000.00  $      1,840,000.00 

5 Supply and Installation of New Mixing 

System
LS 1  $           31,000.00  $           31,000.00 

6 Supply and Installation of Concrete 

Foundation
LS 1  $         175,000.00  $         175,000.00 

7 Excavation, Removals, and Backfill for 

Tank Foundation
LS 1  $         100,000.00  $         100,000.00 

8 Installation of New Valve Chamber 

Vault and Building
LS 1  $         300,000.00  $         300,000.00 

9 Supply and Installation of Piping, 

Valves, and Accessories
LS 1  $         100,000.00  $         100,000.00 

10 Flow Meter and Level Control 

Instrumentation and Integration
LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 

11 Relocate Existing Communications 

Equipment to top of New Standpipe
LS 1  $              5,000.00  $              5,000.00 

12 Demolition and Removal of Existing 

Standpipe
LS 1  $         100,000.00  $         100,000.00 

13 Installation of New Watermain m 25  $                 500.00  $           12,500.00 

14 Watermain Connection to Limits, 

Disinfection, and Testing
LS 1  $           20,000.00  $           20,000.00 

15 Excavation, Removals, and Backfill for 

Valve Chamber and Watermain
LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 



HASTINGS STANDPIPE REPLACEMENT COST ESTIMATE

16 Pump VFDs and Integration at Plant LS 1  $           45,000.00  $           45,000.00 

17 Supply and Installation of New Pumps Ea. 3  $           25,000.00  $           75,000.00 

18 Mechanical General Work LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 

19 Electrical General Work LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 

20 HVAC General Work LS 1  $           15,000.00  $           15,000.00 

21 Fencing LS 1  $           25,000.00  $           25,000.00 

22 Environmental Protection and 

Dewatering
LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 

23 Granular A Reinstatement for 

Watermain
Tonne 25  $                   25.00  $                 625.00 

24 Granular B Reinstatement for  

Watermain
Tonne 50  $                   25.00  $              1,250.00 

25 Site Works LS 1  $           50,000.00  $           50,000.00 

26 Contingencies LS 1  $         100,000.00  $         100,000.00 

 $      3,270,375.00 

 $         425,148.75 

 $      3,695,523.75 

Sub-Total

13% H.S.T.

TOTAL
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Ministry of Tourism,  
Culture and Sport 
Programs & Services Branch 
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700 
Toronto ON  M7A 0A7

Criteria for Evaluating 
Archaeological Potential 
A Checklist for the Non-Specialist

The purpose of the checklist is to determine:

• if a property(ies) or project area may contain archaeological resources i.e., have archaeological potential

• it includes all areas that may be impacted by project activities, including – but not limited to:

• the main project area
• temporary storage
• staging and working areas
• temporary roads and detours

Processes covered under this checklist, such as:

• Planning Act
• Environmental Assessment Act
• Aggregates Resources Act
• Ontario Heritage Act – Standards and Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties

Archaeological assessment
If you are not sure how to answer one or more of the questions on the checklist, you may want to hire a licensed consultant 
archaeologist (see page 4 for definitions) to undertake an archaeological assessment.

The assessment will help you: 
• identify, evaluate and protect archaeological resources on your property or project area
• reduce potential delays and risks to your project

Note: By law, archaeological assessments must be done by a licensed consultant archaeologist. Only a licensed archaeologist 
can assess – or alter – an archaeological site.

What to do if you:

• find an archaeological resource
If you find something you think may be of archaeological value during project work, you must – by law – stop all 
activities immediately and contact a licensed consultant archaeologist
The archaeologist will carry out the fieldwork in compliance with the Ontario Heritage Act [s.48(1)].

• unearth a burial site
If you find a burial site containing human remains, you must immediately notify the appropriate authorities (i.e., police, 
coroner’s office, and/or Registrar of Cemeteries) and comply with the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act.

Other checklists

Please use a separate checklist for your project, if:
• you are seeking a Renewable Energy Approval under Ontario Regulation 359/09 – separate checklist
• your Parent Class EA document has an approved screening criteria (as referenced in Question 1)

Please refer to the Instructions pages when completing this form.
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Project or Property Name
Hastings Standpipe Replacement
Project or Property Location (upper and lower or single tier municipality)
Hastings, Trent Hills - Division Street East & Victoria Street North
Proponent Name
The Municipality of Trent Hills
Proponent Contact Information
Tony Guerrera - tguerrera@greergalloway.com - (613) 966-3068
Screening Questions

 Yes        No
1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

If Yes, please follow the pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process.

If No, continue to Question 2.

 Yes        No
2. Has an archaeological assessment been prepared for the property (or project area) and been accepted by 

MTCS?

If Yes, do not complete the rest of the checklist. You are expected to follow the recommendations in the 
archaeological assessment report(s).

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:
• summarize the previous assessment
• add this checklist to the project file, with the appropriate documents that demonstrate an archaeological 

assessment was undertaken e.g., MTCS letter stating acceptance of archaeological assessment report
The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g., environmental assessment document
• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority

If No, continue to Question 3. 

 Yes        No
3. Are there known archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or the project area)?

 Yes        No
4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or project 

area)?

 Yes        No
5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 300 

metres of the property (or project area)?

 Yes        No
6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property (or project area)?

 Yes        No
7. Has the property (or project area) been recognized for its cultural heritage value?
If Yes to any of the above questions (3 to 7), do not complete the checklist. Instead, you need to hire a licensed 
consultant archaeologist to undertake an archaeological assessment of your property or project area.
If No, continue to question 8.

 Yes        No
8. Has the entire property (or project area) been subjected to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance?
If Yes to the preceding question, do not complete the checklist. Instead, please keep and maintain a summary of 
documentation that  provides evidence of the recent disturbance.
An archaeological assessment is not required.
If No, continue to question 9.
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 Yes        No
9. Are there present or past water sources within 300 metres of the property (or project area)? 

If Yes, an archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to question 10.

 Yes        No
10. Is there evidence of two or more of the following on the property (or project area)?

• elevated topography
• pockets of well-drained sandy soil
• distinctive land formations
• resource extraction areas
• early historic settlement
• early historic transportation routes

If Yes, an archaeological assessment is required.

If No, there is low potential for archaeological resources at the property (or project area). 

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the conclusion

• add this checklist with the appropriate documentation to the project file

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g., under the Environmental Assessment Act, Planning Act 
processes

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority
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Instructions
Please have the following available, when requesting information related to the screening questions below:

• a clear map showing the location and boundary of the property or project area
• large scale and small scale showing nearby township names for context purposes

• the municipal addresses of all properties within the project area
• the lot(s), concession(s), and parcel number(s) of all properties within a project area

In this context, the following definitions apply:

• consultant archaeologist means, as defined in Ontario regulation as an archaeologist who enters into an 
agreement with a client to carry out or supervise archaeological fieldwork on behalf of the client, produce reports for 
or on behalf of the client and provide technical advice to the client. In Ontario, these people also are required to hold 
a valid professional archaeological licence issued by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport. 

• proponent means a person, agency, group or organization that carries out or proposes to carry out an undertaking 
or is the owner or person having charge, management or control of an undertaking.

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?
An existing checklist, methodology or process may be already in place for identifying archaeological potential, including:

• one prepared and adopted by the municipality e.g., archaeological management plan
• an environmental assessment process e.g., screening checklist for municipal bridges
• one that is approved by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport under the Ontario government‘s Standards & 

Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties [s. B.2.]

2. Has an archaeological assessment been prepared for the property (or project area) and been accepted by MTCS?
Respond ‘yes’ to this question, if all of the following are true:

• an archaeological assessment report has been prepared and is in compliance with MTCS requirements
• a letter has been sent by MTCS to the licensed archaeologist confirming that MTCS has added the report to the 

Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports (Register)
• the report states that there are no concerns regarding impacts to archaeological sites

Otherwise, if an assessment has been completed and deemed compliant by the MTCS, and the ministry recommends further 
archaeological assessment work, this work will need to be completed.
For more information about archaeological assessments, contact:

• approval authority
• proponent
• consultant archaeologist
• Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport at archaeology@ontario.ca

3. Are there known archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property (or project area)?

MTCS maintains a database of archaeological sites reported to the ministry.

For more information, contact MTCS Archaeological Data Coordinator at archaeology@ontario.ca.

4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of archaeological sites on or within 300 metres of the property?

Check with:

• Aboriginal communities in your area
• local municipal staff

They may have information about archaeological sites that are not included in MTCS’ database.

Other sources of local knowledge may include:
• property owner
• local heritage organizations and historical societies

• local museums
• municipal heritage committee
• published local histories
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5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 300 metres of 
the property (or property area)?

Check with:
• Aboriginal communities in your area
• local municipal staff

Other sources of local knowledge may include:
• property owner
• local heritage organizations and historical societies
• local museums
• municipal heritage committee
• published local histories

6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property (or project area)?
For more information on known cemeteries and/or burial sites, see:

• Cemeteries Regulation Unit, Ontario Ministry of Consumer Services – for database of registered cemeteries
• Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) – to locate records of Ontario cemeteries, both currently and no longer in 

existence; cairns, family plots and burial registers 

• Canadian County Atlas Digital Project – to locate early cemeteries
In this context, ‘adjacent’ means ‘contiguous’, or as otherwise defined in a municipal official plan.

7. Has the property (or project area) been recognized for its cultural heritage value?
There is a strong chance there may be archaeological resources on your property (or immediate area) if it has been listed, 
designated or otherwise identified as being of cultural heritage value by:

• your municipality
• Ontario government
• Canadian government

This includes a property that is:
• designated under Ontario Heritage Act (the OHA ), including:

• individual designation (Part IV)
• part of a heritage conservation district (Part V)
• an archaeological site (Part VI)

• subject to:
• an agreement, covenant or easement entered into under the OHA (Parts II or IV)
• a notice of intention to designate (Part IV)
• a heritage conservation district study area by-law (Part V) of the OHA

• listed on:
• a municipal register or inventory of heritage properties
• Ontario government’s list of provincial heritage properties
• Federal government’s list of federal heritage buildings

• part of a:
• National Historic Site
• UNESCO World Heritage Site

• designated under:
• Heritage Railway Station Protection Act

• Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act

• subject of a municipal, provincial or federal commemorative or interpretive plaque.
To determine if your property or project area is covered by any of the above, see:

• Part A of the MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
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Part VI – Archaeological Sites
Includes five sites designated by the Minister under Regulation 875 of the Revised Regulation of Ontario, 1990 (Archaeological 
Sites) and 3 marine archaeological sites prescribed under Ontario Regulation 11/06.

For more information, check Regulation 875 and Ontario Regulation 11/06.

8. Has the entire property (or project area) been subjected to recent extensive and intensive ground disturbance?  
Recent: after-1960
Extensive: over all or most of the area
Intensive: thorough or complete disturbance
Examples of ground disturbance include:

• quarrying 
• major landscaping – involving grading below topsoil 
• building footprints and associated construction area

• where the building has deep foundations or a basement
• infrastructure development such as:

• sewer lines
• gas lines
• underground hydro lines
• roads

• any associated trenches, ditches, interchanges. Note: this applies only to the excavated part of the right-of-way; 
the remainder of the right-of-way or corridor may not have been impacted.

A ground disturbance does not include:
• agricultural cultivation
• gardening
• landscaping

Site visits
You can typically get this information from a site visit. In that case, please document your visit in the process (e.g., report) with:

• photographs
• maps
• detailed descriptions

If a disturbance isn’t clear from a site visit or other research, you need to hire a licensed consultant archaeologist to undertake an 
archaeological assessment.

9. Are there present or past water bodies within 300 metres of the property (or project area)?   
Water bodies are associated with past human occupations and use of the land. About 80-90% of archaeological sites are found 
within 300 metres of water bodies.  
Present

• Water bodies: 
• primary - lakes, rivers, streams, creeks
• secondary - springs, marshes, swamps and intermittent streams and creeks

• accessible or inaccessible shoreline, for example:
• high bluffs
• swamps
• marsh fields by the edge of a lake
• sandbars stretching into marsh
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Water bodies not included:

• man-made water bodies, for example:
• temporary channels for surface drainage
• rock chutes and spillways
• temporarily ponded areas that are normally farmed
• dugout ponds

• artificial bodies of water intended for storage, treatment or recirculation of:
• runoff from farm animal yards
• manure storage facilities
• sites and outdoor confinement areas 

Past
Features indicating past water bodies:

• raised sand or gravel beach ridges – can indicate glacial lake shorelines
• clear dip in the land – can indicate an old river or stream
• shorelines of drained lakes or marshes
• cobble beaches

You can get information about water bodies through:

• a site visit
• aerial photographs
• 1:10,000 scale Ontario Base Maps - or equally detailed and scaled maps.

10. Is there evidence of two or more of the following on the property (or project area)?  
• elevated topography
• pockets of well-drained sandy soil
• distinctive land formations
• resource extraction areas
• early historic settlement
• early historic transportation routes

• Elevated topography

Higher ground and elevated positions - surrounded by low or level topography - often indicate past settlement and land use.

Features such as eskers, drumlins, sizeable knolls, plateaus next to lowlands, or other such features are a strong indication 
of archaeological potential.

Find out if your property or project area has elevated topography, through:

• site inspection
• aerial photographs
• topographical maps

• Pockets of well-drained sandy soil, especially within areas of heavy soil or rocky ground

Sandy, well-drained soil - in areas characterized by heavy soil or rocky ground  - may indicate archaeological potential

Find out if your property or project area has sandy soil through:

• site inspection
• soil survey reports
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• Distinctive land formations

Distinctive land formations include – but are not limited to:
• waterfalls
• rock outcrops
• rock faces
• caverns
• mounds, etc.

They were often important to past inhabitants as special or sacred places.  The following sites may be present – or close to – 
these formations:

• burials
• structures
• offerings
• rock paintings or carvings 

Find out if your property or project areas has a distinctive land formation through:

• a site visit
• aerial photographs
• 1:10,000 scale Ontario Base Maps - or equally detailed and scaled maps.

• Resource extraction areas
The following resources were collected in these extraction areas:

• food or medicinal plants e.g., migratory routes, spawning areas, prairie
• scarce raw materials e.g., quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert
• resources associated with early historic industry e.g., fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining

Aboriginal communities may hold traditional knowledge about their past use or resources in the area.
• Early historic settlement 

Early Euro-Canadian settlement include – but are not limited to:
• early military or pioneer settlement e.g., pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes
• early wharf or dock complexes
• pioneers churches and early cemeteries

For more information, see below – under the early historic transportation routes.
• Early historic transportation routes - such as trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes, canals.

For more information, see:
• historical maps and/or historical atlases

• for information on early settlement patterns such as trails (including Aboriginal trails), monuments, structures, 
fences, mills, historic roads, rail corridors, canals, etc. 

• Archives of Ontario holds a large collection of historical maps and historical atlases
• digital versions of historic atlases are available on the Canadian County Atlas Digital Project 

• commemorative markers or plaques such as local, provincial or federal agencies
• municipal heritage committee or other local heritage organizations

• for information on early historic settlements or landscape features (e.g., fences, mill races, etc.)
• for information on commemorative markers or plaques
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Ministry of Tourism,  
Culture and Sport 

Programs & Services Branch 
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700 
Toronto ON  M7A 0A7

Criteria for Evaluating Potential 
for Built Heritage Resources and 
Cultural Heritage Landscapes 
A Checklist for the Non-Specialist

The purpose of the checklist is to determine:

• if a property(ies) or project area:

• is a recognized heritage property 

• may be of cultural heritage value

• it includes all areas that may be impacted by project activities, including – but not limited to:

• the main project area

• temporary storage

• staging and working areas

• temporary roads and detours

Processes covered under this checklist, such as:

• Planning Act

• Environmental Assessment Act

• Aggregates Resources Act

• Ontario Heritage Act – Standards and Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties

Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER)

If you are not sure how to answer one or more of the questions on the checklist, you may want to hire a qualified person(s)  
(see page 5 for definitions) to undertake a cultural heritage evaluation report (CHER). 

The CHER will help you: 

• identify, evaluate and protect cultural heritage resources on your property or project area

• reduce potential delays and risks to a project

Other checklists

Please use a separate checklist for your project, if:

• you are seeking a Renewable Energy Approval under Ontario Regulation 359/09 – separate checklist

• your Parent Class EA document has an approved screening criteria (as referenced in Question 1)

Please refer to the Instructions pages for more detailed information and when completing this form.
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Project or Property Name

Hastings Standpipe Replacement
Project or Property Location (upper and lower or single tier municipality)

Hastings, Trent Hills - Division Street East & Victoria Street North
Proponent Name

The Municipality of Trent Hills
Proponent Contact Information

Tony Guerrera - tguerrera@greergalloway.com - (613) 966-3068

Screening Questions

Yes        No

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

If Yes, please follow the pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process.

If No, continue to Question 2.

Part A: Screening for known (or recognized) Cultural Heritage Value

Yes        No

2. Has the property (or project area) been evaluated before and found not to be of cultural heritage value?

If Yes, do not complete the rest of the checklist.

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the previous evaluation and

• add this checklist to the project file, with the appropriate documents that demonstrate a cultural heritage 
evaluation was undertaken

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority

If No, continue to Question 3. 

                    Yes        No

3. Is the property (or project area):                

a. identified, designated or otherwise protected under the Ontario Heritage Act as being of cultural heritage 
value?

b. a National Historic Site (or part of)?

c. designated under the Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act?

d. designated under the Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act?

e. identified as a Federal Heritage Building by the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO)?

f. located within a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World 
Heritage Site?

If Yes to any of the above questions, you need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report, if a Statement of Cultural Heritage Value has not previously been 
prepared or the statement needs to be updated

If a Statement of Cultural Heritage Value has been prepared previously and if alterations or development are 
proposed, you need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) – the report will assess and avoid, eliminate or mitigate impacts

If No, continue to Question 4.
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Part B: Screening for Potential Cultural Heritage Value

Yes        No

4. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that:

a. is the subject of a municipal, provincial or federal commemorative or interpretive plaque?

b. has or is adjacent to a known burial site and/or cemetery?

c. is in a Canadian Heritage River watershed?

d. contains buildings or structures that are 40 or more years old?

Part C: Other Considerations

Yes        No

5. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area):

a. is considered a landmark in the local community or contains any structures or sites that are important in 
defining the character of the area?

b. has a special association with a community, person or historical event?

c. contains or is part of a cultural heritage landscape?

If Yes to one or more of the above questions (Part B and C), there is potential for cultural heritage resources on the 
property or within the project area.  

You need to hire a qualified person(s) to undertake: 

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER)

If the property is determined to be of cultural heritage value and alterations or development is proposed, you need to 
hire a qualified person(s) to undertake:

• a Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) – the report will assess and avoid, eliminate or mitigate impacts

If No to all of the above questions, there is low potential for built heritage or cultural heritage landscape on the 
property.  

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the conclusion

• add this checklist with the appropriate documentation to the project file

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement e.g. under the Environmental Assessment Act, Planning Act 
processes

• maintained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority
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Instructions

Please have the following available, when requesting information related to the screening questions below:

• a clear map showing the location and boundary of the property or project area

• large scale and small scale showing nearby township names for context purposes

• the municipal addresses of all properties within the project area

• the lot(s), concession(s), and parcel number(s) of all properties within a project area

For more information, see the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport’s Ontario Heritage Toolkit or Standards and Guidelines for 
Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties. 

In this context, the following definitions apply:

• qualified person(s) means individuals – professional engineers, architects, archaeologists, etc. – having relevant, 
recent experience in the conservation of cultural heritage resources.

• proponent means a person, agency, group or organization that carries out or proposes to carry out an undertaking 
or is the owner or person having charge, management or control of an undertaking.

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

An existing checklist, methodology or process may already be in place for identifying potential cultural heritage resources, 
including:

• one endorsed by a municipality

• an environmental assessment process e.g. screening checklist for municipal bridges

• one that is approved by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) under the Ontario government’s 
Standards & Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties [s.B.2.]

Part A: Screening for known (or recognized) Cultural Heritage Value

2. Has the property (or project area) been evaluated before and found not to be of cultural heritage value?

Respond ‘yes’ to this question, if all of the following are true: 

A property can be considered not to be of cultural heritage value if:

• a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) - or equivalent - has been prepared for the property with the advice of 
a qualified person and it has been determined not to be of cultural heritage value and/or

• the municipal heritage committee has evaluated the property for its cultural heritage value or interest and determined 
that the property is not of cultural heritage value or interest

A property may need to be re-evaluated, if:

• there is evidence that its heritage attributes may have changed

• new information is available

• the existing Statement of Cultural Heritage Value does not provide the information necessary to manage the property

• the evaluation took place after 2005 and did not use the criteria in Regulations 9/06 and 10/06

Note: Ontario government ministries and public bodies [prescribed under Regulation 157/10] may continue to use their existing 
evaluation processes, until the evaluation process required under section B.2 of the Standards & Guidelines for Conservation of 
Provincial Heritage Properties has been developed and approved by MTCS.

To determine if your property or project area has been evaluated, contact:

• the approval authority 

• the proponent

• the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport

3a. Is the property (or project area) identified, designated or otherwise protected under the Ontario Heritage Act as 
being of cultural heritage value e.g.:

i. designated under the Ontario Heritage Act

• individual designation (Part IV)

• part of a heritage conservation district (Part V)
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Individual Designation – Part IV

A property that is designated:

• by a municipal by-law as being of cultural heritage value or interest [s.29 of the Ontario Heritage Act]

• by order of the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport as being of cultural heritage value or interest of provincial 
significance [s.34.5]. Note: To date, no properties have been designated by the Minister.

Heritage Conservation District – Part V

A property or project area that is located within an area designated by a municipal by-law as a heritage conservation district [s. 41 
of the Ontario Heritage Act]. 

For more information on Parts IV and V, contact:

• municipal clerk

• Ontario Heritage Trust 

• local land registry office (for a title search)

ii. subject of an agreement, covenant or easement entered into under Parts II or IV of the Ontario Heritage Act

An agreement, covenant or easement is usually between the owner of a property and a conservation body or level of 
government. It is usually registered on title. 

The primary purpose of the agreement is to:

• preserve, conserve, and maintain a cultural heritage resource

• prevent its destruction, demolition or loss 

For more information, contact: 

• Ontario Heritage Trust -  for an agreement, covenant or easement [clause 10 (1) (c) of the Ontario Heritage Act]

• municipal clerk – for a property that is the subject of an easement or a covenant [s.37 of the Ontario Heritage Act] 

• local land registry office (for a title search)

iii. listed on a register of heritage properties maintained by the municipality

Municipal registers are the official lists - or record - of cultural heritage properties identified as being important to the community. 

Registers include:

• all properties that are designated under the Ontario Heritage Act (Part IV or V)

• properties that have not  been formally designated, but  have been identified as having cultural heritage value or 
interest to the community 

For more information, contact:

• municipal clerk

• municipal heritage planning staff 

• municipal heritage committee

iv. subject to a notice of:

• intention to designate (under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act) 

• a Heritage Conservation District study area bylaw (under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act)

A property that is subject to a notice of intention to designate as a property of cultural heritage value or interest and the notice 
is in accordance with:

• section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act

• section 34.6 of the Ontario Heritage Act. Note: To date, the only applicable property is Meldrum Bay Inn, Manitoulin 
Island. [s.34.6]

An area designated by a municipal by-law made under section 40.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act as a heritage conservation 
district study area.

For more information, contact:

• municipal clerk – for a property that is the subject of notice of intention [s. 29 and s. 40.1]

• Ontario Heritage Trust
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v. included in the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport’s list of provincial heritage properties

Provincial heritage properties are properties the Government of Ontario owns or controls that have cultural heritage value or 
interest.  

The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) maintains a list of all provincial heritage properties based on information 
provided by ministries and prescribed public bodies. As they are identified, MTCS adds properties to the list of provincial heritage 
properties. 

For more information, contact the MTCS Registrar at registrar@ontario.ca. 

3b. Is the property (or project area) a National Historic Site (or part of)?

National Historic Sites are properties or districts of national historic significance that are designated by the Federal Minister of the 
Environment, under the Canada National Parks Act, based on the advice of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada. 

For more information, see the National Historic Sites website.

3c. Is the property (or project area) designated under the Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act?

The Heritage Railway Stations Protection Act protects heritage railway stations that are owned by a railway company under 
federal jurisdiction. Designated railway stations that pass from federal ownership may continue to have cultural heritage value. 

For more information, see the Directory of Designated Heritage Railway Stations. 

3d. Is the property (or project area) designated under the Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act?

The Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act helps preserve historically significant Canadian lighthouses. The Act sets up a public 
nomination process and includes heritage building conservation standards for lighthouses which are officially designated. 

For more information, see the Heritage Lighthouses of Canada website. 

3e. Is the property (or project area) identified as a Federal Heritage Building by the Federal Heritage Buildings Review 
Office?

The role of the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office (FHBRO) is to help the federal government protect the heritage 
buildings it owns. The policy applies to all federal government departments that administer real property, but not to federal Crown 
Corporations. 

For more information, contact the Federal Heritage Buildings Review Office. 

See a directory of all federal heritage designations.

3f. Is the property (or project area) located within a United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) World Heritage Site?

A UNESCO World Heritage Site is a place listed by UNESCO as having outstanding universal value to humanity under the 
Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. In order to retain the status of a World Heritage 
Site, each site must maintain its character defining features.  

Currently, the Rideau Canal is the only World Heritage Site in Ontario. 

For more information, see Parks Canada – World Heritage Site website.

Part B: Screening for potential Cultural Heritage Value

4a. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that has a municipal, provincial or federal 
commemorative or interpretive plaque?

Heritage resources are often recognized with formal plaques or markers. 

Plaques are prepared by:

• municipalities

• provincial ministries or agencies

• federal ministries or agencies

• local non-government or non-profit organizations
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For more information, contact:

• municipal heritage committees or local heritage organizations – for information on the location of plaques in their 
community

• Ontario Historical Society’s Heritage directory – for a list of historical societies and heritage organizations

• Ontario Heritage Trust – for a list of plaques commemorating Ontario’s history

• Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada – for a list of plaques commemorating Canada’s history

4b. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that has or is adjacent to a known burial site and/or 
cemetery?

For more information on known cemeteries and/or burial sites, see:

• Cemeteries Regulations, Ontario Ministry of Consumer Services – for a database of registered cemeteries

• Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) – to locate records of Ontario cemeteries, both currently and no longer in 
existence; cairns, family plots and burial registers

• Canadian County Atlas Digital Project – to locate early cemeteries

In this context, adjacent means contiguous or as otherwise defined in a municipal official plan.

4c. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that is in a Canadian Heritage River watershed?

The Canadian Heritage River System is a national river conservation program that promotes, protects and enhances the best 
examples of Canada’s river heritage. 

Canadian Heritage Rivers must have, and maintain, outstanding natural, cultural and/or recreational values, and a high level of 
public support. 

For more information, contact the Canadian Heritage River System. 

If you have questions regarding the boundaries of a watershed, please contact:

• your conservation authority 

• municipal staff

4d. Does the property (or project area) contain a parcel of land that contains buildings or structures that are 40 or more 
years old? 

A 40 year ‘rule of thumb’ is typically used to indicate the potential of a site to be of cultural heritage value. The approximate age 
of buildings and/or structures may be estimated based on:

• history of the development of the area

• fire insurance maps

• architectural style 

• building methods

Property owners may have information on the age of any buildings or structures on their property. The municipality, local land 
registry office or library may also have background information on the property.  

Note: 40+ year old buildings or structure do not necessarily hold cultural heritage value or interest; their age simply indicates a 
higher potential.  

A building or structure can include: 

• residential structure

• farm building or outbuilding

• industrial, commercial, or institutional building

• remnant or ruin

• engineering work such as a bridge, canal, dams, etc.

For more information on researching the age of buildings or properties, see the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit Guide Heritage 
Property Evaluation.
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Part C: Other Considerations

5a. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area) is 
considered a landmark in the local community or contains any structures or sites that are important to defining the 
character of the area?

Local or Aboriginal knowledge may reveal that the project location is situated on a parcel of land that has potential landmarks or 
defining structures and sites, for instance:

• buildings or landscape features accessible to the public or readily noticeable and widely known

• complexes of buildings

• monuments

• ruins

5b. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area) 
has a special association with a community, person or historical event? 

Local or Aboriginal knowledge may reveal that the project location is situated on a parcel of land that has a special association 
with a community, person or event of historic interest, for instance:

• Aboriginal sacred site

• traditional-use area

• battlefield

• birthplace of an individual of importance to the community 

5c. Is there local or Aboriginal knowledge or accessible documentation suggesting that the property (or project area) 
contains or is part of a cultural heritage landscape? 

Landscapes (which may include a combination of archaeological resources, built heritage resources and landscape elements) 
may be of cultural heritage value or interest to a community. 

For example, an Aboriginal trail, historic road or rail corridor may have been established as a key transportation or trade route 
and may have been important to the early settlement of an area. Parks, designed gardens or unique landforms such as 
waterfalls, rock faces, caverns, or mounds are areas that may have connections to a particular event, group or belief. 

For more information on Questions 5.a., 5.b. and 5.c., contact:

• Elders in Aboriginal Communities or community researchers who may have information on potential cultural heritage 
resources.  Please note that Aboriginal traditional knowledge may be considered sensitive.

• municipal heritage committees or local heritage organizations

• Ontario Historical Society’s “Heritage Directory” - for a list of historical societies and heritage organizations in the 
province

An internet search may find helpful resources, including:

• historical maps

• historical walking tours

• municipal heritage management plans

• cultural heritage landscape studies

• municipal cultural plans

Information specific to trails may be obtained through Ontario Trails.
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Ministry of Tourism,  
Culture and Sport 

Programs & Services Branch 
401 Bay Street, Suite 1700 
Toronto ON  M7A 0A7

Criteria for Evaluating Marine 
Archaeological Potential 
A Checklist for Non-Marine Archaeologists

Purpose
The purpose of this checklist is to help proponents determine:

• if a property or project area may contain marine archaeological resources or have marine archaeological potential

A marine archaeological site is fully or partially submerged, or lies below or partially below the high-water mark of any body of 
water.

The property or project area includes all submerged areas that may be impacted by project activities, including, but not limited to:

• the main project area

• temporary storage and stockpiling locations

• staging and work areas, such as docking platforms and dredging locations

• temporary features such as access routes, anchors, moorings and cofferdams.

Please refer to the instructions on pages 4 through 9 when completing this checklist

Processes covered
• Planning Act

• Environmental Assessment Act

• Aggregate Resources Act

• Ontario Heritage Act

• Standards & Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties

• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act

• Canada Shipping Act

Marine archaeological assessment
The assessment will help you:

• identify, evaluate and protect marine archaeological resources on your property or project area

• reduce potential delays and risks to your project

If you are not sure how to answer one or more of the questions on the checklist, you may want to hire a licensed marine 
archaeologist (defined on page 5) to undertake a marine archaeological assessment.

Note: Under Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, all marine archaeological assessments must be done by a licensed marine 
archaeologist. Only a licensed marine archaeologist can assess – or alter – a marine archaeological site.

Have you found a site?
If you find something you think may be of marine archaeological value during project work, you must – by law – stop all activities 
immediately and contact a licensed marine archaeologist. The marine archaeologist will carry out the fieldwork in compliance 
with the Ontario Heritage Act.

Have you found human remains?
If you find remains (e.g., bones) that could be of human origin, you must – by law - immediately notify the appropriate authorities 
(police, coroner’s office, or Registrar of Cemeteries) and comply with the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act.

Other Checklists
Please use a separate checklist for your project if:

• your Parent Class EA document has approved screening criteria

• your ministry’s or prescribed public body’s approved Identification and Evaluation Process includes approved screening 
criteria
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Project or Property Name
Hastings Standpipe Replacement

Project or Property Location (upper and lower or single tier municipality)
Hastings, Trent Hills - Division Street East & Victoria Street North

Proponent Name
The Municipality of Trent Hills

Proponent Contact Information

Telephone Number
613-966-3068

Fax Number
613-966-3087

Email Address 
tguerrera@greergalloway.com

Screening Questions

1. Is there a government-authorized, pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

Yes No

If Yes, please follow the pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process. Do not complete the rest of this 
checklist.
If No, continue to Question 2.

2. Has a marine archaeological assessment been prepared for the property or project area and been entered by MTCS into 
the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports?

Yes No

If Yes, do not complete the rest of the checklist. You are expected to follow the recommendations in the marine 
archaeological assessment report(s).

The proponent and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the previous marine archaeological assessment

• follow any recommendations for further marine archaeological assessment work, as applicable

• add this checklist to the project file, with the appropriate documents that demonstrate a marine 
archaeological assessment was undertaken (e.g. MTCS letter that states that the report has been entered 
into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports)

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement, e.g. environmental assessment document

• maintained by the proponent or approval authority

If No, continue to Question 3.

3. Are there known marine or land-based archaeological sites on or within 500 metres of the property or project area?

Yes No

4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of marine or land-based archaeological sites on or within 500 metres of the 
property or project area?

Yes No

5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 500 metres of the 
property or project area?

Yes No

6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property or project area?

Yes No

7. Has the property or project area been recognized for its cultural heritage value?

Yes No

If Yes to any of questions 3 to 7, do not complete the checklist. Your property or project area could contain marine 
archaeological resources: please hire a licensed marine archaeologist to conduct a marine archaeological assessment.
If No, continue to Question 8.

8. Has the entire property or project area been subjected to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance?

Yes No

If Yes, do not complete the checklist. Instead, please keep and maintain a summary of documentation that provides 
evidence of the recent disturbance.  A marine archaeological assessment is not required.

If No, continue to Question 9.
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9. Are there two or more reported or registered ship wreck sites or reports of lost ships within a five kilometre radius of the 
property or project area?

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to Question 10.

10. Is the property or project area within one kilometre of an active or historic harbour, seaplane or floatplane base, tunnel, 
ferry route, marine terminal, or winter road?

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to Question 11.

11. Where the project impacts fourth order or higher watercourses, are there existing narrows, rapids, waterfalls or does the 
watercourse enter or leave a body of water within 300 metres of the property or project area?

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to Question 12.

12. Are there potential built heritage or cultural heritage landscape resources that may be of cultural heritage value or 
interest adjacent to the watercourse or water body? 

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to Question 13.

13. Are there inundated beaches, bluffs, lakeshores, streams or river banks within 300 metres of the property or project 
area?

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required.

If No, continue to Question 14.

14. Are there inundated beaches, lakeshores or river/creek banks beyond 300 metres and at greater depth than the 
project area with evidence of two or more of the following in the project area?

• elevated bathymetric features such as drumlins, eskers, kames, ridges, etc. 

• pockets of sandy lakebed

• distinctive bathymetric formations such as escarpments, shoals, promontories, reefs, etc. 

• inundated resource extraction areas (quarry, fishery)

• inundated historical settlement including built heritage resources or cultural heritage landscapes

• inundated historical transportation routes

Yes No

If Yes, a marine archaeological assessment is required. 

If No, there is low potential for marine archaeological resources at the property (or project area).

The proponent, property owner and/or approval authority will:

• summarize the conclusion

• add this checklist with the appropriate documentation to the project report or file

The summary and appropriate documentation may be:

• submitted as part of a report requirement, e.g. under the Environmental Assessment Act, Planning Act 
processes

• maintained and retained by the property owner, proponent or approval authority 
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Instructions

Please have the following available, when requesting information related to the screening questions:

• a clear map or chart showing the location and boundary of the property or project area 

• large scale and small scale maps/charts showing nearby islands or township names for context 

• the municipal addresses of all properties or water lots within or adjacent to the project area, if any

• the lot, concession, parcel number or mining claims of any properties within the project area

In this context, the following definitions apply:
• licensed marine archaeologist means an archaeologist who has a valid marine archaeology licence issued by 

the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport to practice in Ontario. As a consultant, a licensed marine 
archaeologist enters into an agreement with a client to carry out or supervise marine archaeological work on 
behalf of the client, produce reports for or on behalf of the client and provide technical advice to the client. 

• proponent means a person, agency, group or organization that carries out or proposes to carry out an 
undertaking or is the owner or person having charge, management or control of an undertaking.

1. Is there a pre-approved screening checklist, methodology or process in place?

An existing checklist, methodology or process may be already in place to identify marine archaeological potential, 
including:

• one prepared and adopted by the municipality, such as an archaeological management plan

• an environmental assessment process, such as a screening checklist for municipal bridges

• projects being reviewed under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.
• one that is approved by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport under the Ontario government‘s Standards 

& Guidelines for Conservation of Provincial Heritage Properties [s. B.2.]
2. Has a marine archaeological assessment been prepared for the property or project area and been entered into the 

Ontario Public register of Archaeological Reports?

Respond ‘yes’ to this question, if all of the following are true:

• a marine archaeological assessment report has been prepared and complies with MTCS requirements
• a letter has been sent by MTCS to the licensed marine archaeologist confirming that MTCS has entered the 

report into to the Ontario Public Register of Archaeological Reports (Register)
• the report contains a recommendation stating  that there are no further concerns regarding impacts to 

marine archaeological sites

If a marine archaeological  assessment report has been completed and deemed compliant by MTCS, and the report 
contains a recommendation that further marine archaeological assessment work be undertaken, this work will need to 
be completed.

For more information about previously conducted marine archaeological assessments, contact: 

• approval authority (such as a municipality or conservation authority)

• proponent for whom the marine archaeological assessment was carried out

• consultant archaeologist qualified to hold a marine archaeology licence in Ontario

• Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport at archaeology@ontario.ca

3. Are there known marine or land-based archaeological sites on or within 500 metres of the property or project area?

MTCS maintains a database of marine and land-based archaeological sites reported to the ministry. Land-based 
archaeological sites may extend into adjacent waterbodies.

For more information, contact MTCS Archaeological Data Coordinator at archaeology@ontario.ca.
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4. Is there Aboriginal or local knowledge of marine or land-based archaeological sites on or within 500 metres of the 
property or project area?

Check with:

• Aboriginal communities in your area

• local municipal staff 

Aboriginal communities may have knowledge that can contribute to the identification of cultural heritage resources, and 
we suggest that any engagement with Aboriginal communities includes a discussion about known or potential cultural 
heritage resources that are of value to these communities. Aboriginal communities and local municipal staff may have 
information about marine archaeological sites that are not included in the MTCS database or reported to the ministry.

Other sources of local knowledge include the following:

• property owner

• local heritage organizations and historical societies, Association for Great Lakes Maritime History

• local and provincial dive organizations (Save Ontario Shipwrecks, Ontario Underwater Council), 
Preserve Our Wrecks, Ontario Marine Heritage Committee)

• local dive shops

• local amateur divers and diving associations

• local museums

• municipal heritage committees

• published local histories

5. Is there Aboriginal knowledge or historically documented evidence of past Aboriginal use on or within 500 metres of the 
property or project area?

Check with:

• Aboriginal communities in your area

• local municipal staff 

Other sources of local knowledge include the following:

• property owner

• local heritage organizations and historical societies

• local museums

• municipal heritage committees

• published local histories

6. Is there a known burial site or cemetery on the property or adjacent to the property or project area?

For more information on known cemeteries or burial sites contact the following:

• Cemeteries Regulation Unit, Ontario Ministry of Consumer Services – for database of registered cemeteries

• Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) – to locate records of Ontario cemeteries, both currently and no longer 
in existence; cairns, family plots and burial registers

• Canadian County Atlas Digital Project – to locate early cemeteries

In this context, ‘adjacent’ means ‘contiguous’, or as otherwise defined in a municipal official plan.

When wrecks are associated with a loss of life, the area in the vicinity of the wreck may be established as a cemetery.
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7. Has the property or project area been recognized for its cultural heritage value?

There is a strong chance there may be marine archaeological resources on the property or project area if it has been 
listed, designated or otherwise identified as being of cultural heritage value by:

• Municipal government

• Ontario government

• Canadian government

This includes a property that is:

• designated under Ontario Heritage Act (the OHA ), including:

• individual designation (Part IV)

• part of a heritage conservation district (Part V)

• a land or marine archaeological site (Part VI)

• subject to:

• an agreement, covenant or easement entered into under the OHA (Parts II or IV)

• a notice of intention to designate (Part IV)

• a heritage conservation district study area by-law (Part V) of the OHA

• included on:

• a municipal register or inventory of heritage properties

• Ontario government’s list of provincial heritage properties

• Federal government’s list of federal heritage buildings

• part of a:

• National Historic Site

• UNESCO World Heritage Site

• designated under:

• Heritage Railway Station Protection Act

• Heritage Lighthouse Protection Act

• subject of a municipal, provincial or federal commemorative or interpretive plaque.

To determine if your property or project area is covered by any of the above, see:

• Part A of the MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage and Cultural Heritage Landscapes

Part VI – Archaeological Sites 
Includes three marine archaeological sites prescribed under Ontario Regulation 11/06 and five terrestrial archaeological 
sites designated by the Minister under Regulation 875 of the Revised Regulation of Ontario, 1990.

For more information, refer to Regulation 875 and Ontario Regulation 11/06.
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8. Has the entire property or project area been subjected to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance?

Recent:     after-1960

Extensive: over all or most of the area

Intensive:  thorough or complete disturbance

Examples of ground disturbance include:

• quarrying

• dredging

• structural footprints and associated construction areas

• where the structure has deep foundations or footings

• infrastructure development such as:

• dams

• pipelines, hydro lines or other utility trenches

• causeways

• bridges

Note: this applies only to the excavated part of the right-of-way or corridor as the remainder may not be impacted

A ground disturbance does not include:

• aqua-cultural activities, such as a fish farm

• areas of traditional or commercial harvesting of fish, shellfish or water-based vegetation

• traditional agricultural areas that have been inundated

Property (Project Area) Inspection

Some documentation may provide evidence of prior disturbance, such as:

• photographs

• maps

• detailed descriptions and blueprints of prior projects

If complete disturbance isn’t clear from documents available, an archaeologist licensed for marine archaeology can be 
hired to undertake an underwater and/or remote-sensing inspection of the study area to determine whether there is any 
remaining marine archaeological potential.

9. Are there two or more reported or registered ship wreck sites or reports of lost ships within a five kilometre radius of the 
property or project area?

The presence of two or more ship wreck sites or reports of lost ships in the vicinity may indicate increased marine 
archaeological potential for additional marine wrecks.

10. Is the property or project area within one kilometre of an active or historic harbour, seaplane or floatplane base, tunnel, 
ferry route, marine terminal, or winter road?

Focussed areas of marine activity on- and off-shore are indicators for potential marine archaeology due to:

• deliberate structures built in or on the water, such as:

• mooring and anchoring structures

• weirs, piers, docks, cribwork

• groynes, breakwaters, artificial reefs

• vessels scuttled for utilitarian or other purposes

• infrastructure related to the construction or operation of a facility like marine railways

• incidental features, such as:

• beached or sunken vessels or aircraft

• dropped objects

As a result, there is potential for marine archaeological features or artifacts.
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11. Where the project impacts fourth order or higher watercourses, are there existing narrows, rapids, waterfalls or does the 
watercourse enter or leave a body of water within 300 metres of the property or project area?

Fourth order and higher watercourses (on the Strahler scale) have potential association with human activity 
around narrows, rapids, waterfalls and proximity to waterbodies such as lakes due to:

• fish harvesting and related dams or weirs

• portage locations for navigable waterways

• early historical fording locations

• early historical water power sources for mills

These activities may result in marine archaeological features or artifacts.

12. Are there potential built heritage or cultural heritage landscape resources that may be of cultural heritage value or 
interest adjacent to the watercourse or water body? 

Euro-Canadian settlement immediately adjacent to water bodies or watercourses may be focussed on the water 
for specific industrial, commercial or residential uses resulting in marine archaeological features or artifacts. For 
guidance, see the MTCS Criteria for Evaluating Potential for Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage 
Landscapes

13. Are there inundated beaches, bluffs, lakeshores, streams or river banks within 300 metres of the property or project 
area?

The margins of water bodies are associated with past human occupations and use of the land. About 80-90% 
of archaeological sites are found within 300 metres of water bodies.

• water body types:

• primary - lakes, rivers, streams, creeks

• secondary - springs, marshes, swamps and intermittent streams and creeks

• water bodies can include constructed water bodies or watercourses, such as:

• temporary channels for surface drainage

• rock chutes and spillways

• Accessible or inaccessible shorelines can also have archaeological potential, for example:

• high bluffs or cliffs

• sandbars

You can get information about inundated shoreline features through:

• a site visit

• aerial photographs

• bathymetric data

• geological and physiographic studies

14. Are there inundated beaches, lakeshores or river/creek banks beyond 300 metres and at greater depth than the 
project area with evidence of two or more of the following in the project area?

• elevated bathymetric features such as drumlins, eskers, kames, ridges, etc. 

• pockets of sandy lakebed

• distinctive bathymetric formations such as escarpments, shoals, promontories, reefs, etc. 

• inundated resource extraction areas (quarry, fishery)

• inundated historical settlement including built heritage resources or cultural heritage landscapes

• inundated historical transportation routes

Landforms associated with past human occupations that have later been inundated, as historically documented or 
demonstrated through water-level chronologies, retain their archaeological potential. 

• Elevated bathymetric features
 Higher ground and elevated positions, surrounded by low or level topography, often indicate past settlement 

and land use. Features such as eskers, drumlins, sizeable knolls, plateaus next to lowlands or other such 
features are a strong indication of archaeological potential.

 Find out if your property or project area had elevated topography prior to inundation through:

• nautical charts

• bathymetric data
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• Pockets of sandy lakebed

Areas of sandy soil, prior to being inundated, that would be well-drained and in areas characterized by heavy 
soil or rocky ground  may indicate archaeological potential

 Find out if your property or project area had sandy soil through:

• site visits

• lakebed studies and sediment borehole data

• Distinctive bathymetric formations

 Distinctive land formations include – but are not limited to:

• waterfalls

• rock outcrops or faces

• caverns

• mounds

Prior to inundation such features were often important to past inhabitants as special or sacred places.  The 
following sites may be present at – or close to – these formations:

• burials

• structures

• offerings

• rock paintings or carvings

 Find out if your property or project area has a distinctive land formation through:

• site visits

• aerial photographs

• bathymetric data

• Inundated resource extraction areas

Prior to inundation, the following resources were collected in these extraction areas:

• food or medicinal plants e.g. migratory routes, spawning areas, prairie

• scarce raw materials e.g. quartz, copper, ochre or outcrops of chert

• resources associated with early historic industry e.g. fur trade, logging, prospecting, mining

Aboriginal communities may hold traditional knowledge about their past use or resources in the area.

• Inundated early historic settlement

Early Euro-Canadian settlements include – but are not limited to:

• early military or pioneer settlement, e.g. pioneer homesteads, isolated cabins, farmstead complexes

• early wharf or dock complexes

• pioneers churches and early cemeteries

• Inundated early historic transportation routes - such as trails, passes, roads, railways, portage routes, 
canals.

For more information, see:

• historical maps or atlases
• for information on early settlement patterns such as trails (including Aboriginal trails), monuments, 

structures, fences, mills, historic roads, rail corridors, canals, etc.
• Archives of Ontario holds a large collection of historical maps and atlases

• digital versions of historical atlases are available on the Canadian County Atlas Digital Project

• commemorative markers or plaques such as those posted by local, provincial or federal agencies

• municipal heritage committees or other local heritage organizations

• for information on early historic settlements or landscape features (e.g. fences, mill races)

• for information on commemorative markers or plaques



Existing Water Main
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Proposed New Standpipe 
Location

- Tank Diameter 8.6m
- Tank Height 38.65m
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APPENDIX E: Notice of Commencement 



 
The Municipality of Trent Hills 

NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT 

Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 
The current standpipe serving Trent Hills requires substantial refurbishment and no longer meets 
the needs of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting the required minimum 
pressures. Some existing areas of the water distribution system have water pressure that is below 
the 275 kPa minimum standard. To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic use and 
fire protection while providing adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, system 
upgrades are required. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E 
in Trent Hills, ON. A keymap is attached showing the existing standpipe location and a possible 
location for the new water storage facility. 
 
A Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) study has been initiated to determine the 
preferred solution for ensuring that the drinking water system will meet existing demand and 
support future growth. The following water storage and supply options were considered: 
 

• Do nothing 
• Refurbish and repair the existing standpipe 
• Construct a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe site  
• Construct a new water storage facility at a new location south of the river 

 
Detailed evaluation of the alternatives has resulted in a recommendation to construct a larger 
storage facility at the present site and remove the existing standpipe. The project is proceeding 
according to the requirements for a Schedule B project. 
 
The Class EA process includes: 
 

• Consultation with the public, review agencies, and other stakeholders  
• Field investigations  
• Evaluation of viable alternative solutions  
• Assessment of the impacts of the alternative solutions and identification of measures to 

mitigate any adverse environmental, social, cultural, and economic impacts  
• Selection of a preferred solution  

 
Public input into the planning and design of this project is encouraged.  If you have any comments 
or questions regarding this project, or would like to receive further information, please send an 
email to one of the following project contacts:  



 
Scott White Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
And Public Works Admin 1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road 
Municipality of Trent Hills Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 
66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030 T: (613) 966-3068 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 F: (613) 966-3087 
T: 705-653-1900 x 244 Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com 
F: 705-653-5203 
Email: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
 
This notice issued December 5, 2022 
 
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act, 
unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone 
number and property location included in a submission will become part of the public record files for this 
project and will be released, if requested, to any person.  
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APPENDIX F: Public Information Centre 

 



 
The Municipality of Trent Hills 

Notice of Public Information Center 
 

Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 
The Municipality of Trent Hills is currently planning upgrades to the drinking water system 
for the Village of Hastings. The Municipality has identified that the current standpipe 
serving the community requires substantial refurbishment and no longer meets the needs 
of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting the required minimum 
pressures. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E in 
Hastings, Trent Hills, ON.  
 
The project is being carried out with the requirements for a Schedule 'B' project under the 
terms of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) process, which is 
approved under the Environmental Assessment Act. As part of the Class EA process for 
reviewing the standpipe replacement, public comment during the evaluation of alternative 
solutions will be requested.  
 
The Municipality is conducting a public information center on Wednesday, April 26, 2023 
from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm. This will be held at the Hastings Civic Centre, located at 6 
Albert Street, Hastings, Ontario. We are interested in hearing any comments or 
concerns that you may have about this project. A public database of comments will be 
maintained and, except for personal information, included in the study documentation that 
will be made available for public review. Parties interested in providing input or that wish 
to obtain additional information at this stage of the study are asked to submit comments 
in writing to: 
 
 
Scott White  Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal  The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
And Public Works Admin  1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road 
Municipality of Trent Hills  Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 
66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030  T: (613) 966-3068 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0  F: (613) 966-3087 
T: 705-653-1900 x 244  Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com 
F: 705-653-5203 
Email: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
 

 
 

This notice issued March 27, 2023 



 
 
 
 

 SHEET ___ of ___ 
 

  
 

HASTINGS STANDPIPE REPLACEMENT PROJECT 
Public Information Centre (PIC) – Sign-in Sheet 
 
Date: April 26th, 2023 
Location: Hastings, Ontario 
 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
 

NAME TELEPHONE 
NUMBER 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

Debra McMullan 111-111-1111 111111@hotmail.com 

Paul Falzon 111-111-1111 111111@hotmail.com 

Gord George 111-111-1111 111111@hotmail.com 

Moira Hall 111-111-1111 111111@hotmail.com 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   
 



Public Information Centre

Hastings Standpipe Replacement

Wednesday, April 26th, 2023

Location: Hastings Civic Centre
Time: 5:00 pm – 7:00 pm



Public Information Centre Downstairs



Background Information
The current welded steel standpipe serving Trent Hills was constructed in 1962 and requires
substantial refurbishment and no longer meets the needs of the drinking water system for both
storage volume and meeting the required minimum pressures. Some existing areas of the water
distribution system have water pressure that is below the 275 kPa minimum standard.

To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic use and fire protection while providing
adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, system upgrades are required. The current
standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E in Trent Hills, ON.

These upgrades and recommendations will be carried out as a Schedule ‘B’ project under the terms
of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) process, which is approved under the
Environmental Assessment Act.



Municipal Class EA Process

• Meets the requirements of Ontario’s 
Environmental Assessment Act by 
ensuring that potential environmental 
impacts of projects are considered.

• Consultation with the public and 
interested stakeholders including 
government review agencies and First 
Nations is required to identify 
environmental impacts of alternative 
solutions, develop mitigating 
measures and identify a preferred 
solution.



Alternatives
Do Nothing

This alternative would have the lowest capital cost and would involve continuing to use the existing standpipe 

without any changes. This alternative is not feasible as the current standpipe needs immediate rehabilitation 

for future operations.

Refurbish and Repair the Existing Standpipe

This option involves completing the refurbishments and repairs the existing standpipe requires and continuing 

to use it. This includes interior and exterior recoating and various health and safety upgrades. Rehabilitation 

costs are estimated to be $650,000. Furthermore, this alternative is not feasible as it does not meet the current 

and future storage volumes and minimum pressures needs. This is not considered economically viable to 

rehabilitate the standpipe which does not meet the community’s needs.



Alternatives
Replace Existing Standpipe at Existing Location (North of Trent River)

This alternative involves constructing a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe’s site. A new 

standpipe or elevated tank with a larger storage volume and sufficient height to maintain the minimum 

required water pressure throughout the drinking water distribution system is considered a viable option.

Replace Existing Standpipe at New Location (South of Trent River)

This alternative involves constructing a new water storage facility at a new site located on the south side of 

Trent River. A new standpipe or elevated tank with a larger storage volume and sufficient height to maintain 

the minimum required water pressure throughout the drinking water distribution system is considered a viable 

option.



Existing standpipe location



New Valve 
Chamber

Possible New Southern Location



Preferred Alternative
• The preferred alternative is a new water storage facility, either a glass fused to steel standpipe, or 

an elevated storage tank constructed at the existing site and to remove the existing standpipe. 
The new facility is proposed to be approximately 38 m tall. The total usable storage capacity of 
the facility will be approximately 1220 m³ and the taller facility will provide the necessary 
pressures in the distribution system.

• The existing site was chosen as the preferred alternative due to the significantly longer 875 m of 
watermain required to connect the standpipe from the southern site to the distribution system. 
Additionally, funding has been secured for a second watermain crossing to the south of the river. 
This will provide operational flexibility while keeping the standpipe replacement on the north side 
of the river.



Preferred Alternative
• Several locations within the existing site were evaluated for the preferred location 

for the new tower. The top of the existing gravel road was chosen as the 
preferred location to minimize environmental impacts on the surrounding trees 
and vegetation. 

• The glass fused to steel standpipe was chosen as the best type of storage facility 
for this project. While there are advantages to an elevated storage tank option, it 
is not economically feasible, and a standpipe is the best option to achieve the 
required upgrades to the system at the lowest supply and construction costs. 



Preferred Alternative

Current welded steel standpipe Glass fused to steel standpipe

Elevated storage tank



Summary of Standpipe Replacement Requirements
Estimated Total 20 year Service Population 3156

Estimated 20 year Max Daily Demand 2524.75 m3/day

Base Elevation 206 m

Diameter 8.6 m

Total Height (1 m freeboard) 38 m (EL. 244 m)

Usable Storage 1219.85 m3

WTP Reservoir Available Storage 656.2 m3

Total Available System Storage 1876.05 m3





Thank you
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APPENDIX G: Project Contacts 



Stakeholder Address Number Email Attention Comment

Mississaugas of Scugog Island 
First Nation

22521 Island Road, Port Perry, ON 
L9L 1B6

 info@scugogfirstna on.com; 
Dave Mowat, Community 
Consultation Specialist

For first nations also CC: 
inquiries@williamstreati
esfirstnations.ca;

Curve Lake First Nation
22 Winookeeda Road, Curve Lake, 
ON K0L 1R0

emilyw@curvelake.ca; 
juliek@curvelake.ca; 
kaitlinh@curvelake.ca; 

Chief Emily Whetung,
Julie Kapyrka, Lands Resource 
Consultation Liaison
Kaitlin Hill, Lands Resource 
Consultation Liaison

Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte
24 Meadow Drive, Tyendinaga 
Mohawk Territory, ON K0K 1X0

consultation@mbq-tmt.org;
lisam@mbq-tmt.org;
nicoles@mbq-tmt.org;

Charlotte Gurnsey, 
Consultation Coordinator

Alderville First Nation
11696 Second Line, P.O. Box 46
Roseneath, ON K0K 2X0 consultation@alderville.ca; Chief Dave Mowat

Kawartha Nishnawbe 807.623.8228

kawarthanishnawbecouncil@outlook.
com;
CC: nodin.webb@hotmail.com;
samgharvey@live.com;

Hiawatha First Nation 123 Paudash Street R. R. #2 705-295-4421

chiefcarr@hiawathafn.ca ;
tcowie@hiawathafn.ca;
sdavison@hiawathafn.ca; Chief Greg Cowie

Chippewas of Georgina Island jl.porte@georginaisland.com;

Chippewas of Rama First Nation
evelynb@ramafirstnation.ca;
shardayj@ramafirstnation.ca;

Chippewas of Beausoleil First 
Nation

info@chimnissing.ca;
jcopegog@chimnissing.ca;

Lower Trent Conservation
714 Murray Street, R.R. 1, Trenton, 
Ontario, K8V 5P4 613-394-4829 janet.noyes@ltc.on.ca;

MECP - Eastern Region
1259 Gardiners Road, Unit 3
Kingston ON K7P 3J6 613 549 4000

Jacqueline.Fuller@ontario.ca; 
Jon.Orpana@ontario.ca;
eanotification.eregion@ontario.ca;

Notices go the the specific 
notice email

Ministry of Heritage, Sport, 
Tourism and Culture Industries

Joseph.Harvey@ontario.ca; 
Karla.Barboza@ontario.ca;

Barboza, Karla
Harvey, Joseph

Environment Canada, Public 
Works Canada

4900 Yonge St., Suite 1205
North York, ON
M2N 6A6 416-952-0813 ONT.Web@pwgsc-tpsgc.gc.ca;
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APPENDIX H: Agency Correspondence





From: Jeanorth Sinnakandu
To: eanotification.eregion@ontario.ca
Cc: Tony Guerrera
Subject: Notice of Commencement - Hastings Standpipe Class EA
Date: Thursday, December 01, 2022 4:13:00 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Hastings Standpipe-ea_project_information_form.xlsx
Notice of Commencement + Keymap - Hastings Water Storage.pdf

Hello,
 
I am submitting the attached documents to initiate the Class EA process for the Hasting Standpipe
Replacement in Trent Hills, ON. The attachments include the completed project information form
and the Notice of Commencement with a Keymap showing the potential locations for the new
standpipe. The Notice will be published by the Municipality of Trent Hills on December 5, 2022.
Thank you.
 
Regards,
 
Jeanorth Sinnakandu, P.Eng.
 

 

1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road, Belleville ON  K8N 4Z5
Tel: (613) 966-3068 Ext: 334; Fax: (613) 966-3087
Cell: (647) 680-4973
Web Site: www.greergalloway.com
E-Mail:  jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity
to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete
this email and its contents from your system and refrain from using, distributing or copying this email. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the
contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
 

mailto:jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com
mailto:eanotification.eregion@ontario.ca
mailto:tguerrera@greergalloway.com
http://www.greergalloway.com/
mailto:jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com


Project information

				What to do:
Step 1: Look for the type of EA project in column B that applies to you.
Step 2: Complete columns C to J for that project.
Step 3: Send this form in Excel format to the MECP regional office email address where the project is located. 
MECP regional office email addresses are listed at 
www.ontario.ca/page/preparing-environmental-assessments

				Class EA/Streamlined EA		Proponent Name		Proponent Contact		Project Name		Project Schedule		Project Type		Project Location		MOECC Region		Project Initiation Date

		1		CO - Remedial flood and erosion control projects

		2		GO Transit - Class EA

		3		Hydro One - Minor transmission facilities

		4		MEA - Class EA for municipal infrastructure projects		The Municipality of Trent Hills		Scott White		Hastings Standpipe Replacement		Schedule B		Municipal water and wastewater projects		Trent Hills, Municipality of		Eastern		12/5/22

		5		Ministry of Infrastructure - Public work

		6		MNDM - Activities of the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines under the Mining Act

		7		MNRF - Provincial parks and conservation reserves

		8		MNRF - Resource stewardship and facility development projects

		9		MTO - Provincial transportation facilities

		10		O. Reg. 101/07 - Waste management projects

		11		O. Reg. 116/01 - Electricity projects

		12		OWA - Waterpower projects



						Enter the proponent's name.		Enter the name and email address of the person who the MECP should contact about your project. This should be the same contact person who is listed on the notice.		Enter the project name as it appears on the notice.		Select the project schedule from the drop-down menu.		Select the project type from the drop-down menu.		Select the name of the municipality or unorganized/unsurveyed area where your project is located from the drop-down menu.		Select the MECP region from the drop-down menu. Read the "MECP regions" worksheet to find the MECP region where your project is located.		Enter the date that the streamlined EA process was initiated (e.g. notice of commencement). This date may be when the project notice was first published.





MECP regions

		Project location		MECP region

		Several		Several

		Abbey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abbotsford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abbott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aberdeen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abigo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abotossaway (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Abraham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Acadia (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Acheson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Acres (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Acton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Adair (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Adamson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Adanac (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Addington Highlands, Township of		Eastern 

		Addison (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Adelaide-Metcalfe, Township of		Southwestern 

		Adjala-Tosorontio, Township of		Central 

		Admaston/Bromley, Township of		Eastern 

		Admiral (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Adrian (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Afton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Agassiz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Agate (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Agnew (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aguonie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aitken (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ajax, Town of		Central 

		Alanen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alarie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Albanel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alberton, Township of		Northern 

		Alcona (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alcorn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alderson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aldina (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alexandra (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alfred and Plantagenet, Township of		Eastern 

		Algoma, District of		Northern 

		Algonquin Highlands, Township of		Eastern 

		Allen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Allenby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Allouez (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alma (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alnwick/Haldimand, Township of		Eastern 

		Alpha (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Alton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Amaranth, Township of		West Central 

		Amery (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ames (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Amherstburg, Town of		Southwestern 

		Amik (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Amundsen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Amyot (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Anderson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Andre (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Anglin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Angus (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Antoine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Antrim (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Arbutus (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Archibald (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ardagh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Arden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Argyle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Armagh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Armour, Township of		Northern 

		Armstrong, Township of		Northern 

		Arnold (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Arnott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Arnprior, Town of		Eastern 

		Arran-Elderslie, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Ashfield-Colborne-Wawanosh, Township of		Southwestern 

		Ashley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Asmussen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Asphodel-Norwood, Township of		Eastern 

		Asquith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Assad (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Assef (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Asselin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Assiginack, Township of		Northern 

		Athens, Township of		Eastern 

		Athlone (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Atikameg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Atikokan, Town of		Northern 

		Atkinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aubin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aubrey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Auden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Augusta, Township of		Eastern 

		Auld (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aurora (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aurora, Town of		Central 

		Avery (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Avis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Avon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aweres (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Aylmer, Town of		Southwestern 

		Baden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bader (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Baird (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Baker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Baldwin, Township of		Northern 

		Ball (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ballantyne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Baltic (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bancroft, Town of		Eastern 

		Banks (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bannerman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bannockburn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barager (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barbara (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barber (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barclay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barlow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barnes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barnet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barr (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barrett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barrie, City of		Central 

		Barron (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bartlett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Barwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Battersby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bayfield (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bayham, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Bayly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Baynes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bazett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beaton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beauchamp (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beaudin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beaudry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beaumont (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beauparlant (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beckett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beckwith, Township of		Eastern 

		Beebe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beemer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Begin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Behmann (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beilhartz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Belanger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Belford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Belleville, City of		Eastern 

		Ben Nevis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Benedickson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beniah (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Benner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bennett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Benneweis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Benton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beresford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bernier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bernst (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Berry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bertrand (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bessborough (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Beulah (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bevin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bickle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bicknell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bigelow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Biggar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Biggs (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Billings (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Billings, Township of		Northern 

		Birch (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bird (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Birdsall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Birkett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Biscotasi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bishop (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bisley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Black River-Matheson, Township of		Northern 

		Blackburn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blackwell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blair (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blakelock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blamey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blandford-Blenheim, Township of		Southwestern 

		Blewett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blind River, Town of		Northern 

		Bliss (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Blount (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bluewater, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Blyth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bomby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bompas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bonar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bonfield, Township of		Northern 

		Bonis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bonnechere Valley, Township of		Eastern 

		Boon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Booth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bordeleau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Borden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boston (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bostwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Botha (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boucher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boulter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bounsall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bourassa (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bourinot (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bower (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bowerman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bowyer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boyce (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boyd (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boyle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Boys (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bracci (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bracebridge, Town of		Central 

		Brackin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bradburn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bradette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bradford West Gwillimbury, Town of		Central 

		Bradley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bradshaw (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bragg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Braithwaite (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brampton, City of		Central 

		Brant, County of		West Central 

		Brantford, City of		West Central 

		Bray (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Breadner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brebeuf (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Breckenridge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Breithaupt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brethour, Township of		Northern 

		Brewster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bridges (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bridgland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brighton, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Brigstocke (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brimacombe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Britton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brock, Township of		Central 

		Brockton, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Brockville, City of		Eastern 

		Broderick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bronson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brooke-Alvinston, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Broome (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brothers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Broughton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brower (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brown (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Browning (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brownridge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bruce Mines, Town of		Northern 

		Bruce, County of		Southwestern 

		Brudenell, Lyndoch and Raglan, Township of		Eastern 

		Brule (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brunswick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Brutus (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bruyere (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bryant (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bryce (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Buchan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Buckland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bullbrook (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Buller (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bullock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Bulmer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burk's Falls, Village of		Northern 

		Burlington, City of		Central 

		Burnaby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burpee and Mills, Township of		Northern 

		Burr (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burrell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burritt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burrows (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burstall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Burwash (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Busby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Butcher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Butler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Butt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Byers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Byng (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Byron (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Byshe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cabot (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cadeau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Caen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Caithness (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Calais (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Calder (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Caledon, Town of		Central 

		Callander, Municipality of		Northern 

		Calvin, Municipality of		Northern 

		Cambridge, City of		West Central 

		Cane (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Canfield (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Canisbay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cannard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Caouette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carew (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cargill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carleton Place, Town of		Eastern 

		Carling, Township of		Northern 

		Carlow/Mayo, Township of		Eastern 

		Carmody (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carnegie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carroll (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carruthers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carss (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cartier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Carty (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cascaden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Case (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Casey, Township of		Northern 

		Casgrain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Casselman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Casselman, Village of		Eastern 

		Cassidy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Casson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Catharine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cathcart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cavana (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cavan-Millbrook-North-Monaghan, Township of		Eastern 

		Cavell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Caverley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cecil (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cecile (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Central Elgin, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Central Frontenac, Township of		Eastern 

		Central Huron, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Central Manitoulin, Municipality of		Northern 

		Centre Hastings, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Centre Wellington, Township of		West Central 

		Ceylon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chalet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Challener (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Challies (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chamberlain, Township of		Northern 

		Champagne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Champlain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Champlain, Township of		Eastern 

		Chapais (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chapleau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chapleau, Township of		Northern 

		Chaplin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chappise (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chapple, Township of		Northern 

		Charbonneau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Charlton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Charlton and Dack, Municipality of		Northern 

		Charters (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chartrand (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chatham-Kent, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Chatsworth, Township of		Southwestern 

		Chelsea (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chenard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chesley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chesley Additional (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chester (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chevrier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chewett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Childerhose (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chipman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chisholm, Township of		Northern 

		Cholette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Chown (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Church (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Churchill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clancy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clarence-Rockland, City of		Eastern 

		Clarington, Municipality of		Central 

		Clarkson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clary (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clavet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clearview, Township of		Central 

		Cleaver (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clifford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clifton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clive (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clouston (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Clute (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cobalt, Town of		Northern 

		Cobden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cobourg, Town of		Eastern 

		Cochrane (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cochrane, Town of		Northern 

		Cockburn Island (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cockburn Island, Township of		Northern 

		Cockeram (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cockshutt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coderre (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coldwell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cole (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coleman, Township of		Northern 

		Colenso (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Collingwood, Town of		Central 

		Collins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Collishaw (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Colliver (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Colquhoun (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coltham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Commanda (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Common (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Comox (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Conacher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Conant (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Concobar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Conking (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Conmee, Township of		Northern 

		Connaught (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cooper (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Copenace (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coppell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Copperfield (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corbiere (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corboy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corkill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corless (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Corman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cornwall, City of		Eastern 

		Corrigal (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cortez (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cosens (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Costello (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cote (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cotte (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cotton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coulson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cowie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cox (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Coyle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Craig (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cramahe, Township of		Eastern 

		Crawford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Creelman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Crepieul (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Crockett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cromlech (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cross (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Crothers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cudney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cull (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cumming (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cunningham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Curtin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Curtis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Cuthbertson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		D Arcy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		D Avaugour (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dablon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dagle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dahl (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dale (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dalmas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dambrossio (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dance (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dane (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Danford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Daniel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Daoust (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dargavel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Daumont (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Davidson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Davieaux (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Davies (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Davin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Davis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dawn-Euphemia, Township of		Southwestern 

		Dawson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dawson Road Lots (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dawson, Township of		Northern 

		De Gaulle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deacon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deagle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deans (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Debassige (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deep River, Town of		Eastern 

		Del Villano (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Delaney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Delhi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Delmage (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Demorest (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dempsay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dennie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dennis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dent (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Denyes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Depencier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deroche (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Derry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Desbiens (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Deseronto, Town of		Eastern 

		Desmond (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Desrosiers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Devine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Devon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dewan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dickson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Docker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Doherty (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dokis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dolson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Donovan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dore (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dorion, Township of		Northern 

		Doucett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Douglas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Douro-Dummer, Township of		Eastern 

		Downer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dowsley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Doyle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Drea (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Drew (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Drope (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Druillettes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Drummond/North Elmsley, Township of		Eastern 

		Dryden, City of		Northern 

		Dublin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dubreuilville, Township of		Northern 

		Duckworth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Duff (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dufferin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dufferin, County of		West Central 

		Dukszta (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dulhut (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dumas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dunbar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Duncan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dundee (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dunlop (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dunmore (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dunsmore (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dupuis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Durban (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Durham, Regional Municipality of		Central 

		Dutton/Dunwich, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Dye (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dyer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Dysart, Dudley, Harcourt, Guilford, Harburn, Bruton, Havelock, Eyre and Clyde, United Townships of		Eastern 

		Eaket (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ear Falls, Township of		Northern 

		Earl (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Earngey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		East Ferris, Township of		Northern 

		East Garafraxa, Township of		West Central 

		East Gwillimbury, Town of		Central 

		East Hawkesbury, Township of		Eastern 

		East Mills (Unorganized)		Northern 

		East Zorra-Tavistock, Township of		Southwestern 

		Eaton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ebbitt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ebbs (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ecclestone (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Echo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Echum (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eddy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edgar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edighoffer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edinburgh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edwards (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Edwardsburgh/Cardinal, Township of		Eastern 

		Egan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eisenhower (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eldridge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Elgie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Elgin, County of		Southwestern 

		Elizabeth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Elizabethtown-Kitley, Township of		Eastern 

		Elliot Lake, City of		Northern 

		Elliott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ellis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Elmhirst (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Emerald (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Emerson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Emiry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Emo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Emo, Township of		Northern 

		Englehart, Town of		Northern 

		English (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Engstrom (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Enid (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Enniskillen, Township of		Southwestern 

		Eric (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ericson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Erin, Town of		West Central 

		Ermatinger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ermine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Esnagami (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Espanola, Town of		Northern 

		Esquega (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Essa, Township of		Central 

		Essex, County of		Southwestern 

		Essex, Town of		Southwestern 

		Esther (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ethel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Eton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Evans (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Evanturel, Township of		Northern 

		Ewart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ewen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Exton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fabbro (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Factor (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fairbairn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fairlie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fallis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fallon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Faraday, Township of		Eastern 

		Farquhar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Farr (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Farrington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fasken (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fauquier-Strickland, Township of		Northern 

		Faust (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fauteux (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fawcett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fawn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fenton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fenwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fergus (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fernow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ferrier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fiddler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Finan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Findlay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fingal (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fintry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Firstbrook (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fisher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fitzgerald (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fitzsimmons (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Flanders (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Flavelle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fleck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fleming (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fletcher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Flett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Flood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Floranna (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foch (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foleyet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fontaine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foote (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Forbes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Forgie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fort Erie, Town of		West Central 

		Fort Frances, Town of		Northern 

		Fortune (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foucault (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foulds (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fournier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fowler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fox (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Foy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fraleigh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Frances (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Franchere (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Franz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Frater (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Frechette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Frecheville (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Freele (Unorganized)		Northern 

		French (Unorganized)		Northern 

		French River, Municipality of		Northern 

		Freswick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Frey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fripp (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Front of Yonge, Township of		Eastern 

		Frontenac Islands, Township of		Eastern 

		Frontenac, County of		Eastern 

		Frost (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fryatt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fulton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Furlonge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Furniss (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Fushimi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gaby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gaiashk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Galbraith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gallagher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Galna (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gamble (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gamey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gananoque, Town of		Eastern 

		Ganong (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gapp (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gardhouse (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gardiner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garibaldi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garnet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garrison (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garrow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Garvey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gaudette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gaudry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gaunt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gauthier, Township of		Northern 

		Geary (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Geikie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Genier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Genoa (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gentles (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Georgian Bay, Township of		Central 

		Georgian Bluffs, Township of		Southwestern 

		Georgina, Town of		Central 

		Gerow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gervais (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gibbard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gidley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gilbert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gilbertson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Giles (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gillies, Township of		Northern 

		Gilliland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gillmor (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gisborn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gladman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gladwin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Glasgow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Glass (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Glen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goderich, Town of		Southwestern 

		Goldie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Golding (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goldwin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goodall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gooderham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goodfellow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goodwillie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goodwin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gordon, Township of		Northern 

		Gordon-Barrie Island, Municipality of		Northern 

		Gore Bay, Town of		Northern 

		Gorham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gouin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gould (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Goulet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gour (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gourlay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grand Valley, Town of		West Central 

		Grasett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gravenhurst, Town of		Central 

		Graves (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Graydon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Greater Madawaska, Township of		Eastern 

		Greater Napanee, Town of		Eastern 

		Greater Sudbury, City of		Northern 

		Green (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Greenlaw (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Greenstone, Municipality of		Northern 

		Greenwood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Greer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grenfell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grenoble (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grenville (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grey Highlands, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Grey, County of		Southwestern 

		Griesinger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Griffin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grigg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grimsby, Town of		West Central 

		Grootenboer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Groseilliers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gross (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grossman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Groves (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grummett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Grzela (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 1 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 10 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 2 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 3 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 4 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 5 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 6 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 7 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 8 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gtp Block 9 (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Guelph, City of		West Central 

		Guelph/Eramosa, Township of		West Central 

		Guibord (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Guilfoyle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Guindon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gundy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gurney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Guthrie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Gzowski (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Habel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hadley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haentschel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hagey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haggart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haig (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haight (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haines (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Halcrow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haldimand, County of		West Central 

		Haliburton, County of		Eastern 

		Halifax (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Halkirk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hallett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Halliday (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Halsey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Halton Hills, Town of		Central 

		Halton, Regional Municipality of		Central 

		Hambleton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hambly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hamilton, City of		West Central 

		Hamilton, Township of		Eastern 

		Hamlet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hammell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hammond (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hancock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Handleman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hanlan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hanna (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hanniwell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hanover, Town of		Southwestern 

		Hardiman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hardwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hardy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Harewood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Harker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Harley, Township of		Northern 

		Harmon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Harris, Township of		Northern 

		Hart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hartington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hartle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hartman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Harty (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hassard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hastings Highlands, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Hastings, County of		Eastern 

		Haughton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haultain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Havelock-Belmont-Methuen, Township of		Eastern 

		Havilland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Havrot (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hawkesbury, Town of		Eastern 

		Hawkins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hawley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Haycock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hayward (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hazen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Head, Clara and Maria, Township of		Eastern 

		Hearst, Town of		Northern 

		Heath (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Heathcote (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hebert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hecla (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Heenan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Heighington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hele (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hellyer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hembruff (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Henderson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hendrie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Henley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hennessy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Henry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Henvey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Henwood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hepburn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Herbert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Herrick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hess (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hiawatha (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hicks (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Highlands East, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Hill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hillary (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hilliard, Township of		Northern 

		Hillmer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hilton Beach, Village of		Northern 

		Hilton, Township of		Northern 

		Hincks (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hobbs (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hoblitzell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hobson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hodgetts (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hodgins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hodgson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hoey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hoffman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hogarth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hogg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hollinger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Holloway (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Holmes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Home (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Homer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Homuth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Honeywell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hong Kong (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hook (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hopkins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Horne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hornell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hornepayne, Township of		Northern 

		Horton, Township of		Eastern 

		Horwood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hotte (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Howells (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Howey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Howick, Township of		Southwestern 

		Hubbard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hudson, Township of		Northern 

		Huffman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hughes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hughson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Humboldt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hunter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Huntsville, Town of		Central 

		Huotari (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hurdman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hurlburt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Huron East, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Huron Shores, Municipality of		Northern 

		Huron, County of		Southwestern 

		Huron-Kinloss, Township of		Southwestern 

		Hurtubise (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hutcheon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hutchinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hutt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hyndman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Hynes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ignace, Township of		Northern 

		Ilsley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ingersoll, Town of		Southwestern 

		Inglis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ingram (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Innes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Innisfil, Town of		Central 

		Invergarry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Inverness (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Inwood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ireland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Iris (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Irish (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Iroquois Falls, Town of		Northern 

		Irving (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Isaac (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ivanhoe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ivy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jack (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jackman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jackson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jacobson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jacques (Unorganized)		Northern 

		James, Township of		Northern 

		Janes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jarvis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jasper (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jean (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jeffries (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jessiman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jocelyn, Township of		Northern 

		Jocko (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Joffre (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Johns (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Johnson, Township of		Northern 

		Jollineau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Joly, Township of		Northern 

		Joynt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Jutten (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kalen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kane (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kaplan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kapuskasing (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kapuskasing, Town of		Northern 

		Kars (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Katrine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kawartha Lakes, City of		Eastern 

		Kearney, Town of		Northern 

		Keating (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Keating Additional (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Keefer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Keesickquayash (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kehoe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Keith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kelly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kelsey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kelso (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kelvin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kemp (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kendall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kennedy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kenning (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kenny (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kenogaming (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kenora, City of		Northern 

		Kerns, Township of		Northern 

		Kerrs (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kildare (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Killala (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards, Township of		Eastern 

		Killarney, Municipality of		Northern 

		Killins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Killraine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kilmer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kincaid (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kincardine, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Kineras (Unorganized)		Northern 

		King, Township of		Central 

		Kingsford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kingsmill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kingston, City of		Eastern 

		Kingsville, Town of		Southwestern 

		Kipling (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kirkland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kirkland Lake, Town of		Northern 

		Kirkup (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kirkwall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kitchener (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kitchener, City of		West Central 

		Kittson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Klock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Klotz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Knicely (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Knight (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Knott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Knowles (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Knox (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kohler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kosny (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Kowkash (Unorganized)		Northern 

		La Salle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		La Vallee, Township of		Northern 

		Labelle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laberge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Labonte (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lackner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ladysmith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lafleche (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laforme (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lahontan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laidlaw (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laird, Township of		Northern 

		Lake of Bays, Township of		Central 

		Lake of the Woods, Township of		Northern 

		Lakeshore, Town of		Southwestern 

		Lalibert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lambert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lambton Shores, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Lambton, County of		Southwestern 

		Lamming (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lamplugh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lampman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lamport (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lanark Highlands, Township of		Eastern 

		Lanark, County of		Eastern 

		Landriault (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Landry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lane (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lang (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Langemarck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Langlois (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Langworthy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Larder Lake, Township of		Northern 

		Larkin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laronde (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Larson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		LaSalle, Town of		Southwestern 

		Lascelles (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lastheels (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Latchford, Town of		Northern 

		Lauder (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laughren (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laughton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laura (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laurentian Hills, Town of		Eastern 

		Laurentian Valley, Township of		Eastern 

		Laurie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laurier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laval (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Laverendrye (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lawlor (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lawson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Le May (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leamington, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Leask (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lebel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lecaron (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leckie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leclaire (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lecours (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ledger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lee (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leeds and Grenville, United Counties of		Eastern 

		Leeds and the Thousand Islands, Township of		Eastern 

		Leeson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lefebvre (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Legarde (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Legarde Additional (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Legge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leguerrier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lehman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leinster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leluk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lemoine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lennox (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lennox and Addington, County of		Eastern 

		Leo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Leonard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lerwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lessard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Levesque (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lewers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lillie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Limerick, Township of		Eastern 

		Lincoln (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lincoln, Town of		West Central 

		Lipsett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lipton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lisgar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lismore (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lister (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Little (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lizar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lloyd (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Loach (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lockeyer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lockhart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lomond (Unorganized)		Northern 

		London, City of		Southwestern 

		Londonderry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lorrain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lougheed (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Loughrin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lount (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Low (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lowther (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Loyalist, Township of		Eastern 

		Lucan Biddulph, Township of		Southwestern 

		Lucas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lundy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lunkie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lybster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lyman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lynch (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Lyon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mabee (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Macaskill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Macbeth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Macdonald, Meredith and Aberdeen Additional, Township of		Northern 

		Macfie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Machar, Township of		Northern 

		Machin, Township of		Northern 

		Macmurchy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Macnicol (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Macvicar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Madawaska Valley, Township of		Eastern 

		Madoc, Township of		Eastern 

		Maeck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mafeking (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mageau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Magladery (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Magnetawan, Municipality of		Northern 

		Magone (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mahaffy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Maher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mahoney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Maisonville (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Makawa (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Malachi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Malahide, Township of		Southwestern 

		Mallard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mandamin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Maness (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Manion (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Manitoulin, District of		Northern 

		Manitouwadge, Township of		Northern 

		Mann (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Manning (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mapleton, Township of		West Central 

		Marathon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marathon, Town of		Northern 

		Marceau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marconi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Margaret (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marion (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marjorie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Markham, City of		Central 

		Marks (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Markstay-Warren, Municipality of		Northern 

		Marmora and Lake, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Marne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marquette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marquis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marriott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marsh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marshall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marshay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Martel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Martin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Marven (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Massey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Master (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Matachewan, Township of		Northern 

		Mattagami (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mattawa, Town of		Northern 

		Mattawan, Township of		Northern 

		Matthews (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mattice-Val Côté, Township of		Northern 

		Maude (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Maund (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcallister (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcalpine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcaree (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcarthur (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcaughey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcauslan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcbride (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcbrien (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccallum (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccann (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccarthy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccaul (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccausland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccoig (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcconkey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcconnell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccool (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccowan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccraney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccron (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccuaig (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mccubbin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		McDougall, Township of		Northern 

		Mcdowell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcelroy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcevay (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcewing (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcfadden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcfarlan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		McGarry, Township of		Northern 

		Mcgee (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcgiffin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcgill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcgillis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcgowan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcilraith (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcilveen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcivor (Unorganized)		Northern 

		McKellar, Township of		Northern 

		Mckelvie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mckeough (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mckeown (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcknight (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mclaren (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mclarty (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mclaughlin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mclaurin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcleister (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcleod (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcmahon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcmaster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcmeekin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcmillan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		McMurrich/Monteith, Township of		Northern 

		McNab/Braeside, Township of		Eastern 

		Mcnamara (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcnaught (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcnaughton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcneil (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcnevin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcnie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcnish (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcowen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcparland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcphail (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mcquibban (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Meader (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Meaford, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Meath (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Medina (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Meen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Meinzinger (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Melancthon, Township of		West Central 

		Melgund (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Melrose (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Memaskwosh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Menapia (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Menard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Menary (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Menzies (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mercer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Merrick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Merrickville-Wolford, Village of		Eastern 

		Mewhinney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Michano (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Michaud (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Michener (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Michie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mickle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Middleboro (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Middlesex Centre, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Middlesex, County of		Southwestern 

		Midland, Town of		Central 

		Mikano (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mildred (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Milligan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Milner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Milton, Town of		Central 

		Minden Hills, Township of		Eastern 

		Minnipuka (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Minto, Town of		West Central 

		Miramichi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Miscampbell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Miskokomon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Missinaibi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mississauga, City of		Central 

		Mississippi Mills, Town of		Eastern 

		Mitchell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moberly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moffat (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moggy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moncrieff (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mond (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Monestime (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mongowin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mono, Town of		West Central 

		Mons (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Montague, Township of		Eastern 

		Montcalm (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Montgomery (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Montrose (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moody (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moonbeam, Township of		Northern 

		Moorehouse (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moosonee, Town of		Northern 

		Morel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Morin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Morley, Township of		Northern 

		Morningstar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Morris-Turnberry, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Morrow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Morse (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Morson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mortimer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mosambik (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moses (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Moss (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mountbatten (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mowat (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mowbray (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulcahy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Muldrew (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulholland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulligan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulloy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulmur, Township of		West Central 

		Mulock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mulvey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Munro (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Munster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Murdock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Musgrove (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Muskego (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Muskoka Lakes, Township of		Central 

		Muskoka, District Municipality of		Central 

		Musquash (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Mutrie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nadjiwon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nagagami (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nahwegezhic (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nairn and Hyman, Township of		Northern 

		Nameigos (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nansen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nassau (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Natal (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nebonaionquet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nebotik (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Neebing, Municipality of		Northern 

		Neelands (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Neely (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Neill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nelles (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nesbitt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nettleton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Neville (Unorganized)		Northern 

		New Tecumseth, Town of		Central 

		Newbury, Village of		Southwestern 

		Newlands (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Newman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Newmarket (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Newmarket, Town of		Central 

		Newton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Niagara Falls, City of		West Central 

		Niagara, Regional Municipality of		West Central 

		Niagara-on-the-Lake, Town of		West Central 

		Nicholas (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nickle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nicol (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nicolet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nimitz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nipigon, Township of		Northern 

		Nipissing, Township of		Northern 

		Niven (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nixon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Noble (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Noganosh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Norberg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nordica (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Norfolk, County of		West Central 

		North Algona Wilberforce, Township of		Eastern 

		North Bay, City of		Northern 

		North Dumfries, Township of		West Central 

		North Dundas, Township of		Eastern 

		North Frontenac, Township of		Eastern 

		North Glengarry, Township of		Eastern 

		North Grenville, Municipality of		Eastern 

		North Huron, Township of		Southwestern 

		North Kawartha, Township of		Eastern 

		North Middlesex, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		North Perth, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		North Stormont, Township of		Eastern 

		North Williams (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Northeastern Manitoulin and The Islands, Town of		Northern 

		Northern Bruce Peninsula, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Northrup (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Northumberland, County of		Eastern 

		Norwich, Township of		Southwestern 

		Noseworthy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Notman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nouvel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nova (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Noyon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nursey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Nuttall (Unorganized)		Northern 

		O Meara (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oakville, Town of		Central 

		Oates (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oboshkegan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		O'Connor, Township of		Northern 

		Odlum (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ogilvie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oil Springs, Village of		Southwestern 

		Oke (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Olinyk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oliver Paipoonge, Municipality of		Northern 

		Olrig (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Olsen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Onaping (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Opasatika (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Opasatika, Township of		Northern 

		Ophir (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Orangeville, Town of		West Central 

		Orillia, City of		Central 

		Orkney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oro-Medonte, Township of		Central 

		Osaquan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Osborne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oscar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oshawa, City of		Central 

		Oshell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Osler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ossian (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ossin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oswald (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Osway (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Otonabee-South Monaghan, Township of		Eastern 

		Ottawa, City of		Eastern 

		Ottaway (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Otter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Otto (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ouellette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Owen Sound, City of		Southwestern 

		Owens (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Oxford, County of		Southwestern 

		Pacaud (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Palmer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Panet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Papineau-Cameron, Township of		Northern 

		Pardo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parent (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parkinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parkman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parliament (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parnell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parr (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parrott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Parry Sound, Town of		Northern 

		Patenaude (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Patience (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Patrick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Patterson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pattinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Patton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Paudash (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Paul (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pawis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Paxton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pearce (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pearkes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Peck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Peel, Regional Municipality of		Central 

		Peever (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pelee, Township of		Southwestern 

		Pelham, Town of		West Central 

		Pelican (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pellatt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pelletier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pembroke, City of		Eastern 

		Penetanguishene, Town of		Central 

		Penhorwood (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pennefather (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pense (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pentland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Perry, Township of		Northern 

		Perth East, Township of		Southwestern 

		Perth South, Township of		Southwestern 

		Perth, County of		Southwestern 

		Perth, Town of		Eastern 

		Petawawa, Town of		Eastern 

		Peterborough, City of		Eastern 

		Peterborough, County of		Eastern 

		Peters (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Peterson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Petrolia, Town of		Southwestern 

		Pettypiece (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pharand (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Phelps (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pic (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Piche (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pickerel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pickering, City of		Central 

		Pickett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pickle Lake, Township of		Northern 

		Pifher (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pinard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pinogami (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pitt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pliny (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Plourde (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Plummer Additional, Township of		Northern 

		Plympton-Wyoming, Town of		Southwestern 

		Point Edward, Village of		Southwestern 

		Poisson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Poitras (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Poncet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pontiac (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Port Colborne, City of		West Central 

		Port Hope, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Porter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Potier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Potter (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Poulett (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Poulin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Powassan, Municipality of		Northern 

		Pratt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Prescott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Prescott and Russell, United Counties of		Eastern 

		Prescott, Town of		Eastern 

		Preston (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Prince Edward County, City of		Eastern 

		Prince, Township of		Northern 

		Pringle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Prosser (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Purdom (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Purvis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Puskuta (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Puslinch, Township of		West Central 

		Pyne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Pyramid (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Quill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Quinte West, City of		Eastern 

		Raaflaub (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rabazo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Racine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Radisson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Raimbault (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rainy River, Town of		Northern 

		Ramara, Township of		Central 

		Ramsay Wright (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ramsden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rand (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Raney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rankin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rapley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rattray (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Raven (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ray (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Raymond (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Raynar (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reaney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reaume (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Recollet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Red Lake, Municipality of		Northern 

		Red Rock, Township of		Northern 

		Redden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Redditt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Redsky (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Redvers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reeves (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Regan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reid (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reilly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Renfrew, County of		Eastern 

		Renfrew, Town of		Eastern 

		Rennie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Renwick (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Restoule (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Revell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Reynolds (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rhodes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rice (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Richmond Hill, Town of		Central 

		Rickaby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rideau Lakes, Township of		Eastern 

		Riggs (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rioux (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ritchie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rix (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roadhouse (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Robbins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roberta (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roberts (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Robertson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Robillard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Robinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roblin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Robson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roche (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roebuck (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rogers (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rollins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rollo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roosevelt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Root (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rorke (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rose (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rowat (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rowe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rowell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rowlandson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Roy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Royal (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rudd (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rugby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Runnalls (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Running (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rupert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Russell, Township of		Eastern 

		Ruston (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Rutherford (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ryan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ryerson, Township of		Northern 

		Rykert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sables-Spanish Rivers, Township of		Northern 

		Sackville (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sadler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sagard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sampson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sanborn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sanderson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sandy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sangster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sankey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sargeant (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sarnia, City of		Southwestern 

		Satterly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Saugeen Shores, Town of		Southwestern 

		Sault Ste. Marie, City of		Northern 

		Saunders (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Savanne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Savant (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Savard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sayer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scapa (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scarfe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Schembri (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scholfield (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Schreiber, Township of		Northern 

		Scotia (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scovil (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scriven (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scrivener (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Scugog, Township of		Central 

		Seagram (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Seaton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Secord (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Seguin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Seguin, Township of		Northern 

		Selby (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Selkirk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Selwyn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Selwyn, Township of		Eastern 

		Semple (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Senn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Servos (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Severn, Township of		Central 

		Sewell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shabotik (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shanly (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shannon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sharpe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shawanaga (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shawkence (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sheard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shearer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sheba (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shelburne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shelburne, Town of		West Central 

		Sheldon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shelley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shenango (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sheppard (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sheraton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sherlock (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sherratt (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sherring (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shetland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shibananing (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shields (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shillington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shingwaukonce (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shipley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shuel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shulman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Shuniah, Municipality of		Northern 

		Sibley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Silk (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Simcoe, County of		Central 

		Simons (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Simpson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Singapore (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Singer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sioux Lookout, Municipality of		Northern 

		Sioux Narrows-Nestor Falls, Township of                            		Northern 

		Skey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Skinner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Slack (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sladen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Slaght (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Slater (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Slievert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Smellie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Smilsky (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Smiths Falls, Town of		Eastern 

		Smooth Rock Falls, Town of		Northern 

		Smuts (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Smye (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Smyth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Snow (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Solski (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Somme (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Soper (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sothman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		South Algonquin, Township of		Northern 

		South Bruce Peninsula, Town of		Southwestern 

		South Bruce, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		South Dundas, Township of		Eastern 

		South Frontenac, Township of		Eastern 

		South Glengarry, Township of		Eastern 

		South Huron, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		South Lorrain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		South River, Village of		Northern 

		South Stormont, Township of		Eastern 

		Southgate, Township of		Southwestern 

		Southwest Middlesex, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		South-West Oxford, Township of		Southwestern 

		Southwold, Township of		Southwestern 

		Southworth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Spanish, Town of		Northern 

		Specht (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Speight (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Spohn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Spooner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Springwater, Township of		Central 

		Sproule (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St Germain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St John (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St Julien (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St Laurent (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St Louis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		St. Catharines, City of		West Central 

		St. Charles, Municipality of		Northern 

		St. Clair, Township of		Southwestern 

		St. Joseph, Township of		Northern 

		St. Marys, Town of		Southwestern 

		St. Thomas, City of		Southwestern 

		Stapells (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Staples (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Staunton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stedman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Steele (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stefansson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stetham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stewart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stimson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stirling (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stirling-Rawdon, Township of		Eastern 

		Stobie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stoddart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stokes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stone (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stone Mills, Township of		Eastern 

		Stoney (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Storey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, United Counties of		Eastern 

		Stoughton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stover (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strachan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strain (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stralak (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strange (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stratford, City of		Southwestern 

		Strathearn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strathroy-Caradoc, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Stratton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Street (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strickland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strom (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Strong, Township of		Northern 

		Studholme (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Stull (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sturgeon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Suganaqueb (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sulman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sundridge, Village of		Northern 

		Suni (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sutcliffe (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sutherland (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Swanson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Swartman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Swayze (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sweatman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sweeny (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sweet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Sydere (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Syer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Syine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Symington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tabobondung (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Talbott (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tannahill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tanner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tarbutt, Township of		Northern 

		Tay Valley, Township of		Eastern 

		Tay, Township of		Central 

		Teasdale (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tecumseh, Town of		Southwestern 

		Tedder (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Teefy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Teetzel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tehkummah, Township of		Northern 

		Telfer (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Temagami, Municipality of		Northern 

		Temiskaming Shores, City of		Northern 

		Templeton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Terrace Bay, Township of		Northern 

		Terry (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thackeray (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thames Centre, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		The Archipelago, Township of		Northern 

		The Blue Mountains, Town of		Southwestern 

		The Nation, Municipality of		Eastern 

		The North Shore, Township of		Northern 

		Thessalon, Town of		Northern 

		Thistle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thorburn (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thorning (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thornloe, Village of		Northern 

		Thorold, City of		West Central 

		Thorp (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Thunder Bay, City of		Northern 

		Tiernan (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tilley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tillsonburg, Town of		Southwestern 

		Tilston (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tilton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Timbrell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Timiskaming, District of		Northern 

		Timmins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Timmins, City of		Northern 

		Tiny, Township of		Central 

		Todd (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tofflemire (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Togo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tolmie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tolmonen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tolstoi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tomlinson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tooms (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Topham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Toronto, City of		Central 

		Torrance (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Totten (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Traill (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Trent Hills, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Trent Lakes, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Trethewey (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Trewartha (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Triquet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tronsen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Trottier (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Truax (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Truman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tucker (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tudhope (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tudor and Cashel, Township of		Eastern 

		Tully (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tupper (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Turner (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tustin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tuuri (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tweed (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tweed, Municipality of		Eastern 

		Tweedle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tyendinaga, Township of		Eastern 

		Tyrone (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Tyrrell (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ulster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Umbach (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Unwin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Upsala (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Usnac (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Uxbridge, Township of		Central 

		Val Rita-Harty, Township of		Northern 

		Valentine (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Valin (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Van Hise (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Van Horne (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Van Nostrand (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vance (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vankoughnet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Varley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vasiloff (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vaughan, City of		Central 

		Venturi (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Verdun (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vernon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vibert (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Viel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Villeneuve (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vivian (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vondette (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Vrooman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wabigoon (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wacousta (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wadsworth (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wagg (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wainfleet, Township of		West Central 

		Wainwright (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wakami (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Waldie (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wallbridge (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wallis (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Walls (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Walsh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Warden (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wardle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wardrope (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Ware (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Warpula (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Warren (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Warwick, Township of		Southwestern 

		Wasaga Beach, Town of		Central 

		Waswa (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Waterloo, City of		West Central 

		Waterloo, Regional Municipality of		West Central 

		Watson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Watten (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wauchope (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wawa, Municipality of		Northern 

		Wawia (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Way (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Way-White (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Weaver (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Webb (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Webster (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Weeks (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Weichel (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Welland, City of		West Central 

		Wellesley, Township of		West Central 

		Wellington North, Township of		West Central 

		Wellington, County of		West Central 

		Wells (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Welsh (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wesley (Unorganized)		Northern 

		West (Unorganized)		Northern 

		West Elgin, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		West Grey, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		West Lincoln, Township of		West Central 

		West Nipissing, Municipality of		Northern 

		West Perth, Municipality of		Southwestern 

		Westbrook (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Westport, Village of		Eastern 

		Whalen (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Whigham (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Whitby, Town of		Central 

		Whitchurch-Stouffville, Town of		Central 

		White (Unorganized)		Northern 

		White River, Township of		Northern 

		Whitehead (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Whitesides (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Whitestone, Municipality of		Northern 

		Whitewater Region, Township of		Eastern 

		Whitman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Whitson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wiggins (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wigle (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wilhelmina (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wilkes (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Willans (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Willet (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Willison (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wilmot, Township of		West Central 

		Wilson (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Windego (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Windsor, City of		Southwestern 

		Winget (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Winkler (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Winnington (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wiseman (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wishart (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wlasy (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wollaston, Township of		Eastern 

		Woodstock, City of		Southwestern 

		Woolrich (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Woolwich, Township of		West Central 

		Worton (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wright (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Wyse (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Yaremko (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Yeo (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Yesno (Unorganized)		Northern 

		York, Regional Municipality of		Central 

		Zavitz (Unorganized)		Northern 

		Zorra, Township of		Southwestern 
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						New technology		Category C		Schedule B		Category C				Category C		Category C		Group C								Shoreline flooding		Track or signal systems		Telecommunication stations				Municipal transit projects						Management projects				Minor improvement to provincial transportation facilities		Transfer station		Hydroelectric		New project on unmanaged river systems		Eastern		Abbotsford (Unorganized)

										Schedule C		Category D																Shoreline erosion		Maintenance or storage yards						Master plan														Landfill gas/biogas				Northern		Abbott (Unorganized)

										Master plan																																								Natural gas				Southwestern		Aberdeen (Unorganized)

																																																		Oil				West Central		Abigo (Unorganized)

																																																								Abney (Unorganized)

																																																								Abotossaway (Unorganized)

																																																								Abraham (Unorganized)

																																																								Acadia (Unorganized)

																																																								Acheson (Unorganized)

																																																								Acres (Unorganized)

																																																								Acton (Unorganized)

																																																								Adair (Unorganized)

																																																								Adamson (Unorganized)

																																																								Adanac (Unorganized)

																																																								Addington Highlands, Township of

																																																								Addison (Unorganized)

																																																								Adelaide-Metcalfe, Township of

																																																								Adjala-Tosorontio, Township of

																																																								Admaston/Bromley, Township of

																																																								Admiral (Unorganized)

																																																								Adrian (Unorganized)

																																																								Afton (Unorganized)

																																																								Agassiz (Unorganized)

																																																								Agate (Unorganized)

																																																								Agnew (Unorganized)

																																																								Aguonie (Unorganized)

																																																								Aitken (Unorganized)

																																																								Ajax, Town of

																																																								Alanen (Unorganized)

																																																								Alarie (Unorganized)

																																																								Albanel (Unorganized)

																																																								Alberton, Township of

																																																								Alcona (Unorganized)

																																																								Alcorn (Unorganized)

																																																								Alderson (Unorganized)

																																																								Aldina (Unorganized)

																																																								Alexandra (Unorganized)

																																																								Alfred and Plantagenet, Township of

																																																								Algoma, District of

																																																								Algonquin Highlands, Township of

																																																								Allen (Unorganized)

																																																								Allenby (Unorganized)

																																																								Allouez (Unorganized)

																																																								Alma (Unorganized)

																																																								Alnwick/Haldimand, Township of

																																																								Alpha (Unorganized)

																																																								Alton (Unorganized)

																																																								Amaranth, Township of

																																																								Amery (Unorganized)

																																																								Ames (Unorganized)

																																																								Amherstburg, Town of

																																																								Amik (Unorganized)

																																																								Amundsen (Unorganized)

																																																								Amyot (Unorganized)

																																																								Anderson (Unorganized)

																																																								Andre (Unorganized)

																																																								Anglin (Unorganized)

																																																								Angus (Unorganized)

																																																								Antoine (Unorganized)

																																																								Antrim (Unorganized)

																																																								Arbutus (Unorganized)

																																																								Archibald (Unorganized)

																																																								Ardagh (Unorganized)

																																																								Arden (Unorganized)

																																																								Argyle (Unorganized)

																																																								Armagh (Unorganized)

																																																								Armour, Township of

																																																								Armstrong, Township of

																																																								Arnold (Unorganized)

																																																								Arnott (Unorganized)

																																																								Arnprior, Town of

																																																								Arran-Elderslie, Municipality of

																																																								Ashfield-Colborne-Wawanosh, Township of

																																																								Ashley (Unorganized)

																																																								Asmussen (Unorganized)

																																																								Asphodel-Norwood, Township of

																																																								Asquith (Unorganized)

																																																								Assad (Unorganized)

																																																								Assef (Unorganized)

																																																								Asselin (Unorganized)

																																																								Assiginack, Township of

																																																								Athens, Township of

																																																								Athlone (Unorganized)

																																																								Atikameg (Unorganized)

																																																								Atikokan, Town of

																																																								Atkinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Aubin (Unorganized)

																																																								Aubrey (Unorganized)

																																																								Auden (Unorganized)

																																																								Augusta, Township of

																																																								Auld (Unorganized)

																																																								Aurora (Unorganized)

																																																								Aurora, Town of

																																																								Avery (Unorganized)

																																																								Avis (Unorganized)

																																																								Avon (Unorganized)

																																																								Aweres (Unorganized)

																																																								Aylmer, Town of

																																																								Baden (Unorganized)

																																																								Bader (Unorganized)

																																																								Bain (Unorganized)

																																																								Baird (Unorganized)

																																																								Baker (Unorganized)

																																																								Baldwin, Township of

																																																								Ball (Unorganized)

																																																								Ballantyne (Unorganized)

																																																								Baltic (Unorganized)

																																																								Bancroft, Town of

																																																								Banks (Unorganized)

																																																								Bannerman (Unorganized)

																																																								Bannockburn (Unorganized)

																																																								Barager (Unorganized)

																																																								Barbara (Unorganized)

																																																								Barber (Unorganized)

																																																								Barclay (Unorganized)

																																																								Barker (Unorganized)

																																																								Barlow (Unorganized)

																																																								Barnes (Unorganized)

																																																								Barnet (Unorganized)

																																																								Barr (Unorganized)

																																																								Barrett (Unorganized)

																																																								Barrie, City of

																																																								Barron (Unorganized)

																																																								Bartlett (Unorganized)

																																																								Barwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Battersby (Unorganized)

																																																								Bayfield (Unorganized)

																																																								Bayham, Municipality of

																																																								Bayly (Unorganized)

																																																								Baynes (Unorganized)

																																																								Bazett (Unorganized)

																																																								Beaton (Unorganized)

																																																								Beauchamp (Unorganized)

																																																								Beaudin (Unorganized)

																																																								Beaudry (Unorganized)

																																																								Beaumont (Unorganized)

																																																								Beauparlant (Unorganized)

																																																								Beck (Unorganized)

																																																								Beckett (Unorganized)

																																																								Beckwith, Township of

																																																								Beebe (Unorganized)

																																																								Beemer (Unorganized)

																																																								Begin (Unorganized)

																																																								Behmann (Unorganized)

																																																								Beilhartz (Unorganized)

																																																								Belanger (Unorganized)

																																																								Belford (Unorganized)

																																																								Bell (Unorganized)

																																																								Belleville, City of

																																																								Ben Nevis (Unorganized)

																																																								Benedickson (Unorganized)

																																																								Beniah (Unorganized)

																																																								Benner (Unorganized)

																																																								Bennett (Unorganized)

																																																								Benneweis (Unorganized)

																																																								Benton (Unorganized)

																																																								Beresford (Unorganized)

																																																								Bernier (Unorganized)

																																																								Bernst (Unorganized)

																																																								Berry (Unorganized)

																																																								Bertrand (Unorganized)

																																																								Bessborough (Unorganized)

																																																								Beulah (Unorganized)

																																																								Bevin (Unorganized)

																																																								Bickle (Unorganized)

																																																								Bicknell (Unorganized)

																																																								Bigelow (Unorganized)

																																																								Biggar (Unorganized)

																																																								Biggs (Unorganized)

																																																								Billings (Unorganized)

																																																								Billings, Township of

																																																								Birch (Unorganized)

																																																								Bird (Unorganized)

																																																								Birdsall (Unorganized)

																																																								Birkett (Unorganized)

																																																								Biscotasi (Unorganized)

																																																								Bishop (Unorganized)

																																																								Bisley (Unorganized)

																																																								Black River-Matheson, Township of

																																																								Blackburn (Unorganized)

																																																								Blackwell (Unorganized)

																																																								Blain (Unorganized)

																																																								Blair (Unorganized)

																																																								Blakelock (Unorganized)

																																																								Blamey (Unorganized)

																																																								Blandford-Blenheim, Township of

																																																								Blewett (Unorganized)

																																																								Blind River, Town of

																																																								Bliss (Unorganized)

																																																								Blount (Unorganized)

																																																								Bluewater, Municipality of

																																																								Blyth (Unorganized)

																																																								Bomby (Unorganized)

																																																								Bompas (Unorganized)

																																																								Bonar (Unorganized)

																																																								Bonfield, Township of

																																																								Bonis (Unorganized)

																																																								Bonnechere Valley, Township of

																																																								Boon (Unorganized)

																																																								Booth (Unorganized)

																																																								Bordeleau (Unorganized)

																																																								Borden (Unorganized)

																																																								Boston (Unorganized)

																																																								Bostwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Botha (Unorganized)

																																																								Boucher (Unorganized)

																																																								Boulter (Unorganized)

																																																								Bounsall (Unorganized)

																																																								Bourassa (Unorganized)

																																																								Bourinot (Unorganized)

																																																								Bower (Unorganized)

																																																								Bowerman (Unorganized)

																																																								Bowyer (Unorganized)

																																																								Boyce (Unorganized)

																																																								Boyd (Unorganized)

																																																								Boyle (Unorganized)

																																																								Boys (Unorganized)

																																																								Bracci (Unorganized)

																																																								Bracebridge, Town of

																																																								Brackin (Unorganized)

																																																								Bradburn (Unorganized)

																																																								Bradette (Unorganized)

																																																								Bradford West Gwillimbury, Town of

																																																								Bradley (Unorganized)

																																																								Bradshaw (Unorganized)

																																																								Bragg (Unorganized)

																																																								Brain (Unorganized)

																																																								Braithwaite (Unorganized)

																																																								Brampton, City of

																																																								Brant, County of

																																																								Brantford, City of

																																																								Bray (Unorganized)

																																																								Breadner (Unorganized)

																																																								Brebeuf (Unorganized)

																																																								Breckenridge (Unorganized)

																																																								Breithaupt (Unorganized)

																																																								Brethour, Township of

																																																								Brewster (Unorganized)

																																																								Bridges (Unorganized)

																																																								Bridgland (Unorganized)

																																																								Brighton, Municipality of

																																																								Brigstocke (Unorganized)

																																																								Brimacombe (Unorganized)

																																																								Britton (Unorganized)

																																																								Brock, Township of

																																																								Brockton, Municipality of

																																																								Brockville, City of

																																																								Broderick (Unorganized)

																																																								Bronson (Unorganized)

																																																								Brooke-Alvinston, Municipality of

																																																								Broome (Unorganized)

																																																								Brothers (Unorganized)

																																																								Broughton (Unorganized)

																																																								Brower (Unorganized)

																																																								Brown (Unorganized)

																																																								Browning (Unorganized)

																																																								Brownridge (Unorganized)

																																																								Bruce Mines, Town of

																																																								Bruce, County of

																																																								Brudenell, Lyndoch and Raglan, Township of

																																																								Brule (Unorganized)

																																																								Brunswick (Unorganized)

																																																								Brutus (Unorganized)

																																																								Bruyere (Unorganized)

																																																								Bryant (Unorganized)

																																																								Bryce (Unorganized)

																																																								Buchan (Unorganized)

																																																								Buckland (Unorganized)

																																																								Bullbrook (Unorganized)

																																																								Buller (Unorganized)

																																																								Bullock (Unorganized)

																																																								Bulmer (Unorganized)

																																																								Burk (Unorganized)

																																																								Burk's Falls, Village of

																																																								Burlington, City of

																																																								Burnaby (Unorganized)

																																																								Burpee and Mills, Township of

																																																								Burr (Unorganized)

																																																								Burrell (Unorganized)

																																																								Burritt (Unorganized)

																																																								Burrows (Unorganized)

																																																								Burstall (Unorganized)

																																																								Burt (Unorganized)

																																																								Burwash (Unorganized)

																																																								Busby (Unorganized)

																																																								Butcher (Unorganized)

																																																								Butler (Unorganized)

																																																								Butt (Unorganized)

																																																								Byers (Unorganized)

																																																								Byng (Unorganized)

																																																								Byron (Unorganized)

																																																								Byshe (Unorganized)

																																																								Cabot (Unorganized)

																																																								Cadeau (Unorganized)

																																																								Caen (Unorganized)

																																																								Caithness (Unorganized)

																																																								Calais (Unorganized)

																																																								Calder (Unorganized)

																																																								Caledon, Town of

																																																								Callander, Municipality of

																																																								Calvin, Municipality of

																																																								Cambridge, City of

																																																								Cane (Unorganized)

																																																								Canfield (Unorganized)

																																																								Canisbay (Unorganized)

																																																								Cannard (Unorganized)

																																																								Caouette (Unorganized)

																																																								Carew (Unorganized)

																																																								Cargill (Unorganized)

																																																								Carleton Place, Town of

																																																								Carling, Township of

																																																								Carlow/Mayo, Township of

																																																								Carmody (Unorganized)

																																																								Carnegie (Unorganized)

																																																								Carney (Unorganized)

																																																								Carroll (Unorganized)

																																																								Carruthers (Unorganized)

																																																								Carss (Unorganized)

																																																								Carter (Unorganized)

																																																								Cartier (Unorganized)

																																																								Carton (Unorganized)

																																																								Carty (Unorganized)

																																																								Cascaden (Unorganized)

																																																								Case (Unorganized)

																																																								Casey, Township of

																																																								Casgrain (Unorganized)

																																																								Casselman (Unorganized)

																																																								Casselman, Village of

																																																								Cassidy (Unorganized)

																																																								Casson (Unorganized)

																																																								Catharine (Unorganized)

																																																								Cathcart (Unorganized)

																																																								Cavana (Unorganized)

																																																								Cavan-Millbrook-North-Monaghan, Township of

																																																								Cavell (Unorganized)

																																																								Caverley (Unorganized)

																																																								Cecil (Unorganized)

																																																								Cecile (Unorganized)

																																																								Central Elgin, Municipality of

																																																								Central Frontenac, Township of

																																																								Central Huron, Municipality of

																																																								Central Manitoulin, Municipality of

																																																								Centre Hastings, Municipality of

																																																								Centre Wellington, Township of

																																																								Ceylon (Unorganized)

																																																								Chalet (Unorganized)

																																																								Challener (Unorganized)

																																																								Challies (Unorganized)

																																																								Chamberlain, Township of

																																																								Champagne (Unorganized)

																																																								Champlain (Unorganized)

																																																								Champlain, Township of

																																																								Chapais (Unorganized)

																																																								Chapleau (Unorganized)

																																																								Chapleau, Township of

																																																								Chaplin (Unorganized)

																																																								Chappise (Unorganized)

																																																								Chapple, Township of

																																																								Charbonneau (Unorganized)

																																																								Charlton (Unorganized)

																																																								Charlton and Dack, Municipality of

																																																								Charters (Unorganized)

																																																								Chartrand (Unorganized)

																																																								Chatham-Kent, Municipality of

																																																								Chatsworth, Township of

																																																								Chelsea (Unorganized)

																																																								Chenard (Unorganized)

																																																								Chesley (Unorganized)

																																																								Chesley Additional (Unorganized)

																																																								Chester (Unorganized)

																																																								Chevrier (Unorganized)

																																																								Chewett (Unorganized)

																																																								Childerhose (Unorganized)

																																																								Chipman (Unorganized)

																																																								Chisholm, Township of

																																																								Cholette (Unorganized)

																																																								Chown (Unorganized)

																																																								Church (Unorganized)

																																																								Churchill (Unorganized)

																																																								Clancy (Unorganized)

																																																								Clarence-Rockland, City of

																																																								Clarington, Municipality of

																																																								Clarkson (Unorganized)

																																																								Clary (Unorganized)

																																																								Clavet (Unorganized)

																																																								Clay (Unorganized)

																																																								Clearview, Township of

																																																								Cleaver (Unorganized)

																																																								Clifford (Unorganized)

																																																								Clifton (Unorganized)

																																																								Clive (Unorganized)

																																																								Clouston (Unorganized)

																																																								Clute (Unorganized)

																																																								Cobalt, Town of

																																																								Cobden (Unorganized)

																																																								Cobourg, Town of

																																																								Cochrane (Unorganized)

																																																								Cochrane, Town of

																																																								Cockburn Island (Unorganized)

																																																								Cockburn Island, Township of

																																																								Cockeram (Unorganized)

																																																								Cockshutt (Unorganized)

																																																								Coderre (Unorganized)

																																																								Coldwell (Unorganized)

																																																								Cole (Unorganized)

																																																								Coleman, Township of

																																																								Colenso (Unorganized)

																																																								Collingwood, Town of

																																																								Collins (Unorganized)

																																																								Collishaw (Unorganized)

																																																								Colliver (Unorganized)

																																																								Colquhoun (Unorganized)

																																																								Coltham (Unorganized)

																																																								Commanda (Unorganized)

																																																								Common (Unorganized)

																																																								Comox (Unorganized)

																																																								Conacher (Unorganized)

																																																								Conant (Unorganized)

																																																								Concobar (Unorganized)

																																																								Conking (Unorganized)

																																																								Conmee, Township of

																																																								Connaught (Unorganized)

																																																								Cooper (Unorganized)

																																																								Copenace (Unorganized)

																																																								Coppell (Unorganized)

																																																								Copperfield (Unorganized)

																																																								Corbiere (Unorganized)

																																																								Corboy (Unorganized)

																																																								Corkill (Unorganized)

																																																								Corless (Unorganized)

																																																								Corley (Unorganized)

																																																								Corman (Unorganized)

																																																								Cornwall, City of

																																																								Corrigal (Unorganized)

																																																								Cortez (Unorganized)

																																																								Cosens (Unorganized)

																																																								Costello (Unorganized)

																																																								Cote (Unorganized)

																																																								Cotte (Unorganized)

																																																								Cotton (Unorganized)

																																																								Coulson (Unorganized)

																																																								Cowie (Unorganized)

																																																								Cox (Unorganized)

																																																								Coyle (Unorganized)

																																																								Craig (Unorganized)

																																																								Cramahe, Township of

																																																								Crawford (Unorganized)

																																																								Creelman (Unorganized)

																																																								Crepieul (Unorganized)

																																																								Crockett (Unorganized)

																																																								Cromlech (Unorganized)

																																																								Cross (Unorganized)

																																																								Crothers (Unorganized)

																																																								Cudney (Unorganized)

																																																								Cull (Unorganized)

																																																								Cumming (Unorganized)

																																																								Cunningham (Unorganized)

																																																								Curtin (Unorganized)

																																																								Curtis (Unorganized)

																																																								Cuthbertson (Unorganized)

																																																								D Arcy (Unorganized)

																																																								D Avaugour (Unorganized)

																																																								Dablon (Unorganized)

																																																								Dagle (Unorganized)

																																																								Dahl (Unorganized)

																																																								Dale (Unorganized)

																																																								Dalmas (Unorganized)

																																																								Dambrossio (Unorganized)

																																																								Dance (Unorganized)

																																																								Dane (Unorganized)

																																																								Danford (Unorganized)

																																																								Daniel (Unorganized)

																																																								Daoust (Unorganized)

																																																								Dargavel (Unorganized)

																																																								Daumont (Unorganized)

																																																								Davidson (Unorganized)

																																																								Davieaux (Unorganized)

																																																								Davies (Unorganized)

																																																								Davin (Unorganized)

																																																								Davis (Unorganized)

																																																								Dawn-Euphemia, Township of

																																																								Dawson (Unorganized)

																																																								Dawson Road Lots (Unorganized)

																																																								Dawson, Township of

																																																								De Gaulle (Unorganized)

																																																								Deacon (Unorganized)

																																																								Deagle (Unorganized)

																																																								Deans (Unorganized)

																																																								Debassige (Unorganized)

																																																								Deep River, Town of

																																																								Del Villano (Unorganized)

																																																								Delaney (Unorganized)

																																																								Delhi (Unorganized)

																																																								Delmage (Unorganized)

																																																								Demorest (Unorganized)

																																																								Dempsay (Unorganized)

																																																								Dennie (Unorganized)

																																																								Dennis (Unorganized)

																																																								Dent (Unorganized)

																																																								Denyes (Unorganized)

																																																								Depencier (Unorganized)

																																																								Deroche (Unorganized)

																																																								Derry (Unorganized)

																																																								Desbiens (Unorganized)

																																																								Deseronto, Town of

																																																								Desmond (Unorganized)

																																																								Desrosiers (Unorganized)

																																																								Devine (Unorganized)

																																																								Devon (Unorganized)

																																																								Dewan (Unorganized)

																																																								Dickson (Unorganized)

																																																								Docker (Unorganized)

																																																								Doherty (Unorganized)

																																																								Dokis (Unorganized)

																																																								Dolson (Unorganized)

																																																								Donovan (Unorganized)

																																																								Dore (Unorganized)

																																																								Dorion, Township of

																																																								Doucett (Unorganized)

																																																								Douglas (Unorganized)

																																																								Douro-Dummer, Township of

																																																								Downer (Unorganized)

																																																								Dowsley (Unorganized)

																																																								Doyle (Unorganized)

																																																								Drea (Unorganized)

																																																								Drew (Unorganized)

																																																								Drope (Unorganized)

																																																								Druillettes (Unorganized)

																																																								Drummond/North Elmsley, Township of

																																																								Dryden, City of

																																																								Dublin (Unorganized)

																																																								Dubreuilville, Township of

																																																								Duckworth (Unorganized)

																																																								Duff (Unorganized)

																																																								Dufferin (Unorganized)

																																																								Dufferin, County of

																																																								Dukszta (Unorganized)

																																																								Dulhut (Unorganized)

																																																								Dumas (Unorganized)

																																																								Dunbar (Unorganized)

																																																								Duncan (Unorganized)

																																																								Dundee (Unorganized)

																																																								Dunlop (Unorganized)

																																																								Dunmore (Unorganized)

																																																								Dunsmore (Unorganized)

																																																								Dupuis (Unorganized)

																																																								Durban (Unorganized)

																																																								Durham, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Dutton/Dunwich, Municipality of

																																																								Dye (Unorganized)

																																																								Dyer (Unorganized)

																																																								Dysart, Dudley, Harcourt, Guilford, Harburn, Bruton, Havelock, Eyre and Clyde, United Townships of

																																																								Eaket (Unorganized)

																																																								Ear Falls, Township of

																																																								Earl (Unorganized)

																																																								Earngey (Unorganized)

																																																								East Ferris, Township of

																																																								East Garafraxa, Township of

																																																								East Gwillimbury, Town of

																																																								East Hawkesbury, Township of

																																																								East Mills (Unorganized)

																																																								East Zorra-Tavistock, Township of

																																																								Eaton (Unorganized)

																																																								Ebbitt (Unorganized)

																																																								Ebbs (Unorganized)

																																																								Eby (Unorganized)

																																																								Ecclestone (Unorganized)

																																																								Echo (Unorganized)

																																																								Echum (Unorganized)

																																																								Eddy (Unorganized)

																																																								Eden (Unorganized)

																																																								Edgar (Unorganized)

																																																								Edighoffer (Unorganized)

																																																								Edinburgh (Unorganized)

																																																								Edith (Unorganized)

																																																								Edwards (Unorganized)

																																																								Edwardsburgh/Cardinal, Township of

																																																								Egan (Unorganized)

																																																								Eisenhower (Unorganized)

																																																								Eldridge (Unorganized)

																																																								Elgie (Unorganized)

																																																								Elgin, County of

																																																								Elizabeth (Unorganized)

																																																								Elizabethtown-Kitley, Township of

																																																								Elliot Lake, City of

																																																								Elliott (Unorganized)

																																																								Ellis (Unorganized)

																																																								Elmhirst (Unorganized)

																																																								Emerald (Unorganized)

																																																								Emerson (Unorganized)

																																																								Emiry (Unorganized)

																																																								Emo (Unorganized)

																																																								Emo, Township of

																																																								Englehart, Town of

																																																								English (Unorganized)

																																																								Engstrom (Unorganized)

																																																								Enid (Unorganized)

																																																								Enniskillen, Township of

																																																								Eric (Unorganized)

																																																								Ericson (Unorganized)

																																																								Erin, Town of

																																																								Ermatinger (Unorganized)

																																																								Ermine (Unorganized)

																																																								Esnagami (Unorganized)

																																																								Espanola, Town of

																																																								Esquega (Unorganized)

																																																								Essa, Township of

																																																								Essex, County of

																																																								Essex, Town of

																																																								Esther (Unorganized)

																																																								Ethel (Unorganized)

																																																								Eton (Unorganized)

																																																								Evans (Unorganized)

																																																								Evanturel, Township of

																																																								Ewart (Unorganized)

																																																								Ewen (Unorganized)

																																																								Exton (Unorganized)

																																																								Fabbro (Unorganized)

																																																								Factor (Unorganized)

																																																								Fairbairn (Unorganized)

																																																								Fairlie (Unorganized)

																																																								Fallis (Unorganized)

																																																								Fallon (Unorganized)

																																																								Faraday, Township of

																																																								Farquhar (Unorganized)

																																																								Farr (Unorganized)

																																																								Farrington (Unorganized)

																																																								Fasken (Unorganized)

																																																								Fauquier-Strickland, Township of

																																																								Faust (Unorganized)

																																																								Fauteux (Unorganized)

																																																								Fawcett (Unorganized)

																																																								Fawn (Unorganized)

																																																								Fenton (Unorganized)

																																																								Fenwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Fergus (Unorganized)

																																																								Fernow (Unorganized)

																																																								Ferrier (Unorganized)

																																																								Fiddler (Unorganized)

																																																								Finan (Unorganized)

																																																								Findlay (Unorganized)

																																																								Fingal (Unorganized)

																																																								Fintry (Unorganized)

																																																								Firstbrook (Unorganized)

																																																								Fisher (Unorganized)

																																																								Fitzgerald (Unorganized)

																																																								Fitzsimmons (Unorganized)

																																																								Flanders (Unorganized)

																																																								Flavelle (Unorganized)

																																																								Fleck (Unorganized)

																																																								Fleming (Unorganized)

																																																								Fletcher (Unorganized)

																																																								Flett (Unorganized)

																																																								Flood (Unorganized)

																																																								Floranna (Unorganized)

																																																								Foch (Unorganized)

																																																								Foleyet (Unorganized)

																																																								Fontaine (Unorganized)

																																																								Foote (Unorganized)

																																																								Forbes (Unorganized)

																																																								Ford (Unorganized)

																																																								Forgie (Unorganized)

																																																								Fort Erie, Town of

																																																								Fort Frances, Town of

																																																								Fortune (Unorganized)

																																																								Foster (Unorganized)

																																																								Foucault (Unorganized)

																																																								Foulds (Unorganized)

																																																								Fournier (Unorganized)

																																																								Fowler (Unorganized)

																																																								Fox (Unorganized)

																																																								Foy (Unorganized)

																																																								Fraleigh (Unorganized)

																																																								Frances (Unorganized)

																																																								Franchere (Unorganized)

																																																								Franz (Unorganized)

																																																								Frater (Unorganized)

																																																								Frechette (Unorganized)

																																																								Frecheville (Unorganized)

																																																								Freele (Unorganized)

																																																								French (Unorganized)

																																																								French River, Municipality of

																																																								Freswick (Unorganized)

																																																								Frey (Unorganized)

																																																								Fripp (Unorganized)

																																																								Front of Yonge, Township of

																																																								Frontenac Islands, Township of

																																																								Frontenac, County of

																																																								Frost (Unorganized)

																																																								Fryatt (Unorganized)

																																																								Fulton (Unorganized)

																																																								Furlonge (Unorganized)

																																																								Furniss (Unorganized)

																																																								Fushimi (Unorganized)

																																																								Gaby (Unorganized)

																																																								Gaiashk (Unorganized)

																																																								Galbraith (Unorganized)

																																																								Gallagher (Unorganized)

																																																								Galna (Unorganized)

																																																								Gamble (Unorganized)

																																																								Gamey (Unorganized)

																																																								Gananoque, Town of

																																																								Ganong (Unorganized)

																																																								Gapp (Unorganized)

																																																								Garden (Unorganized)

																																																								Gardhouse (Unorganized)

																																																								Gardiner (Unorganized)

																																																								Garibaldi (Unorganized)

																																																								Garnet (Unorganized)

																																																								Garrison (Unorganized)

																																																								Garrow (Unorganized)

																																																								Garvey (Unorganized)

																																																								Gaudette (Unorganized)

																																																								Gaudry (Unorganized)

																																																								Gaunt (Unorganized)

																																																								Gauthier, Township of

																																																								Geary (Unorganized)

																																																								Geikie (Unorganized)

																																																								Genier (Unorganized)

																																																								Genoa (Unorganized)

																																																								Gentles (Unorganized)

																																																								Georgian Bay, Township of

																																																								Georgian Bluffs, Township of

																																																								Georgina, Town of

																																																								Gerow (Unorganized)

																																																								Gervais (Unorganized)

																																																								Gibbard (Unorganized)

																																																								Gidley (Unorganized)

																																																								Gilbert (Unorganized)

																																																								Gilbertson (Unorganized)

																																																								Giles (Unorganized)

																																																								Gill (Unorganized)

																																																								Gillies, Township of

																																																								Gilliland (Unorganized)

																																																								Gillmor (Unorganized)

																																																								Gisborn (Unorganized)

																																																								Gladman (Unorganized)

																																																								Gladwin (Unorganized)

																																																								Glasgow (Unorganized)

																																																								Glass (Unorganized)

																																																								Glen (Unorganized)

																																																								Goderich, Town of

																																																								Goldie (Unorganized)

																																																								Golding (Unorganized)

																																																								Goldwin (Unorganized)

																																																								Goodall (Unorganized)

																																																								Gooderham (Unorganized)

																																																								Goodfellow (Unorganized)

																																																								Goodwillie (Unorganized)

																																																								Goodwin (Unorganized)

																																																								Gordon, Township of

																																																								Gordon-Barrie Island, Municipality of

																																																								Gore Bay, Town of

																																																								Gorham (Unorganized)

																																																								Gouin (Unorganized)

																																																								Gould (Unorganized)

																																																								Goulet (Unorganized)

																																																								Gour (Unorganized)

																																																								Gourlay (Unorganized)

																																																								Grain (Unorganized)

																																																								Grand Valley, Town of

																																																								Grasett (Unorganized)

																																																								Gravenhurst, Town of

																																																								Graves (Unorganized)

																																																								Graydon (Unorganized)

																																																								Greater Madawaska, Township of

																																																								Greater Napanee, Town of

																																																								Greater Sudbury, City of

																																																								Green (Unorganized)

																																																								Greenlaw (Unorganized)

																																																								Greenstone, Municipality of

																																																								Greenwood (Unorganized)

																																																								Greer (Unorganized)

																																																								Grenfell (Unorganized)

																																																								Grenoble (Unorganized)

																																																								Grenville (Unorganized)

																																																								Grey Highlands, Municipality of

																																																								Grey, County of

																																																								Griesinger (Unorganized)

																																																								Griffin (Unorganized)

																																																								Grigg (Unorganized)

																																																								Grimsby, Town of

																																																								Grootenboer (Unorganized)

																																																								Groseilliers (Unorganized)

																																																								Gross (Unorganized)

																																																								Grossman (Unorganized)

																																																								Groves (Unorganized)

																																																								Grummett (Unorganized)

																																																								Grzela (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 1 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 10 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 2 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 3 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 4 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 5 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 6 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 7 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 8 (Unorganized)

																																																								Gtp Block 9 (Unorganized)

																																																								Guelph, City of

																																																								Guelph/Eramosa, Township of

																																																								Guibord (Unorganized)

																																																								Guilfoyle (Unorganized)

																																																								Guindon (Unorganized)

																																																								Gundy (Unorganized)

																																																								Gurney (Unorganized)

																																																								Guthrie (Unorganized)

																																																								Gzowski (Unorganized)

																																																								Habel (Unorganized)

																																																								Hadley (Unorganized)

																																																								Haentschel (Unorganized)

																																																								Hagey (Unorganized)

																																																								Haggart (Unorganized)

																																																								Haig (Unorganized)

																																																								Haight (Unorganized)

																																																								Haines (Unorganized)

																																																								Halcrow (Unorganized)

																																																								Haldimand, County of

																																																								Haliburton, County of

																																																								Halifax (Unorganized)

																																																								Halkirk (Unorganized)

																																																								Hall (Unorganized)

																																																								Hallett (Unorganized)

																																																								Halliday (Unorganized)

																																																								Halsey (Unorganized)

																																																								Halton Hills, Town of

																																																								Halton, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Hambleton (Unorganized)

																																																								Hambly (Unorganized)

																																																								Hamilton, City of

																																																								Hamilton, Township of

																																																								Hamlet (Unorganized)

																																																								Hammell (Unorganized)

																																																								Hammond (Unorganized)

																																																								Hancock (Unorganized)

																																																								Handleman (Unorganized)

																																																								Haney (Unorganized)

																																																								Hanlan (Unorganized)

																																																								Hanna (Unorganized)

																																																								Hanniwell (Unorganized)

																																																								Hanover, Town of

																																																								Hardiman (Unorganized)

																																																								Hardwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Hardy (Unorganized)

																																																								Harewood (Unorganized)

																																																								Harker (Unorganized)

																																																								Harley, Township of

																																																								Harmon (Unorganized)

																																																								Harris, Township of

																																																								Hart (Unorganized)

																																																								Hartington (Unorganized)

																																																								Hartle (Unorganized)

																																																								Hartman (Unorganized)

																																																								Harty (Unorganized)

																																																								Hassard (Unorganized)

																																																								Hastings Highlands, Municipality of

																																																								Hastings, County of

																																																								Haughton (Unorganized)

																																																								Haultain (Unorganized)

																																																								Havelock-Belmont-Methuen, Township of

																																																								Havilland (Unorganized)

																																																								Havrot (Unorganized)

																																																								Hawkesbury, Town of

																																																								Hawkins (Unorganized)

																																																								Hawley (Unorganized)

																																																								Haycock (Unorganized)

																																																								Hayward (Unorganized)

																																																								Hazen (Unorganized)

																																																								Head, Clara and Maria, Township of

																																																								Hearst, Town of

																																																								Heath (Unorganized)

																																																								Heathcote (Unorganized)

																																																								Hebert (Unorganized)

																																																								Hecla (Unorganized)

																																																								Heenan (Unorganized)

																																																								Heighington (Unorganized)

																																																								Hele (Unorganized)

																																																								Hellyer (Unorganized)

																																																								Hembruff (Unorganized)

																																																								Henderson (Unorganized)

																																																								Hendrie (Unorganized)

																																																								Henley (Unorganized)

																																																								Hennessy (Unorganized)

																																																								Henry (Unorganized)

																																																								Henvey (Unorganized)

																																																								Henwood (Unorganized)

																																																								Hepburn (Unorganized)

																																																								Herbert (Unorganized)

																																																								Herrick (Unorganized)

																																																								Hess (Unorganized)

																																																								Hiawatha (Unorganized)

																																																								Hicks (Unorganized)

																																																								Highlands East, Municipality of

																																																								Hill (Unorganized)

																																																								Hillary (Unorganized)

																																																								Hilliard, Township of

																																																								Hillmer (Unorganized)

																																																								Hilton Beach, Village of

																																																								Hilton, Township of

																																																								Hincks (Unorganized)

																																																								Hobbs (Unorganized)

																																																								Hoblitzell (Unorganized)

																																																								Hobson (Unorganized)

																																																								Hodgetts (Unorganized)

																																																								Hodgins (Unorganized)

																																																								Hodgson (Unorganized)

																																																								Hoey (Unorganized)

																																																								Hoffman (Unorganized)

																																																								Hogarth (Unorganized)

																																																								Hogg (Unorganized)

																																																								Hollinger (Unorganized)

																																																								Holloway (Unorganized)

																																																								Holmes (Unorganized)

																																																								Home (Unorganized)

																																																								Homer (Unorganized)

																																																								Homuth (Unorganized)

																																																								Honeywell (Unorganized)

																																																								Hong Kong (Unorganized)

																																																								Hook (Unorganized)

																																																								Hopkins (Unorganized)

																																																								Horne (Unorganized)

																																																								Hornell (Unorganized)

																																																								Hornepayne, Township of

																																																								Horton, Township of

																																																								Horwood (Unorganized)

																																																								Hotte (Unorganized)

																																																								Howells (Unorganized)

																																																								Howey (Unorganized)

																																																								Howick, Township of

																																																								Hubbard (Unorganized)

																																																								Hudson, Township of

																																																								Huffman (Unorganized)

																																																								Hughes (Unorganized)

																																																								Hughson (Unorganized)

																																																								Humboldt (Unorganized)

																																																								Hunter (Unorganized)

																																																								Huntsville, Town of

																																																								Huotari (Unorganized)

																																																								Hurdman (Unorganized)

																																																								Hurlburt (Unorganized)

																																																								Huron East, Municipality of

																																																								Huron Shores, Municipality of

																																																								Huron, County of

																																																								Huron-Kinloss, Township of

																																																								Hurtubise (Unorganized)

																																																								Hutcheon (Unorganized)

																																																								Hutchinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Hutt (Unorganized)

																																																								Hyndman (Unorganized)

																																																								Hynes (Unorganized)

																																																								Ignace, Township of

																																																								Ilsley (Unorganized)

																																																								Ingersoll, Town of

																																																								Inglis (Unorganized)

																																																								Ingram (Unorganized)

																																																								Innes (Unorganized)

																																																								Innisfil, Town of

																																																								Invergarry (Unorganized)

																																																								Inverness (Unorganized)

																																																								Inwood (Unorganized)

																																																								Ireland (Unorganized)

																																																								Iris (Unorganized)

																																																								Irish (Unorganized)

																																																								Iroquois Falls, Town of

																																																								Irving (Unorganized)

																																																								Isaac (Unorganized)

																																																								Ivanhoe (Unorganized)

																																																								Ivy (Unorganized)

																																																								Jack (Unorganized)

																																																								Jackman (Unorganized)

																																																								Jackson (Unorganized)

																																																								Jacobson (Unorganized)

																																																								Jacques (Unorganized)

																																																								James, Township of

																																																								Janes (Unorganized)

																																																								Jarvis (Unorganized)

																																																								Jasper (Unorganized)

																																																								Jean (Unorganized)

																																																								Jeffries (Unorganized)

																																																								Jessiman (Unorganized)

																																																								Jocelyn, Township of

																																																								Jocko (Unorganized)

																																																								Joffre (Unorganized)

																																																								Johns (Unorganized)

																																																								Johnson, Township of

																																																								Jollineau (Unorganized)

																																																								Joly, Township of

																																																								Joynt (Unorganized)

																																																								Jutten (Unorganized)

																																																								Kalen (Unorganized)

																																																								Kane (Unorganized)

																																																								Kaplan (Unorganized)

																																																								Kapuskasing (Unorganized)

																																																								Kapuskasing, Town of

																																																								Kars (Unorganized)

																																																								Katrine (Unorganized)

																																																								Kawartha Lakes, City of

																																																								Kearney, Town of

																																																								Keating (Unorganized)

																																																								Keating Additional (Unorganized)

																																																								Keefer (Unorganized)

																																																								Keesickquayash (Unorganized)

																																																								Kehoe (Unorganized)

																																																								Keith (Unorganized)

																																																								Kelly (Unorganized)

																																																								Kelsey (Unorganized)

																																																								Kelso (Unorganized)

																																																								Kelvin (Unorganized)

																																																								Kemp (Unorganized)

																																																								Kendall (Unorganized)

																																																								Kennedy (Unorganized)

																																																								Kenning (Unorganized)

																																																								Kenny (Unorganized)

																																																								Kenogaming (Unorganized)

																																																								Kenora, City of

																																																								Kerns, Township of

																																																								Kerrs (Unorganized)

																																																								Kildare (Unorganized)

																																																								Killala (Unorganized)

																																																								Killaloe, Hagarty and Richards, Township of

																																																								Killarney, Municipality of

																																																								Killins (Unorganized)

																																																								Killraine (Unorganized)

																																																								Kilmer (Unorganized)

																																																								Kincaid (Unorganized)

																																																								Kincardine, Municipality of

																																																								Kineras (Unorganized)

																																																								King, Township of

																																																								Kingsford (Unorganized)

																																																								Kingsmill (Unorganized)

																																																								Kingston, City of

																																																								Kingsville, Town of

																																																								Kipling (Unorganized)

																																																								Kirkland (Unorganized)

																																																								Kirkland Lake, Town of

																																																								Kirkup (Unorganized)

																																																								Kirkwall (Unorganized)

																																																								Kitchener (Unorganized)

																																																								Kitchener, City of

																																																								Kittson (Unorganized)

																																																								Klock (Unorganized)

																																																								Klotz (Unorganized)

																																																								Knicely (Unorganized)

																																																								Knight (Unorganized)

																																																								Knott (Unorganized)

																																																								Knowles (Unorganized)

																																																								Knox (Unorganized)

																																																								Kohler (Unorganized)

																																																								Kosny (Unorganized)

																																																								Kowkash (Unorganized)

																																																								La Salle (Unorganized)

																																																								La Vallee, Township of

																																																								Labelle (Unorganized)

																																																								Laberge (Unorganized)

																																																								Labonte (Unorganized)

																																																								Lackner (Unorganized)

																																																								Ladysmith (Unorganized)

																																																								Lafleche (Unorganized)

																																																								Laforme (Unorganized)

																																																								Lahontan (Unorganized)

																																																								Laidlaw (Unorganized)

																																																								Laird, Township of

																																																								Lake of Bays, Township of

																																																								Lake of the Woods, Township of

																																																								Lakeshore, Town of

																																																								Lalibert (Unorganized)

																																																								Lambert (Unorganized)

																																																								Lambton Shores, Municipality of

																																																								Lambton, County of

																																																								Lamming (Unorganized)

																																																								Lamplugh (Unorganized)

																																																								Lampman (Unorganized)

																																																								Lamport (Unorganized)

																																																								Lanark Highlands, Township of

																																																								Lanark, County of

																																																								Landriault (Unorganized)

																																																								Landry (Unorganized)

																																																								Lane (Unorganized)

																																																								Lang (Unorganized)

																																																								Langemarck (Unorganized)

																																																								Langlois (Unorganized)

																																																								Langworthy (Unorganized)

																																																								Larder Lake, Township of

																																																								Larkin (Unorganized)

																																																								Laronde (Unorganized)

																																																								Larson (Unorganized)

																																																								LaSalle, Town of

																																																								Lascelles (Unorganized)

																																																								Lastheels (Unorganized)

																																																								Latchford, Town of

																																																								Lauder (Unorganized)

																																																								Laughren (Unorganized)

																																																								Laughton (Unorganized)

																																																								Laura (Unorganized)

																																																								Laurentian Hills, Town of

																																																								Laurentian Valley, Township of

																																																								Laurie (Unorganized)

																																																								Laurier (Unorganized)

																																																								Laval (Unorganized)

																																																								Laverendrye (Unorganized)

																																																								Lawlor (Unorganized)

																																																								Lawson (Unorganized)

																																																								Le May (Unorganized)

																																																								Leamington, Municipality of

																																																								Leask (Unorganized)

																																																								Lebel (Unorganized)

																																																								Lecaron (Unorganized)

																																																								Leckie (Unorganized)

																																																								Leclaire (Unorganized)

																																																								Lecours (Unorganized)

																																																								Ledger (Unorganized)

																																																								Lee (Unorganized)

																																																								Leeds and Grenville, United Counties of

																																																								Leeds and the Thousand Islands, Township of

																																																								Leeson (Unorganized)

																																																								Lefebvre (Unorganized)

																																																								Legarde (Unorganized)

																																																								Legarde Additional (Unorganized)

																																																								Legge (Unorganized)

																																																								Leguerrier (Unorganized)

																																																								Lehman (Unorganized)

																																																								Leinster (Unorganized)

																																																								Leith (Unorganized)

																																																								Leluk (Unorganized)

																																																								Lemoine (Unorganized)

																																																								Lennox (Unorganized)

																																																								Lennox and Addington, County of

																																																								Leo (Unorganized)

																																																								Leonard (Unorganized)

																																																								Lerwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Lessard (Unorganized)

																																																								Lett (Unorganized)

																																																								Levesque (Unorganized)

																																																								Lewers (Unorganized)

																																																								Ley (Unorganized)

																																																								Lillie (Unorganized)

																																																								Limerick, Township of

																																																								Lincoln (Unorganized)

																																																								Lincoln, Town of

																																																								Lipsett (Unorganized)

																																																								Lipton (Unorganized)

																																																								Lisgar (Unorganized)

																																																								Lismore (Unorganized)

																																																								Lister (Unorganized)

																																																								Little (Unorganized)

																																																								Lizar (Unorganized)

																																																								Lloyd (Unorganized)

																																																								Loach (Unorganized)

																																																								Lockeyer (Unorganized)

																																																								Lockhart (Unorganized)

																																																								Lomond (Unorganized)

																																																								London, City of

																																																								Londonderry (Unorganized)

																																																								Lorrain (Unorganized)

																																																								Lougheed (Unorganized)

																																																								Loughrin (Unorganized)

																																																								Lount (Unorganized)

																																																								Low (Unorganized)

																																																								Lowther (Unorganized)

																																																								Loyalist, Township of

																																																								Lucan Biddulph, Township of

																																																								Lucas (Unorganized)

																																																								Lundy (Unorganized)

																																																								Lunkie (Unorganized)

																																																								Lybster (Unorganized)

																																																								Lyman (Unorganized)

																																																								Lynch (Unorganized)

																																																								Lyon (Unorganized)

																																																								Mabee (Unorganized)

																																																								Macaskill (Unorganized)

																																																								Macbeth (Unorganized)

																																																								Macdonald, Meredith and Aberdeen Additional, Township of

																																																								Macfie (Unorganized)

																																																								Machar, Township of

																																																								Machin, Township of

																																																								Macmurchy (Unorganized)

																																																								Macnicol (Unorganized)

																																																								Macvicar (Unorganized)

																																																								Madawaska Valley, Township of

																																																								Madoc, Township of

																																																								Maeck (Unorganized)

																																																								Mafeking (Unorganized)

																																																								Mageau (Unorganized)

																																																								Magladery (Unorganized)

																																																								Magnetawan, Municipality of

																																																								Magone (Unorganized)

																																																								Mahaffy (Unorganized)

																																																								Maher (Unorganized)

																																																								Mahoney (Unorganized)

																																																								Maisonville (Unorganized)

																																																								Makawa (Unorganized)

																																																								Malachi (Unorganized)

																																																								Malahide, Township of

																																																								Mallard (Unorganized)

																																																								Mandamin (Unorganized)

																																																								Maness (Unorganized)

																																																								Manion (Unorganized)

																																																								Manitoulin, District of

																																																								Manitouwadge, Township of

																																																								Mann (Unorganized)

																																																								Manning (Unorganized)

																																																								Mapleton, Township of

																																																								Marathon (Unorganized)

																																																								Marathon, Town of

																																																								Marceau (Unorganized)

																																																								Marconi (Unorganized)

																																																								Margaret (Unorganized)

																																																								Marion (Unorganized)

																																																								Marjorie (Unorganized)

																																																								Markham, City of

																																																								Marks (Unorganized)

																																																								Markstay-Warren, Municipality of

																																																								Marmora and Lake, Municipality of

																																																								Marne (Unorganized)

																																																								Marquette (Unorganized)

																																																								Marquis (Unorganized)

																																																								Marriott (Unorganized)

																																																								Marsh (Unorganized)

																																																								Marshall (Unorganized)

																																																								Marshay (Unorganized)

																																																								Martel (Unorganized)

																																																								Marter (Unorganized)

																																																								Martin (Unorganized)

																																																								Marven (Unorganized)

																																																								Massey (Unorganized)

																																																								Master (Unorganized)

																																																								Matachewan, Township of

																																																								Mattagami (Unorganized)

																																																								Mattawa, Town of

																																																								Mattawan, Township of

																																																								Matthews (Unorganized)

																																																								Mattice-Val Côté, Township of

																																																								Maude (Unorganized)

																																																								Maund (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcallister (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcalpine (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcaree (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcarthur (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcaughey (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcauslan (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcbride (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcbrien (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccallum (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccann (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccarthy (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccaul (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccausland (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccoig (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcconkey (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcconnell (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccool (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccowan (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccraney (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccron (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccuaig (Unorganized)

																																																								Mccubbin (Unorganized)

																																																								McDougall, Township of

																																																								Mcdowell (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcelroy (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcevay (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcewing (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcfadden (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcfarlan (Unorganized)

																																																								McGarry, Township of

																																																								Mcgee (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcgiffin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcgill (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcgillis (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcgowan (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcilraith (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcilveen (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcivor (Unorganized)

																																																								McKellar, Township of

																																																								Mckelvie (Unorganized)

																																																								Mckeough (Unorganized)

																																																								Mckeown (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcknight (Unorganized)

																																																								Mclaren (Unorganized)

																																																								Mclarty (Unorganized)

																																																								Mclaughlin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mclaurin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcleister (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcleod (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcmahon (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcmaster (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcmeekin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcmillan (Unorganized)

																																																								McMurrich/Monteith, Township of

																																																								McNab/Braeside, Township of

																																																								Mcnamara (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcnaught (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcnaughton (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcneil (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcnevin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcnie (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcnish (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcowen (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcparland (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcphail (Unorganized)

																																																								Mcquibban (Unorganized)

																																																								Meader (Unorganized)

																																																								Meaford, Municipality of

																																																								Meath (Unorganized)

																																																								Medina (Unorganized)

																																																								Meen (Unorganized)

																																																								Meinzinger (Unorganized)

																																																								Melancthon, Township of

																																																								Melgund (Unorganized)

																																																								Melrose (Unorganized)

																																																								Memaskwosh (Unorganized)

																																																								Menapia (Unorganized)

																																																								Menard (Unorganized)

																																																								Menary (Unorganized)

																																																								Menzies (Unorganized)

																																																								Mercer (Unorganized)

																																																								Merrick (Unorganized)

																																																								Merrickville-Wolford, Village of

																																																								Mewhinney (Unorganized)

																																																								Michano (Unorganized)

																																																								Michaud (Unorganized)

																																																								Michener (Unorganized)

																																																								Michie (Unorganized)

																																																								Mickle (Unorganized)

																																																								Middleboro (Unorganized)

																																																								Middlesex Centre, Municipality of

																																																								Middlesex, County of

																																																								Midland, Town of

																																																								Mikano (Unorganized)

																																																								Mildred (Unorganized)

																																																								Milligan (Unorganized)

																																																								Milner (Unorganized)

																																																								Milton, Town of

																																																								Minden Hills, Township of

																																																								Minnipuka (Unorganized)

																																																								Minto, Town of

																																																								Miramichi (Unorganized)

																																																								Miscampbell (Unorganized)

																																																								Miskokomon (Unorganized)

																																																								Missinaibi (Unorganized)

																																																								Mississauga, City of

																																																								Mississippi Mills, Town of

																																																								Mitchell (Unorganized)

																																																								Moberly (Unorganized)

																																																								Moen (Unorganized)

																																																								Moffat (Unorganized)

																																																								Moggy (Unorganized)

																																																								Moher (Unorganized)

																																																								Moncrieff (Unorganized)

																																																								Mond (Unorganized)

																																																								Monestime (Unorganized)

																																																								Mongowin (Unorganized)

																																																								Mono, Town of

																																																								Mons (Unorganized)

																																																								Montague, Township of

																																																								Montcalm (Unorganized)

																																																								Montgomery (Unorganized)

																																																								Montrose (Unorganized)

																																																								Moody (Unorganized)

																																																								Moonbeam, Township of

																																																								Moorehouse (Unorganized)

																																																								Moosonee, Town of

																																																								Morel (Unorganized)

																																																								Morin (Unorganized)

																																																								Morley, Township of

																																																								Morningstar (Unorganized)

																																																								Morris-Turnberry, Municipality of

																																																								Morrow (Unorganized)

																																																								Morse (Unorganized)

																																																								Morson (Unorganized)

																																																								Mortimer (Unorganized)

																																																								Mosambik (Unorganized)

																																																								Moses (Unorganized)

																																																								Moss (Unorganized)

																																																								Mountbatten (Unorganized)

																																																								Mowat (Unorganized)

																																																								Mowbray (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulcahy (Unorganized)

																																																								Muldrew (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulholland (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulligan (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulloy (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulmur, Township of

																																																								Mulock (Unorganized)

																																																								Mulvey (Unorganized)

																																																								Munro (Unorganized)

																																																								Munster (Unorganized)

																																																								Murdock (Unorganized)

																																																								Musgrove (Unorganized)

																																																								Muskego (Unorganized)

																																																								Muskoka Lakes, Township of

																																																								Muskoka, District Municipality of

																																																								Musquash (Unorganized)

																																																								Mutrie (Unorganized)

																																																								Nadjiwon (Unorganized)

																																																								Nagagami (Unorganized)

																																																								Nahwegezhic (Unorganized)

																																																								Nairn and Hyman, Township of

																																																								Nameigos (Unorganized)

																																																								Nansen (Unorganized)

																																																								Nassau (Unorganized)

																																																								Natal (Unorganized)

																																																								Nebonaionquet (Unorganized)

																																																								Nebotik (Unorganized)

																																																								Neebing, Municipality of

																																																								Neelands (Unorganized)

																																																								Neely (Unorganized)

																																																								Neill (Unorganized)

																																																								Nelles (Unorganized)

																																																								Nesbitt (Unorganized)

																																																								Nettleton (Unorganized)

																																																								Neville (Unorganized)

																																																								New Tecumseth, Town of

																																																								Newbury, Village of

																																																								Newlands (Unorganized)

																																																								Newman (Unorganized)

																																																								Newmarket (Unorganized)

																																																								Newmarket, Town of

																																																								Newton (Unorganized)

																																																								Niagara Falls, City of

																																																								Niagara, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Niagara-on-the-Lake, Town of

																																																								Nicholas (Unorganized)

																																																								Nickle (Unorganized)

																																																								Nicol (Unorganized)

																																																								Nicolet (Unorganized)

																																																								Nimitz (Unorganized)

																																																								Nipigon, Township of

																																																								Nipissing, Township of

																																																								Niven (Unorganized)

																																																								Nixon (Unorganized)

																																																								Noble (Unorganized)

																																																								Noganosh (Unorganized)

																																																								Norberg (Unorganized)

																																																								Nordica (Unorganized)

																																																								Norfolk, County of

																																																								North Algona Wilberforce, Township of

																																																								North Bay, City of

																																																								North Dumfries, Township of

																																																								North Dundas, Township of

																																																								North Frontenac, Township of

																																																								North Glengarry, Township of

																																																								North Grenville, Municipality of

																																																								North Huron, Township of

																																																								North Kawartha, Township of

																																																								North Middlesex, Municipality of

																																																								North Perth, Municipality of

																																																								North Stormont, Township of

																																																								North Williams (Unorganized)

																																																								Northeastern Manitoulin and The Islands, Town of

																																																								Northern Bruce Peninsula, Municipality of

																																																								Northrup (Unorganized)

																																																								Northumberland, County of

																																																								Norwich, Township of

																																																								Noseworthy (Unorganized)

																																																								Notman (Unorganized)

																																																								Nouvel (Unorganized)

																																																								Nova (Unorganized)

																																																								Noyon (Unorganized)

																																																								Nursey (Unorganized)

																																																								Nuttall (Unorganized)

																																																								O Meara (Unorganized)

																																																								Oakville, Town of

																																																								Oates (Unorganized)

																																																								Oboshkegan (Unorganized)

																																																								O'Connor, Township of

																																																								Odlum (Unorganized)

																																																								Ogilvie (Unorganized)

																																																								Oil Springs, Village of

																																																								Oke (Unorganized)

																																																								Olinyk (Unorganized)

																																																								Oliver Paipoonge, Municipality of

																																																								Olrig (Unorganized)

																																																								Olsen (Unorganized)

																																																								Onaping (Unorganized)

																																																								Opasatika (Unorganized)

																																																								Opasatika, Township of

																																																								Ophir (Unorganized)

																																																								Orangeville, Town of

																																																								Orillia, City of

																																																								Orkney (Unorganized)

																																																								Oro-Medonte, Township of

																																																								Osaquan (Unorganized)

																																																								Osborne (Unorganized)

																																																								Oscar (Unorganized)

																																																								Oshawa, City of

																																																								Oshell (Unorganized)

																																																								Osler (Unorganized)

																																																								Ossian (Unorganized)

																																																								Ossin (Unorganized)

																																																								Oswald (Unorganized)

																																																								Osway (Unorganized)

																																																								Otonabee-South Monaghan, Township of

																																																								Ottawa, City of

																																																								Ottaway (Unorganized)

																																																								Otter (Unorganized)

																																																								Otto (Unorganized)

																																																								Ouellette (Unorganized)

																																																								Owen Sound, City of

																																																								Owens (Unorganized)

																																																								Oxford, County of

																																																								Pacaud (Unorganized)

																																																								Palmer (Unorganized)

																																																								Panet (Unorganized)

																																																								Papineau-Cameron, Township of

																																																								Pardo (Unorganized)

																																																								Parent (Unorganized)

																																																								Parker (Unorganized)

																																																								Parkinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Parkman (Unorganized)

																																																								Parliament (Unorganized)

																																																								Parnell (Unorganized)

																																																								Parr (Unorganized)

																																																								Parrott (Unorganized)

																																																								Parry (Unorganized)

																																																								Parry Sound, Town of

																																																								Patenaude (Unorganized)

																																																								Patience (Unorganized)

																																																								Patrick (Unorganized)

																																																								Patterson (Unorganized)

																																																								Pattinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Patton (Unorganized)

																																																								Paudash (Unorganized)

																																																								Paul (Unorganized)

																																																								Pawis (Unorganized)

																																																								Paxton (Unorganized)

																																																								Pearce (Unorganized)

																																																								Pearkes (Unorganized)

																																																								Peck (Unorganized)

																																																								Peel, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Peever (Unorganized)

																																																								Pelee, Township of

																																																								Pelham, Town of

																																																								Pelican (Unorganized)

																																																								Pellatt (Unorganized)

																																																								Pelletier (Unorganized)

																																																								Pembroke, City of

																																																								Penetanguishene, Town of

																																																								Penhorwood (Unorganized)

																																																								Pennefather (Unorganized)

																																																								Pense (Unorganized)

																																																								Pentland (Unorganized)

																																																								Perry, Township of

																																																								Perth East, Township of

																																																								Perth South, Township of

																																																								Perth, County of

																																																								Perth, Town of

																																																								Petawawa, Town of

																																																								Peterborough, City of

																																																								Peterborough, County of

																																																								Peters (Unorganized)

																																																								Peterson (Unorganized)

																																																								Petrolia, Town of

																																																								Pettypiece (Unorganized)

																																																								Pharand (Unorganized)

																																																								Phelps (Unorganized)

																																																								Pic (Unorganized)

																																																								Piche (Unorganized)

																																																								Pickerel (Unorganized)

																																																								Pickering, City of

																																																								Pickett (Unorganized)

																																																								Pickle Lake, Township of

																																																								Pifher (Unorganized)

																																																								Pinard (Unorganized)

																																																								Pine (Unorganized)

																																																								Pinogami (Unorganized)

																																																								Pitt (Unorganized)

																																																								Pliny (Unorganized)

																																																								Plourde (Unorganized)

																																																								Plummer Additional, Township of

																																																								Plympton-Wyoming, Town of

																																																								Point Edward, Village of

																																																								Poisson (Unorganized)

																																																								Poitras (Unorganized)

																																																								Poncet (Unorganized)

																																																								Pontiac (Unorganized)

																																																								Port Colborne, City of

																																																								Port Hope, Municipality of

																																																								Porter (Unorganized)

																																																								Potier (Unorganized)

																																																								Potter (Unorganized)

																																																								Poulett (Unorganized)

																																																								Poulin (Unorganized)

																																																								Powassan, Municipality of

																																																								Pratt (Unorganized)

																																																								Prescott (Unorganized)

																																																								Prescott and Russell, United Counties of

																																																								Prescott, Town of

																																																								Preston (Unorganized)

																																																								Prince Edward County, City of

																																																								Prince, Township of

																																																								Pringle (Unorganized)

																																																								Prosser (Unorganized)

																																																								Purdom (Unorganized)

																																																								Purvis (Unorganized)

																																																								Puskuta (Unorganized)

																																																								Puslinch, Township of

																																																								Pyne (Unorganized)

																																																								Pyramid (Unorganized)

																																																								Quill (Unorganized)

																																																								Quinte West, City of

																																																								Raaflaub (Unorganized)

																																																								Rabazo (Unorganized)

																																																								Racine (Unorganized)

																																																								Radisson (Unorganized)

																																																								Raimbault (Unorganized)

																																																								Rainy River, Town of

																																																								Ramara, Township of

																																																								Ramsay Wright (Unorganized)

																																																								Ramsden (Unorganized)

																																																								Rand (Unorganized)

																																																								Raney (Unorganized)

																																																								Rankin (Unorganized)

																																																								Rapley (Unorganized)

																																																								Rattray (Unorganized)

																																																								Raven (Unorganized)

																																																								Ray (Unorganized)

																																																								Raymond (Unorganized)

																																																								Raynar (Unorganized)

																																																								Reaney (Unorganized)

																																																								Reaume (Unorganized)

																																																								Recollet (Unorganized)

																																																								Red Lake, Municipality of

																																																								Red Rock, Township of

																																																								Redden (Unorganized)

																																																								Redditt (Unorganized)

																																																								Redsky (Unorganized)

																																																								Redvers (Unorganized)

																																																								Reeves (Unorganized)

																																																								Regan (Unorganized)

																																																								Reid (Unorganized)

																																																								Reilly (Unorganized)

																																																								Renfrew, County of

																																																								Renfrew, Town of

																																																								Rennie (Unorganized)

																																																								Renwick (Unorganized)

																																																								Restoule (Unorganized)

																																																								Revell (Unorganized)

																																																								Reynolds (Unorganized)

																																																								Rhodes (Unorganized)

																																																								Rice (Unorganized)

																																																								Richmond Hill, Town of

																																																								Rickaby (Unorganized)

																																																								Rideau Lakes, Township of

																																																								Riggs (Unorganized)

																																																								Rioux (Unorganized)

																																																								Ritchie (Unorganized)

																																																								Rix (Unorganized)

																																																								Roadhouse (Unorganized)

																																																								Robbins (Unorganized)

																																																								Roberta (Unorganized)

																																																								Roberts (Unorganized)

																																																								Robertson (Unorganized)

																																																								Robillard (Unorganized)

																																																								Robinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Roblin (Unorganized)

																																																								Robson (Unorganized)

																																																								Roche (Unorganized)

																																																								Roebuck (Unorganized)

																																																								Rogers (Unorganized)

																																																								Rollins (Unorganized)

																																																								Rollo (Unorganized)

																																																								Roosevelt (Unorganized)

																																																								Root (Unorganized)

																																																								Rorke (Unorganized)

																																																								Rose (Unorganized)

																																																								Rowat (Unorganized)

																																																								Rowe (Unorganized)

																																																								Rowell (Unorganized)

																																																								Rowlandson (Unorganized)

																																																								Roy (Unorganized)

																																																								Royal (Unorganized)

																																																								Rudd (Unorganized)

																																																								Rugby (Unorganized)

																																																								Runnalls (Unorganized)

																																																								Running (Unorganized)

																																																								Rupert (Unorganized)

																																																								Russell, Township of

																																																								Ruston (Unorganized)

																																																								Rutherford (Unorganized)

																																																								Ryan (Unorganized)

																																																								Ryerson, Township of

																																																								Rykert (Unorganized)

																																																								Sables-Spanish Rivers, Township of

																																																								Sackville (Unorganized)

																																																								Sadler (Unorganized)

																																																								Sagard (Unorganized)

																																																								Sampson (Unorganized)

																																																								Sanborn (Unorganized)

																																																								Sanderson (Unorganized)

																																																								Sandy (Unorganized)

																																																								Sangster (Unorganized)

																																																								Sankey (Unorganized)

																																																								Sargeant (Unorganized)

																																																								Sarnia, City of

																																																								Satterly (Unorganized)

																																																								Saugeen Shores, Town of

																																																								Sault Ste. Marie, City of

																																																								Saunders (Unorganized)

																																																								Savanne (Unorganized)

																																																								Savant (Unorganized)

																																																								Savard (Unorganized)

																																																								Sayer (Unorganized)

																																																								Scapa (Unorganized)

																																																								Scarfe (Unorganized)

																																																								Schembri (Unorganized)

																																																								Scholfield (Unorganized)

																																																								Schreiber, Township of

																																																								Scotia (Unorganized)

																																																								Scovil (Unorganized)

																																																								Scriven (Unorganized)

																																																								Scrivener (Unorganized)

																																																								Scugog, Township of

																																																								Seagram (Unorganized)

																																																								Seaton (Unorganized)

																																																								Secord (Unorganized)

																																																								Seguin (Unorganized)

																																																								Seguin, Township of

																																																								Selby (Unorganized)

																																																								Selkirk (Unorganized)

																																																								Selwyn (Unorganized)

																																																								Selwyn, Township of

																																																								Semple (Unorganized)

																																																								Senn (Unorganized)

																																																								Servos (Unorganized)

																																																								Severn, Township of

																																																								Sewell (Unorganized)

																																																								Shabotik (Unorganized)

																																																								Shanly (Unorganized)

																																																								Shannon (Unorganized)

																																																								Sharpe (Unorganized)

																																																								Shawanaga (Unorganized)

																																																								Shawkence (Unorganized)

																																																								Sheard (Unorganized)

																																																								Shearer (Unorganized)

																																																								Sheba (Unorganized)

																																																								Shelburne (Unorganized)

																																																								Shelburne, Town of

																																																								Sheldon (Unorganized)

																																																								Shelley (Unorganized)

																																																								Shenango (Unorganized)

																																																								Sheppard (Unorganized)

																																																								Sheraton (Unorganized)

																																																								Sherlock (Unorganized)

																																																								Sherratt (Unorganized)

																																																								Sherring (Unorganized)

																																																								Shetland (Unorganized)

																																																								Shibananing (Unorganized)

																																																								Shields (Unorganized)

																																																								Shillington (Unorganized)

																																																								Shingwaukonce (Unorganized)

																																																								Shipley (Unorganized)

																																																								Shuel (Unorganized)

																																																								Shulman (Unorganized)

																																																								Shuniah, Municipality of

																																																								Sibley (Unorganized)

																																																								Silk (Unorganized)

																																																								Simcoe, County of

																																																								Simons (Unorganized)

																																																								Simpson (Unorganized)

																																																								Singapore (Unorganized)

																																																								Singer (Unorganized)

																																																								Sioux Lookout, Municipality of

																																																								Sioux Narrows-Nestor Falls, Township of                            

																																																								Skey (Unorganized)

																																																								Skinner (Unorganized)

																																																								Slack (Unorganized)

																																																								Sladen (Unorganized)

																																																								Slaght (Unorganized)

																																																								Slater (Unorganized)

																																																								Slievert (Unorganized)

																																																								Smellie (Unorganized)

																																																								Smilsky (Unorganized)

																																																								Smiths Falls, Town of

																																																								Smooth Rock Falls, Town of

																																																								Smuts (Unorganized)

																																																								Smye (Unorganized)

																																																								Smyth (Unorganized)

																																																								Snow (Unorganized)

																																																								Solski (Unorganized)

																																																								Somme (Unorganized)

																																																								Soper (Unorganized)

																																																								Sothman (Unorganized)

																																																								South Algonquin, Township of

																																																								South Bruce Peninsula, Town of

																																																								South Bruce, Municipality of

																																																								South Dundas, Township of

																																																								South Frontenac, Township of

																																																								South Glengarry, Township of

																																																								South Huron, Municipality of

																																																								South Lorrain (Unorganized)

																																																								South River, Village of

																																																								South Stormont, Township of

																																																								Southgate, Township of

																																																								Southwest Middlesex, Municipality of

																																																								South-West Oxford, Township of

																																																								Southwold, Township of

																																																								Southworth (Unorganized)

																																																								Spanish, Town of

																																																								Specht (Unorganized)

																																																								Speight (Unorganized)

																																																								Spohn (Unorganized)

																																																								Spooner (Unorganized)

																																																								Springwater, Township of

																																																								Sproule (Unorganized)

																																																								St Germain (Unorganized)

																																																								St John (Unorganized)

																																																								St Julien (Unorganized)

																																																								St Laurent (Unorganized)

																																																								St Louis (Unorganized)

																																																								St. Catharines, City of

																																																								St. Charles, Municipality of

																																																								St. Clair, Township of

																																																								St. Joseph, Township of

																																																								St. Marys, Town of

																																																								St. Thomas, City of

																																																								Stapells (Unorganized)

																																																								Staples (Unorganized)

																																																								Staunton (Unorganized)

																																																								Stedman (Unorganized)

																																																								Steele (Unorganized)

																																																								Stefansson (Unorganized)

																																																								Stetham (Unorganized)

																																																								Stewart (Unorganized)

																																																								Stimson (Unorganized)

																																																								Stirling (Unorganized)

																																																								Stirling-Rawdon, Township of

																																																								Stobie (Unorganized)

																																																								Stoddart (Unorganized)

																																																								Stokes (Unorganized)

																																																								Stone (Unorganized)

																																																								Stone Mills, Township of

																																																								Stoney (Unorganized)

																																																								Storey (Unorganized)

																																																								Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, United Counties of

																																																								Stoughton (Unorganized)

																																																								Stover (Unorganized)

																																																								Strachan (Unorganized)

																																																								Strain (Unorganized)

																																																								Stralak (Unorganized)

																																																								Strange (Unorganized)

																																																								Stratford, City of

																																																								Strathearn (Unorganized)

																																																								Strathroy-Caradoc, Municipality of

																																																								Stratton (Unorganized)

																																																								Street (Unorganized)

																																																								Strey (Unorganized)

																																																								Strickland (Unorganized)

																																																								Strom (Unorganized)

																																																								Strong, Township of

																																																								Studholme (Unorganized)

																																																								Stull (Unorganized)

																																																								Sturgeon (Unorganized)

																																																								Suganaqueb (Unorganized)

																																																								Sulman (Unorganized)

																																																								Sundridge, Village of

																																																								Suni (Unorganized)

																																																								Sutcliffe (Unorganized)

																																																								Sutherland (Unorganized)

																																																								Swanson (Unorganized)

																																																								Swartman (Unorganized)

																																																								Swayze (Unorganized)

																																																								Sweatman (Unorganized)

																																																								Sweeny (Unorganized)

																																																								Sweet (Unorganized)

																																																								Sydere (Unorganized)

																																																								Syer (Unorganized)

																																																								Syine (Unorganized)

																																																								Symington (Unorganized)

																																																								Tabobondung (Unorganized)

																																																								Talbott (Unorganized)

																																																								Tannahill (Unorganized)

																																																								Tanner (Unorganized)

																																																								Tarbutt, Township of

																																																								Tay Valley, Township of

																																																								Tay, Township of

																																																								Teasdale (Unorganized)

																																																								Tecumseh, Town of

																																																								Tedder (Unorganized)

																																																								Teefy (Unorganized)

																																																								Teetzel (Unorganized)

																																																								Tehkummah, Township of

																																																								Telfer (Unorganized)

																																																								Temagami, Municipality of

																																																								Temiskaming Shores, City of

																																																								Templeton (Unorganized)

																																																								Terrace Bay, Township of

																																																								Terry (Unorganized)

																																																								Thackeray (Unorganized)

																																																								Thames Centre, Municipality of

																																																								The Archipelago, Township of

																																																								The Blue Mountains, Town of

																																																								The Nation, Municipality of

																																																								The North Shore, Township of

																																																								Thessalon, Town of

																																																								Thistle (Unorganized)

																																																								Thorburn (Unorganized)

																																																								Thorning (Unorganized)

																																																								Thornloe, Village of

																																																								Thorold, City of

																																																								Thorp (Unorganized)

																																																								Thunder Bay, City of

																																																								Tiernan (Unorganized)

																																																								Tilley (Unorganized)

																																																								Tillsonburg, Town of

																																																								Tilston (Unorganized)

																																																								Tilton (Unorganized)

																																																								Timbrell (Unorganized)

																																																								Timiskaming, District of

																																																								Timmins (Unorganized)

																																																								Timmins, City of

																																																								Tiny, Township of

																																																								Todd (Unorganized)

																																																								Tofflemire (Unorganized)

																																																								Togo (Unorganized)

																																																								Tolmie (Unorganized)

																																																								Tolmonen (Unorganized)

																																																								Tolstoi (Unorganized)

																																																								Tomlinson (Unorganized)

																																																								Tooms (Unorganized)

																																																								Topham (Unorganized)

																																																								Toronto, City of

																																																								Torrance (Unorganized)

																																																								Totten (Unorganized)

																																																								Traill (Unorganized)

																																																								Trent Hills, Municipality of

																																																								Trent Lakes, Municipality of

																																																								Trethewey (Unorganized)

																																																								Trewartha (Unorganized)

																																																								Triquet (Unorganized)

																																																								Tronsen (Unorganized)

																																																								Trottier (Unorganized)

																																																								Truax (Unorganized)

																																																								Truman (Unorganized)

																																																								Tucker (Unorganized)

																																																								Tudhope (Unorganized)

																																																								Tudor and Cashel, Township of

																																																								Tully (Unorganized)

																																																								Tupper (Unorganized)

																																																								Turner (Unorganized)

																																																								Tustin (Unorganized)

																																																								Tuuri (Unorganized)

																																																								Tweed (Unorganized)

																																																								Tweed, Municipality of

																																																								Tweedle (Unorganized)

																																																								Tyendinaga, Township of

																																																								Tyrone (Unorganized)

																																																								Tyrrell (Unorganized)

																																																								Ulster (Unorganized)

																																																								Umbach (Unorganized)

																																																								Unwin (Unorganized)

																																																								Upsala (Unorganized)

																																																								Usnac (Unorganized)

																																																								Uxbridge, Township of

																																																								Val Rita-Harty, Township of

																																																								Valentine (Unorganized)

																																																								Valin (Unorganized)

																																																								Van Hise (Unorganized)

																																																								Van Horne (Unorganized)

																																																								Van Nostrand (Unorganized)

																																																								Vance (Unorganized)

																																																								Vankoughnet (Unorganized)

																																																								Varley (Unorganized)

																																																								Vasiloff (Unorganized)

																																																								Vaughan, City of

																																																								Venturi (Unorganized)

																																																								Verdun (Unorganized)

																																																								Vernon (Unorganized)

																																																								Vibert (Unorganized)

																																																								Viel (Unorganized)

																																																								Villeneuve (Unorganized)

																																																								Vivian (Unorganized)

																																																								Vondette (Unorganized)

																																																								Vrooman (Unorganized)

																																																								Wabigoon (Unorganized)

																																																								Wacousta (Unorganized)

																																																								Wadsworth (Unorganized)

																																																								Wagg (Unorganized)

																																																								Wainfleet, Township of

																																																								Wainwright (Unorganized)

																																																								Wakami (Unorganized)

																																																								Waldie (Unorganized)

																																																								Wallbridge (Unorganized)

																																																								Wallis (Unorganized)

																																																								Walls (Unorganized)

																																																								Walsh (Unorganized)

																																																								Warden (Unorganized)

																																																								Wardle (Unorganized)

																																																								Wardrope (Unorganized)

																																																								Ware (Unorganized)

																																																								Warpula (Unorganized)

																																																								Warren (Unorganized)

																																																								Warwick, Township of

																																																								Wasaga Beach, Town of

																																																								Waswa (Unorganized)

																																																								Waterloo, City of

																																																								Waterloo, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Watson (Unorganized)

																																																								Watten (Unorganized)

																																																								Wauchope (Unorganized)

																																																								Wawa, Municipality of

																																																								Wawia (Unorganized)

																																																								Way (Unorganized)

																																																								Way-White (Unorganized)

																																																								Weaver (Unorganized)

																																																								Webb (Unorganized)

																																																								Webster (Unorganized)

																																																								Weeks (Unorganized)

																																																								Weichel (Unorganized)

																																																								Welland, City of

																																																								Wellesley, Township of

																																																								Wellington North, Township of

																																																								Wellington, County of

																																																								Wells (Unorganized)

																																																								Welsh (Unorganized)

																																																								Wesley (Unorganized)

																																																								West (Unorganized)

																																																								West Elgin, Municipality of

																																																								West Grey, Municipality of

																																																								West Lincoln, Township of

																																																								West Nipissing, Municipality of

																																																								West Perth, Municipality of

																																																								Westbrook (Unorganized)

																																																								Westport, Village of

																																																								Whalen (Unorganized)

																																																								Whigham (Unorganized)

																																																								Whitby, Town of

																																																								Whitchurch-Stouffville, Town of

																																																								White (Unorganized)

																																																								White River, Township of

																																																								Whitehead (Unorganized)

																																																								Whitesides (Unorganized)

																																																								Whitestone, Municipality of

																																																								Whitewater Region, Township of

																																																								Whitman (Unorganized)

																																																								Whitson (Unorganized)

																																																								Wiggins (Unorganized)

																																																								Wigle (Unorganized)

																																																								Wilhelmina (Unorganized)

																																																								Wilkes (Unorganized)

																																																								Willans (Unorganized)

																																																								Willet (Unorganized)

																																																								Willison (Unorganized)

																																																								Wilmot, Township of

																																																								Wilson (Unorganized)

																																																								Windego (Unorganized)

																																																								Windsor, City of

																																																								Winget (Unorganized)

																																																								Winkler (Unorganized)

																																																								Winnington (Unorganized)

																																																								Wiseman (Unorganized)

																																																								Wishart (Unorganized)

																																																								Wlasy (Unorganized)

																																																								Wollaston, Township of

																																																								Woodstock, City of

																																																								Woolrich (Unorganized)

																																																								Woolwich, Township of

																																																								Worton (Unorganized)

																																																								Wright (Unorganized)

																																																								Wyse (Unorganized)

																																																								Yaremko (Unorganized)

																																																								Yeo (Unorganized)

																																																								Yesno (Unorganized)

																																																								York, Regional Municipality of

																																																								Zavitz (Unorganized)

																																																								Zorra, Township of








 


The Municipality of Trent Hills 


NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT 


Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 


The current standpipe serving Trent Hills requires substantial refurbishment and no longer meets 


the needs of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting the required minimum 


pressures. Some existing areas of the water distribution system have water pressure that is below 


the 275 kPa minimum standard. To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic use and 


fire protection while providing adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, system 


upgrades are required. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E 


in Trent Hills, ON. A keymap is attached showing the existing standpipe location and a possible 


location for the new water storage facility. 


 


A Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) study has been initiated to determine the 


preferred solution for ensuring that the drinking water system will meet existing demand and 


support future growth. The following water storage and supply options were considered: 


 


• Do nothing 


• Refurbish and repair the existing standpipe 


• Construct a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe site  


• Construct a new water storage facility at a new location south of the river 


 


Detailed evaluation of the alternatives has resulted in a recommendation to construct a larger 


storage facility at the present site and remove the existing standpipe. The project is proceeding 


according to the requirements for a Schedule B project. 


 


The Class EA process includes: 


 


• Consultation with the public, review agencies, and other stakeholders  


• Field investigations  


• Evaluation of viable alternative solutions  


• Assessment of the impacts of the alternative solutions and identification of measures to 


mitigate any adverse environmental, social, cultural, and economic impacts  


• Selection of a preferred solution  


 


Public input into the planning and design of this project is encouraged.  If you have any comments 


or questions regarding this project, or would like to receive further information, please send an 


email to one of the following project contacts:  







 


Scott White Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 


General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 


And Public Works Admin 1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road 


Municipality of Trent Hills Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 


66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030 T: (613) 966-3068 


Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 F: (613) 966-3087 


T: 705-653-1900 x 244 Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com 


F: 705-653-5203 


Email: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 


 


This notice issued December 5, 2022 


 
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act, 


unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone 


number and property location included in a submission will become part of the public record files for this 


project and will be released, if requested, to any person.  


 
 











 
The Municipality of Trent Hills 

NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT 

Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 
The current standpipe serving Trent Hills requires substantial refurbishment and no longer meets 
the needs of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting the required minimum 
pressures. Some existing areas of the water distribution system have water pressure that is below 
the 275 kPa minimum standard. To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic use and 
fire protection while providing adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, system 
upgrades are required. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E 
in Trent Hills, ON. A keymap is attached showing the existing standpipe location and a possible 
location for the new water storage facility. 
 
A Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) study has been initiated to determine the 
preferred solution for ensuring that the drinking water system will meet existing demand and 
support future growth. The following water storage and supply options were considered: 
 

• Do nothing 
• Refurbish and repair the existing standpipe 
• Construct a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe site  
• Construct a new water storage facility at a new location south of the river 

 
Detailed evaluation of the alternatives has resulted in a recommendation to construct a larger 
storage facility at the present site and remove the existing standpipe. The project is proceeding 
according to the requirements for a Schedule B project. 
 
The Class EA process includes: 
 

• Consultation with the public, review agencies, and other stakeholders  
• Field investigations  
• Evaluation of viable alternative solutions  
• Assessment of the impacts of the alternative solutions and identification of measures to 

mitigate any adverse environmental, social, cultural, and economic impacts  
• Selection of a preferred solution  

 
Public input into the planning and design of this project is encouraged.  If you have any comments 
or questions regarding this project, or would like to receive further information, please send an 
email to one of the following project contacts:  



 
Scott White Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
And Public Works Admin 1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road 
Municipality of Trent Hills Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 
66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030 T: (613) 966-3068 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 F: (613) 966-3087 
T: 705-653-1900 x 244 Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com 
F: 705-653-5203 
Email: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
 
This notice issued December 5, 2022 
 
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act, 
unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone 
number and property location included in a submission will become part of the public record files for this 
project and will be released, if requested, to any person.  
 
 





  

 

Ministry of the Environment, 
Conservation and Parks 
 
 
Environmental Assessment 
Branch 
 
1st Floor 
135 St. Clair Avenue W 
Toronto ON  M4V 1P5 
Tel.:  416 314-8001 
Fax.: 416 314-8452 

Ministère de l’Environnement, 
de la Protection de la nature 
et des Parcs 
 
Direction des évaluations 
environnementales 
 
Rez-de-chaussée 
135, avenue St. Clair Ouest 
Toronto ON  M4V 1P5 
Tél. : 416 314-8001 
Téléc. : 416 314-8452

 
December 15, 2022 
 
Scott White  
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal  
And Public Works Admin 
Municipality of Trent Hills  
Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
 
BY EMAIL ONLY 
 
Re:  

Municipality of Trent Hills 
MUNICIPAL CLASS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT Hastings Standpipe Replacement, 
Schedule B 
Response to Notice of Commencement 

 
 
Dear Scott White 
 
This letter is in response to the Notice of Commencement (issued December 5, 2022) for the 
above noted project. The Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) 
acknowledges that the proponent has indicated that the study is following the approved 
environmental planning process for a Schedule B project under the Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment (Class EA).  
 
The current standpipe serving Trent Hills requires substantial refurbishment and no longer 
meets the needs of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting the 
required minimum pressures. Some existing areas of the water distribution system have water 
pressure that is below 



 

 

the 275 kPa minimum standard. To accommodate increasing volume needs for domestic use 
and fire protection while providing adequate pressure throughout the distribution system, 
system upgrades are required. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division 
Street E in Trent Hills, ON. A keymap is attached showing the existing standpipe location and a 
possible location for the new water storage facility. 
 
A Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) study has been initiated to determine the 
preferred solution for ensuring that the drinking water system will meet existing demand and 
support future growth. The following water storage and supply options were considered: 
 
• Do nothing 
• Refurbish and repair the existing standpipe 
• Construct a new water storage facility at the existing standpipe site 
• Construct a new water storage facility at a new location south of the river 
 
Detailed evaluation of the alternatives has resulted in a recommendation to construct a larger 
storage facility at the present site and remove the existing standpipe. The project is proceeding 
according to the requirements for a Schedule B project.  
 
The Class EA process includes: 
 
• Consultation with the public, review agencies, and other stakeholders 
• Field investigations 
• Evaluation of viable alternative solutions 
• Assessment of the impacts of the alternative solutions and identification of measures to 
mitigate any adverse environmental, social, cultural, and economic impacts 
• Selection of a preferred solution 
 
The updated (February 2021) attached “Areas of Interest” document provides guidance 
regarding the ministry’s interests with respect to the Class EA process. Please address all areas 
of interest in the EA documentation at an appropriate level for the EA study.  The Areas of 
Interest is a current and complete list and may not pertain to every project depending on scale 
and scope.  Proponents and /or consultants are best positioned to assess the items that would 
be appropriately addressed in the respective ESR or project file.   
 
Proponents who address all the applicable areas of interest can minimize potential delays to 
the project schedule. Further information is provided at the end of the Areas of Interest 
document relating to recent changes to the Environmental Assessment Act through Bill 197, 
Covid-19 Economic Recovery Act 2020. 
 
The Crown has a legal duty to consult Aboriginal communities when it has knowledge, real or 
constructive, of the existence or potential existence of an Aboriginal or treaty right and 
contemplates conduct that may adversely impact that right. Before authorizing this project, the 
Crown must ensure that its duty to consult has been fulfilled, where such a duty is triggered.  



 

 

Although the duty to consult with Aboriginal peoples is a duty of the Crown, the Crown may 
delegate procedural aspects of this duty to project proponents while retaining oversight of the 
consultation process.  
 
The proposed project may have the potential to affect Aboriginal or treaty rights protected 
under Section 35 of Canada’s Constitution Act 1982.  Where the Crown’s duty to consult is 
triggered in relation to the proposed project, the MECP is delegating the procedural aspects of 
rights-based consultation to the proponent through this letter.  The Crown intends to rely on 
the delegated consultation process in discharging its duty to consult and maintains the right to 
participate in the consultation process as it sees fit. 
 
Based on information provided to date and the Crown`s preliminary assessment the proponent 
is required to consult with the following communities who have been identified as potentially 
affected by the proposed project: 
 

• Chippewas of Rama First Nation 

• Chippewas of Georgina Island 

• Beausoleil First Nation 

• Alderville First Nation 

• Curve Lake First Nation 

• Hiawatha First Nation 

• Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation 
For the above Williams Treaties communities, please cc Karry Sandy McKenzie, William 
Treaties First Nations Process Co-ordinator, inquiries@williamstreatiesfirstnations.ca 
 

• Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte 

• Kawartha Nishnawbe  
 
If the proponent has undertaken archeological studies and are required to undertake any 
work related to archeological resources, they should also include: 

• Huron-Wendat 
 
Steps that the proponent may need to take in relation to Aboriginal consultation for the 
proposed project are outlined in the “Code of Practice for Consultation in Ontario’s 
Environmental Assessment Process”. Additional information related to Ontario’s Environmental 
Assessment Act is available online at: www.ontario.ca/environmentalassessments.  
 
Please also refer to the attached document “A Proponent’s Introduction to the Delegation of 
Procedural Aspects of consultation with Aboriginal Communities” for further information, 
including the MECP’s expectations for EA report documentation related to consultation with 
communities. 
 

mailto:inquiries@williamstreatiesfirstnations.ca
https://www.ontario.ca/document/consultation-ontarios-environmental-assessment-process
https://www.ontario.ca/document/consultation-ontarios-environmental-assessment-process
http://www.ontario.ca/environmentalassessments


 

 

The proponent must contact the Director of Environmental Assessment Branch 
(EABDirector@ontario.ca) under the following circumstances subsequent to initial discussions 
with the communities identified by the MECP: 
 

• Aboriginal or treaty rights impacts are identified to you by the communities; 

• You have reason to believe that your proposed project may adversely affect an 
Aboriginal or treaty right; 

• Consultation with Indigenous communities or other stakeholders has reached an 
impasse; or 

• A Section 16 Order request is expected on the basis of impacts to Aboriginal or treaty 
rights 

 
The MECP will then assess the extent of any Crown duty to consult for the circumstances and 
will consider whether additional steps should be taken, including what role you will be asked to 
play should additional steps and activities be required.   
 

 
A draft copy of the report should be sent directly to me prior to the filing of the final report, 
allowing a minimum of 30 days for the ministry’s technical reviewers to provide comments.  
 
Please also ensure a copy of the final notice is sent to the ministry’s Eastern Region EA 
notification email account (eanotification.eregion@ontario.ca) after the draft report is 
reviewed and finalized. 
 
Should you or any members of your project team have any questions regarding the material 
above, please contact me at jon.orpana@ontario.ca. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jon K. Orpana 
Regional Environmental Planner – Eastern Region 
 
Cc:  

Jacqueline Fuller, Water Compliance Supervisor, Peterborough District Office, MECP 
Email:  jacqueline.fuller@ontario.ca 
 
Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com 
 

Encl. Areas of Interest 

mailto:jacqueline.fuller@ontario.ca
mailto:tguerrera@greergalloway.com


 

 

AREAS OF INTEREST (v. February 2021) 
 
It is suggested that you check off each section after you have considered / addressed it. 
 

 Planning and Policy 
 

• Projects located in MECP’s Eastern Region. Parts of the study area may also be subject to 
the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan (2017), Greenbelt Plan (2017) or Lake Simcoe 
Protection Plan (2014). Applicable plans and the applicable policies should be identified in 
the report, and the proponent should describe how the proposed project adheres to the 
relevant policies in these plans. 

 

• The Provincial Policy Statement (2020) contains policies that protect Ontario’s natural 
heritage and water resources. Applicable policies should be referenced in the report, and 
the proponent should describe how the proposed project is consistent with these policies. 

 

• In addition to the provincial planning and policy level, the report should also discuss the 
planning context at the municipal and federal levels, as appropriate.  

 

 Source Water Protection  
 
The Clean Water Act, 2006 (CWA) aims to protect existing and future sources of drinking water.  
To achieve this, several types of vulnerable areas have been delineated around surface water 
intakes and wellheads for every municipal residential drinking water system that is located in a 
source protection area. These vulnerable areas are known as a Wellhead Protection Areas 
(WHPAs) and surface water Intake Protection Zones (IPZs). Other vulnerable areas that have 
been delineated under the CWA include Highly Vulnerable Aquifers (HVAs), Significant 
Groundwater Recharge Areas (SGRAs), Event-based modelling areas (EBAs), and Issues 
Contributing Areas (ICAs).  Source protection plans have been developed that include policies to 
address existing and future risks to sources of municipal drinking water within these vulnerable 
areas.   
 
Projects that are subject to the Environmental Assessment Act that fall under a Class EA, or one 
of the Regulations, have the potential to impact sources of drinking water if they occur in 
designated vulnerable areas or in the vicinity of other at-risk drinking water systems (i.e. 
systems that are not municipal residential systems). MEA Class EA projects may include 
activities that, if located in a vulnerable area, could be a threat to sources of drinking water (i.e. 
have the potential to adversely affect the quality or quantity of drinking water sources) and the 
activity could therefore be subject to policies in a source protection plan.  Where an activity 
poses a risk to drinking water, policies in the local source protection plan may impact how or 
where that activity is undertaken. Policies may prohibit certain activities, or they may require 
risk management measures for these activities.  Municipal Official Plans, planning decisions, 
Class EA projects (where the project includes an activity that is a threat to drinking water) and 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/oak-ridges-moraine-conservation-plan-2017
https://www.ontario.ca/document/greenbelt-plan-2017/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/lake-simcoe-protection-plan
https://www.ontario.ca/page/lake-simcoe-protection-plan
https://www.ontario.ca/page/provincial-policy-statement-2020


 

 

prescribed instruments must conform with policies that address significant risks to drinking 
water and must have regard for policies that address moderate or low risks. 
 

• In October 2015, the MEA Parent Class EA document was amended to include reference to 
the Clean Water Act (Section A.2.10.6) and indicates that proponents undertaking a 
Municipal Class EA project must identify early in their process whether a project is or could 
potentially be occurring with a vulnerable area. Given this requirement, please include a 
section in the report on source water protection.  

 
o The proponent should identify the source protection area and should clearly 

document how the proximity of the project to sources of drinking water (municipal 
or other) and any delineated vulnerable areas was considered and assessed. 
Specifically, the report should discuss whether or not the project is located in a 
vulnerable area and provide applicable details about the area. 

 
o If located in a vulnerable area, proponents should document whether any project 

activities are prescribed drinking water threats and thus pose a risk to drinking water 
(this should be consulted on with the appropriate Source Protection Authority). 
Where an activity poses a risk to drinking water, the proponent must document and 
discuss in the report how the project adheres to or has regard to applicable policies 
in the local source protection plan. This section should then be used to inform and 
be reflected in other sections of the report, such as the identification of net 
positive/negative effects of alternatives, mitigation measures, evaluation of 
alternatives etc.  

 

• While most source protection plans focused on including policies for significant drinking 
water threats in the WHPAs and IPZs it should be noted that even though source protection 
plan policies may not apply in HVAs, these are areas where aquifers are sensitive and at risk 
to impacts and within these areas, activities may impact the quality of sources of drinking 
water for systems other than municipal residential systems.   

 

• In order to determine if this project is occurring within a vulnerable area, proponents can 
use this mapping tool: http://www.applications.ene.gov.on.ca/swp/en/index.php. Note that 
various layers (including WHPAs, WHPA-Q1 and WHPA-Q2, IPZs, HVAs, SGRAs, EBAs, ICAs) 
can be turned on through the “Map Legend” bar on the left. The mapping tool will also 
provide a link to the appropriate source protection plan in order to identify what policies 
may be applicable in the vulnerable area.  

  

• For further information on the maps or source protection plan policies which may relate to 
their project, proponents must contact the appropriate source protection authority. Please 
consult with the local source protection authority to discuss potential impacts on drinking 
water. Please document the results of that consultation within the report and include all 
communication documents/correspondence. 

 

http://www.applications.ene.gov.on.ca/swp/en/index.php


 

 

 
More Information  
For more information on the Clean Water Act, source protection areas and plans, including 
specific information on the vulnerable areas and drinking water threats, please refer to 
Conservation Ontario’s website where you will also find links to the local source protection 
plan/assessment report.   
 
A list of the prescribed drinking water threats can be found in section 1.1 of Ontario Regulation 
287/07 made under the Clean Water Act. In addition to prescribed drinking water threats, some 
source protection plans may include policies to address additional “local” threat activities, as 
approved by the MECP.  
 

 Climate Change 
 
The document "Considering Climate Change in the Environmental Assessment Process" (Guide) 
is now a part of the Environmental Assessment program's Guides and Codes of Practice. The 
Guide sets out the MECP's expectation for considering climate change in the preparation, 
execution and documentation of environmental assessment studies and processes. The guide 
provides examples, approaches, resources, and references to assist proponents with 
consideration of climate change in EA. Proponents should review this Guide in detail.  
 

• The MECP expects proponents of Class EA projects to: 
 

1. Consider during the assessment of alternative solutions and alternative designs, the 
following:  

a. the project's expected production of greenhouse gas emissions and impacts on 
carbon sinks (climate change mitigation); and  

b. resilience or vulnerability of the undertaking to changing climatic conditions 
(climate change adaptation). 

2. Include a discrete section in the report detailing how climate change was considered in 
the EA. 

 
How climate change is considered can be qualitative or quantitative in nature and should be 
scaled to the project’s level of environmental effect. In all instances, both a project's impacts on 
climate change (mitigation) and impacts of climate change on a project (adaptation) should be 
considered.  
 

• The MECP has also prepared another guide to support provincial land use planning direction 
related to the completion of energy and emission plans. The "Community Emissions 
Reduction Planning: A Guide for Municipalities" document is designed to educate 
stakeholders on the municipal opportunities to reduce energy and greenhouse gas 
emissions, and to provide guidance on methods and techniques to incorporate 
consideration of energy and greenhouse gas emissions into municipal activities of all types. 
We encourage you to review the Guide for information. 

http://www.conservation-ontario.on.ca/uncategorised/143-otherswpregionsindex
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/070287#BK3
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/070287#BK3
https://www.ontario.ca/page/considering-climate-change-environmental-assessment-process
https://ero.ontario.ca/notice/013-2083?_ga=2.113331267.532557834.1525694946-2101883328.1501507205
https://ero.ontario.ca/notice/013-2083?_ga=2.113331267.532557834.1525694946-2101883328.1501507205


 

 

 

 Air Quality, Dust and Noise  
 

• If there are sensitive receptors in the surrounding area of this project, a quantitative air 
quality/odour impact assessment will be useful to evaluate alternatives, determine impacts 
and identify appropriate mitigation measures. The scope of the assessment can be 
determined based on the potential effects of the proposed alternatives, and typically 
includes source and receptor characterization and a quantification of local air quality 
impacts on the sensitive receptors and the environment in the study area. The assessment 
will compare to all applicable standards or guidelines for all contaminants of concern. 
Please contact this office for further consultation on the level of Air Quality Impact 
Assessment required for this project if not already advised. 

 

• If a quantitative Air Quality Impact Assessment is not required for the project, the MECP 
expects that the report contain a qualitative assessment which includes: 

 
o A discussion of local air quality including existing activities/sources that significantly 

impact local air quality and how the project may impact existing conditions; 
o A discussion of the nearby sensitive receptors and the project’s potential air quality 

impacts on present and future sensitive receptors; 
o A discussion of local air quality impacts that could arise from this project during both 

construction and operation; and 
o A discussion of potential mitigation measures. 

 

• As a common practice, “air quality” should be used an evaluation criterion for all road 
projects. 

 

• Dust and noise control measures should be addressed and included in the construction 
plans to ensure that nearby residential and other sensitive land uses within the study area 
are not adversely affected during construction activities.  

 

• The MECP recommends that non-chloride dust-suppressants be applied. For a 
comprehensive list of fugitive dust prevention and control measures that could be applied, 
refer to Cheminfo Services Inc. Best Practices for the Reduction of Air Emissions from 
Construction and Demolition Activities report prepared for Environment Canada. March 
2005. 

 

• The report should consider the potential impacts of increased noise levels during the 
operation of the completed project. The proponent should explore all potential measures to 
mitigate significant noise impacts during the assessment of alternatives.  

 
 
 

http://www.bv.transports.gouv.qc.ca/mono/1173259.pdf
http://www.bv.transports.gouv.qc.ca/mono/1173259.pdf


 

 

 

 Ecosystem Protection and Restoration 
 

• Any impacts to ecosystem form and function must be avoided where possible. The report 
should describe any proposed mitigation measures and how project planning will protect 
and enhance the local ecosystem. 

 

• Natural heritage and hydrologic features should be identified and described in detail to 
assess potential impacts and to develop appropriate mitigation measures. The following 
sensitive environmental features may be located within or adjacent to the study area:  
o Key Natural Heritage Features: Habitat of endangered species and threatened species, 

fish habitat, wetlands, areas of natural and scientific interest (ANSIs), significant 
valleylands, significant woodlands; significant wildlife habitat (including habitat of 
special concern species); sand barrens, savannahs, and tallgrass prairies; and alvars.  

o Key Hydrologic Features: Permanent streams, intermittent streams, inland lakes and 
their littoral zones, seepage areas and springs, and wetlands.  

o Other natural heritage features and areas such as: vegetation communities, rare 
species of flora or fauna, Environmentally Sensitive Areas, Environmentally Sensitive 
Policy Areas, federal and provincial parks and conservation reserves, Greenland 
systems etc.  

 
We recommend consulting with the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and your local conservation authority to determine if 
special measures or additional studies will be necessary to preserve and protect these sensitive 
features. In addition, you may consider the provisions of the Rouge Park Management Plan if 
applicable. 
 

 Species at Risk 
 

• The Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks has now assumed responsibility of 
Ontario’s Species at Risk program. Information, standards, guidelines, reference materials 
and technical resources to assist you are found at https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-
risk. 
 

• The Client’s Guide to Preliminary Screening for Species at Risk (Draft May 2019) has been 
attached to the covering email for your reference and use. Please review this document for 
next steps.  
 

•  For any questions related to subsequent permit requirements / considerations for SAR, 
please contact SAROntario@ontario.ca.    

 
 
 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk
https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk
mailto:SAROntario@ontario.ca


 

 

 

 Surface Water 

 

• The report must include enough information to demonstrate that there will be no negative 

impacts on the natural features or ecological functions of any watercourses within the study 

area. Measures should be included in the planning and design process to ensure that any 

impacts to watercourses from construction or operational activities (e.g. spills, erosion, 

pollution) are mitigated as part of the proposed undertaking.  

 

• Additional stormwater runoff from new pavement can impact receiving watercourses and 

flood conditions. Quality and quantity control measures to treat stormwater runoff should 

be considered for all new impervious areas and, where possible, existing surfaces. The 

ministry’s Stormwater Management Planning and Design Manual (2003) should be 

referenced in the report and utilized when designing stormwater control methods.  A 

Stormwater Management Plan should be prepared as part of the Class EA process that 

includes: 

 

• Strategies to address potential water quantity and erosion impacts related to 

stormwater draining into streams or other sensitive environmental features, and to 

ensure that adequate (enhanced) water quality is maintained 

• Watershed information, drainage conditions, and other relevant background 

information 

• Future drainage conditions, stormwater management options, information on 

erosion and sediment control during construction, and other details of the proposed 

works 

• Information on maintenance and monitoring commitments.  

 

• Ontario Regulation 60/08 under the Ontario Water Resources Act (OWRA) applies to the 

Lake Simcoe Basin, which encompasses Lake Simcoe and the lands from which surface 

water drains into Lake Simcoe. If the proposed sewage treatment plant is listed in Table 1 of 

the regulation, the report should describe how the proposed project and its mitigation 

measures are consistent with the requirements of this regulation and the OWRA. 

 

• Any potential approval requirements for surface water taking or discharge should be 

identified in the report. A Permit to Take Water (PTTW) under the OWRA will be required 

for any water takings that exceed 50,000 L/day, except for certain water taking activities 

that have been prescribed by the Water Taking EASR Regulation – O. Reg. 63/16. These 

prescribed water-taking activities require registration in the EASR instead of a PTTW. Please 

review the Water Taking User Guide for EASR for more information. Additionally, an 

Environmental Compliance Approval under the OWRA is required for municipal stormwater 

management works. 

https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documents/1757/195-stormwater-planning-and-design-en.pdf
https://www.ontario.ca/page/water-taking-user-guide-environmental-activity-and-sector-registry


 

 

 

 Groundwater 

 

• The status of, and potential impacts to any well water supplies should be addressed.  If the 

project involves groundwater takings or changes to drainage patterns, the quantity and 

quality of groundwater may be affected due to drawdown effects or the redirection of 

existing contamination flows.  In addition, project activities may infringe on existing wells 

such that they must be reconstructed or sealed and abandoned. Appropriate information to 

define existing groundwater conditions should be included in the report. 

 

• If the potential construction or decommissioning of water wells is identified as an issue, the 

report should refer to Ontario Regulation 903, Wells, under the OWRA. 

 

• Potential impacts to groundwater-dependent natural features should be addressed.  Any 

changes to groundwater flow or quality from groundwater taking may interfere with the 

ecological processes of streams, wetlands or other surficial features.  In addition, 

discharging contaminated or high volumes of groundwater to these features may have 

direct impacts on their function.  Any potential effects should be identified, and appropriate 

mitigation measures should be recommended.  The level of detail required will be 

dependent on the significance of the potential impacts. 

 

• Any potential approval requirements for groundwater taking or discharge should be 

identified in the report. A Permit to Take Water (PTTW) under the OWRA will be required 

for any water takings that exceed 50,000 L/day, with the exception of certain water taking 

activities that have been prescribed by the Water Taking EASR Regulation – O. Reg. 63/16. 

These prescribed water-taking activities require registration in the EASR instead of a PTTW. 

Please review the Water Taking User Guide for EASR for more information.  

 

• Consultation with the railroad authorities is necessary wherever there is a plan to use 

construction dewatering in the vicinity of railroad lines or where the zone of influence of 

the construction dewatering potentially intercepts railroad lines. 

 

 Excess Materials Management  
 

• In December 2019, MECP released a new regulation under the Environmental Protection 

Act, titled “On-Site and Excess Soil Management” (O. Reg. 406/19) to support improved 

management of excess construction soil. This regulation is a key step to support proper 

management of excess soils, ensuring valuable resources don’t go to waste and to provide 

clear rules on managing and reusing excess soil. New risk-based standards referenced by 

this regulation help to facilitate local beneficial reuse which in turn will reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions from soil transportation, while ensuring strong protection of human health 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/water-taking-user-guide-environmental-activity-and-sector-registry
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/r19406


 

 

and the environment. The new regulation is being phased in over time, with the first phase 

in effect on January 1, 2021. For more information, please visit 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/handling-excess-soil. 

 

• The report should reference that activities involving the management of excess soil should 

be completed in accordance with O. Reg. 406/19 and the MECP’s current guidance 

document titled “Management of Excess Soil – A Guide for Best Management Practices” 

(2014). 

 

• All waste generated during construction must be disposed of in accordance with ministry 

requirements 

 

 Contaminated Sites 

 

• Any current or historical waste disposal sites should be identified in the report. The status of 

these sites should be determined to confirm whether approval pursuant to Section 46 of 

the EPA may be required for land uses on former disposal sites. We recommend referring to 

the MECP’s D-4 guideline for land use considerations near landfills and dumps.  

o Resources available may include regional/local municipal official plans and data; 

provincial data on large landfill sites and small landfill sites; Environmental Compliance 

Approval information for waste disposal sites on Access Environment.  

 

• Other known contaminated sites (local, provincial, federal) in the study area should also be 

identified in the report (Note – information on federal contaminated sites is found on the 

Government of Canada’s website).  

 

• The location of any underground storage tanks should be investigated in the report. 

Measures should be identified to ensure the integrity of these tanks and to ensure an 

appropriate response in the event of a spill. The ministry’s Spills Action Centre must be 

contacted in such an event. 

 

• Since the removal or movement of soils may be required, appropriate tests to determine 

contaminant levels from previous land uses or dumping should be undertaken. If the soils 

are contaminated, you must determine how and where they are to be disposed of, 

consistent with Part XV.1 of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) and Ontario Regulation 

153/04, Records of Site Condition, which details the new requirements related to site 

assessment and clean up. Please contact the appropriate MECP District Office for further 

consultation if contaminated sites are present.  

 
 
 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/handling-excess-soil
http://www.ontario.ca/document/management-excess-soil-guide-best-management-practices
https://www.ontario.ca/page/environmental-land-use-planning-guides
https://www.ontario.ca/page/large-landfill-sites-map
https://www.ontario.ca/environment-and-energy/small-landfill-sites-list
https://www.ontario.ca/page/list-environmental-approvals-and-registrations
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/pollution-waste-management/contaminated-sites.html


 

 

 

 Servicing, Utilities and Facilities 

 

• The report should identify any above or underground utilities in the study area such as 

transmission lines, telephone/internet, oil/gas etc. The owners should be consulted to 

discuss impacts to this infrastructure, including potential spills.  

 

• The report should identify any servicing infrastructure in the study area such as wastewater, 

water, stormwater that may potentially be impacted by the project.  

 

• Any facility that releases emissions to the atmosphere, discharges contaminants to ground 

or surface water, provides potable water supplies, or stores, transports or disposes of waste 

must have an Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) before it can operate lawfully.  

Please consult with MECP’s Environmental Permissions Branch to determine whether a new 

or amended ECA will be required for any proposed infrastructure. 

 

• We recommend referring to the ministry’s environmental land use planning guides to 

ensure that any potential land use conflicts are considered when planning for any 

infrastructure or facilities related to wastewater, pipelines, landfills or industrial uses. 

 

 Mitigation and Monitoring 

 

• Contractors must be made aware of all environmental considerations so that all 

environmental standards and commitments for both construction and operation are met.  

Mitigation measures should be clearly referenced in the report and regularly monitored 

during the construction stage of the project.  In addition, we encourage proponents to 

conduct post-construction monitoring to ensure all mitigation measures have been effective 

and are functioning properly.   

 

• Design and construction reports and plans should be based on a best management 

approach that centres on the prevention of impacts, protection of the existing environment, 

and opportunities for rehabilitation and enhancement of any impacted areas. 

 

• The proponent’s construction and post-construction monitoring plans must be documented 

in the report, as outlined in Section A.2.5 and A.4.1 of the MEA Class EA parent document. 

 

 Consultation 

 

• The report must demonstrate how the consultation provisions of the Class EA have been 

fulfilled, including documentation of all stakeholder consultation efforts undertaken during 

the planning process. This includes a discussion in the report that identifies concerns that 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/environmental-land-use-planning-guides


 

 

were raised and describes how they have been addressed by the proponent throughout 

the planning process. The report should also include copies of comments submitted on the 

project by interested stakeholders, and the proponent’s responses to these comments (as 

directed by the Class EA to include full documentation). 

 

• Please include the full stakeholder distribution/consultation list in the documentation. 

 

 Class EA Process 

 

• If this project is a Master Plan: there are several different approaches that can be used to 

conduct a Master Plan, examples of which are outlined in Appendix 4 of the Class EA. The 

Master Plan should clearly indicate the selected approach for conducting the plan, by 

identifying whether the levels of assessment, consultation and documentation are sufficient 

to fulfill the requirements for Schedule B or C projects. Please note that any Schedule B or C 

projects identified in the plan would be subject to Part II Order Requests under the 

Environmental Assessment Act, although the plan itself would not be. Please include a 

description of the approach being undertaken (use Appendix 4 as a reference).  

 

• If this project is a Master Plan: Any identified projects should also include information on 

the MCEA schedule associated with the project.  

 

• The report should provide clear and complete documentation of the planning process in 

order to allow for transparency in decision-making.   

 

• The Class EA requires the consideration of the effects of each alternative on all aspects of 

the environment (including planning, natural, social, cultural, economic, technical). The 

report should include a level of detail (e.g. hydrogeological investigations, terrestrial and 

aquatic assessments, cultural heritage assessments) such that all potential impacts can be 

identified, and appropriate mitigation measures can be developed. Any supporting studies 

conducted during the Class EA process should be referenced and included as part of the 

report. 

 

• Please include in the report a list of all subsequent permits or approvals that may be 

required for the implementation of the preferred alternative, including but not limited to, 

MECP’s PTTW, EASR Registrations and ECAs, conservation authority permits, species at risk 

permits, MTO permits and approvals under the Impact Assessment Act, 2019.  

 

• Ministry guidelines and other information related to the issues above are available at 

http://www.ontario.ca/environment-and-energy/environment-and-energy. We encourage 

you to review all the available guides and to reference any relevant information in the 

report. 

http://www.ontario.ca/environment-and-energy/environment-and-energy


 

 

 
Amendments to the EAA through the Covid-19 Economic Recovery Act, 2020 
Once the EA Report is finalized, the proponent must issue a Notice of Completion providing a 
minimum 30-day period during which documentation may be reviewed and comment and input 
can be submitted to the proponent.  The Notice of Completion must be sent to the appropriate 
MECP Regional Office email address (for projects in MECP Eastern Region, the email is 
eanotification.eregion@ontario.ca). 
 
The public has the ability to request a higher level of assessment on a project if they are 
concerned about potential adverse impacts to constitutionally protected Aboriginal and treaty 
rights. In addition, the Minister may issue an order on his or her own initiative within a 
specified time period. The Director (of the Environmental Assessment Branch) will issue a 
Notice of Proposed Order to the proponent if the Minister is considering an order for the 
project within 30 days after the conclusion of the comment period on the Notice of Completion. 
At this time, the Director may request additional information from the proponent. Once the 
requested information has been received, the Minister will have 30 days within which to make 
a decision or impose conditions on your project. 
 
Therefore, the proponent cannot proceed with the project until at least 30 days after the end of 
the comment period provided for in the Notice of Completion. Further, the proponent may not 
proceed after this time if: 

• a Section 16 Order request has been submitted to the ministry regarding potential 
adverse impacts to constitutionally protected Aboriginal and treaty rights, or 

• the Director has issued a Notice of Proposed order regarding the project. 
 
Please ensure that the Notice of Completion advises that outstanding concerns are to be 
directed to the proponent for a response, and that in the event there are outstanding concerns 
regarding potential adverse impacts to constitutionally protected Aboriginal and treaty rights, 
Section 16 Order requests on those matters should be addressed in writing to: 
 

Minister 
 Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks 
 777 Bay Street, 5th Floor 
 Toronto ON M7A 2J3 
 minister.mecp@ontario.ca 
 

and          
 
   Director, Environmental Assessment Branch  
 Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks 
 135 St. Clair Ave. W, 1st Floor 
 Toronto ON, M4V 1P5 

EABDirector@ontario.ca 
 

mailto:minister.mecp@ontario.ca
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Gabriel Goad

From: Tony Guerrera
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2023 12:24 PM
To: Jeanorth Sinnakandu
Cc: Samuel Hutton
Subject: FW: Trent Hills Standpipe Replacement MEA
Attachments: fjo_NoticeofCommencementResponse_MunicipalityofTrentHills_WaterStroage_SchedB.p

df; Supporting Attachment - Proponent's Intro to Delegation of Procedural Aspects of 
Consultation with Aboriginal Communities.docx; Supporting Attachment - Species at 
Risk Proponents Guide to Preliminary Screening (Draft May 2019).pdf

I do not believe I forwarded this to Jeanorth.  
Have we sent out contact letters to all agencies, including the FN groups as outlined? 
Please ensure that you review documents and follow the guidance. If you have questions, ask me.  
Sam, I have copied you for the SAR attachment. We will need to complete this process ASAP for Brighton. I think the 
main item is to contact them. Jeanorth, we need to do the same for Hastings.  
 

From: Orpana, Jon (MECP) <Jon.Orpana@ontario.ca>  
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2022 3:35 PM 
To: scott.white@trenthills.ca 
Cc: Fuller, Jacqueline (MECP) <Jacqueline.Fuller@ontario.ca>; Tony Guerrera <tguerrera@greergalloway.com> 
Subject: Trent Hills Standpipe Replacement MEA 
 

Hello Mr. White, 
 
Please find MECP’s preliminary correspondence on the above mentioned project. 
 
Attached and enclosed are also some resources for you to consider for your project.  Also is enclosed 
a list of indigenous communities you should consult with at a minimum. 
 
Thanks in advance.  
 
Jon  
 
Jon K. Orpana 
Regional Environmental Planner 
Environmental Assessment Branch 
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks 
Kingston Regional Office 
PO Box 22032, 1259 Gardiners Road 
Kingston, Ontario 
K7M 8S5 
 
Phone: (613) 548-6918  
Fax:        (613) 548-6908 
Email:    jon.orpana@ontario.ca 

 CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender, their email address, and know the content is safe.  
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A PROPONENT’S INTRODUCTION TO THE DELEGATION OF PROCEDURAL ASPECTS OF 
CONSULTATION WITH ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES 

 

 
 
I. PURPOSE  
The Crown has a legal duty to consult Aboriginal communities when it has knowledge of an 
existing or asserted Aboriginal or treaty right and contemplates conduct that may adversely 
impact that right.  In outlining a framework for the duty to consult, the Supreme Court of 
Canada has stated that the Crown may delegate procedural aspects of consultation to third 
parties.  This document provides general information about the Ontario Crown’s approach to 
delegation of the procedural aspects of consultation to proponents.   
 
This document is not intended to instruct a proponent about an individual project, and it does 
not constitute legal advice.   
  
 
 II. WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO CONSULT WITH ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES?  
The objective of the modern law of Aboriginal and treaty rights is the reconciliation of 
Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal peoples and their respective rights, claims and interests. 
Consultation is an important component of the reconciliation process.  
 
The Crown has a legal duty to consult Aboriginal communities when it has knowledge of an 
existing or asserted Aboriginal or treaty right and contemplates conduct that might adversely 
impact that right.  For example, the Crown’s duty to consult is triggered when it considers 



 

issuing a permit, authorization or approval for a project which has the potential to adversely 
impact an Aboriginal right, such as the right to hunt, fish, or trap in a particular area.  
 
The scope of consultation required in particular circumstances ranges across a spectrum 
depending on both the nature of the asserted or established right and the seriousness of the 
potential adverse impacts on that right.  
 
Depending on the particular circumstances, the Crown may also need to take steps to 
accommodate the potentially impacted Aboriginal or treaty right. For example, the Crown may 
be required to avoid or minimize the potential adverse impacts of the project.   
 
 
III. THE CROWN’S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE DELEGATED CONSULTATION PROCESS  
The Crown has the responsibility for ensuring that the duty to consult, and accommodate 
where appropriate, is met. However, the Crown may delegate the procedural aspects of 
consultation to a proponent.   
 
There are different ways in which the Crown may delegate the procedural aspects of 
consultation to a proponent, including through a letter, a memorandum of understanding, 
legislation, regulation, policy and codes of practice.  
 
If the Crown decides to delegate procedural aspects of consultation, the Crown will generally:  
 

• Ensure that the delegation of procedural aspects of consultation and the responsibilities 

of the proponent are clearly communicated to the proponent;  

• Identify which Aboriginal communities must be consulted;  

• Provide contact information for the Aboriginal communities;  

• Revise, as necessary, the list of Aboriginal communities to be consulted as new 

information becomes available and is assessed by the Crown;  

• Assess the scope of consultation owed to the Aboriginal communities;  

• Maintain appropriate oversight of the actions taken by the proponent in fulfilling the 

procedural aspects of consultation;   

• Assess the adequacy of consultation that is undertaken and any accommodation that 

may be required;   

• Provide a contact within any responsible ministry in case issues arise that require 

direction from the Crown; and  

• Participate in the consultation process as necessary and as determined by the Crown.  

 
 
 
 



 

IV. THE PROPONENT’S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE DELEGATED CONSULTATION 
PROCESS  
 
Where aspects of the consultation process have been delegated to a proponent, the Crown, in 
meeting its duty to consult, will rely on the proponent’s consultation activities and 
documentation of those activities. The consultation process informs the Crown’s decision of 
whether or not to approve a proposed project or activity.  
 
A proponent’s role and responsibilities will vary depending on a variety of factors including the 
extent of consultation required in the circumstance and the procedural aspects of consultation 
the Crown has delegated to it.  Proponents are often in a better position than the Crown to 
discuss a project and its potential impacts with Aboriginal communities and to determine ways 
to avoid or minimize the adverse impacts of a project.  
 
A proponent can raise issues or questions with the Crown at any time during the consultation 
process.  If issues or concerns arise during the consultation that cannot be addressed by the 
proponent, the proponent should contact the Crown.    
 
a) What might a proponent be required to do in carrying out the procedural aspects of 
consultation?   
Where the Crown delegates procedural aspects of consultation, it is often the proponent’s 
responsibility to provide notice of the proposed project to the identified Aboriginal 
communities.  The notice should indicate that the Crown has delegated the procedural aspects 
of consultation to the proponent and should include the following information:  
 

• a description of the proposed project or activity;  

• mapping;   

• proposed timelines;  

• details regarding anticipated environmental and other impacts;  

• details regarding opportunities to comment; and  

• any changes to the proposed project that have been made for seasonal conditions or 

other factors, where relevant.    

Proponents should provide enough information and time to allow Aboriginal communities to 
provide meaningful feedback regarding the potential impacts of the project.  Depending on the 
nature of consultation required for a project, a proponent also may be required to:  
 

• provide the Crown with copies of any consultation plans prepared and an opportunity to 

review and comment;  

• ensure that any necessary follow-up discussions with Aboriginal communities take place 

in a timely manner, including to confirm receipt of information, share and update 

information and to address questions or concerns that may arise;   



 

• as appropriate, discuss with Aboriginal communities potential mitigation measures 

and/or changes to the project in response to concerns raised by Aboriginal 

communities;  

• use language that is accessible and not overly technical, and translate material into 

Aboriginal languages where requested or appropriate;  

• bear the reasonable costs associated with the consultation process such as, but not 

limited to, meeting hall rental, meal costs, document translation(s), or to address 

technical & capacity issues;  

• provide the Crown with all the details about potential impacts on established or 

asserted Aboriginal or treaty rights, how these concerns have been considered and 

addressed by the proponent and the Aboriginal communities and any steps taken to 

mitigate the potential impacts;  

• provide the Crown with complete and accurate documentation from these meetings 

and communications; and  

• notify the Crown immediately if an Aboriginal community not identified by the Crown 

approaches the proponent seeking consultation opportunities.  

 
b) What documentation and reporting does the Crown need from the proponent?  
 
Proponents should keep records of all communications with the Aboriginal communities 
involved in the consultation process and any information provided to these Aboriginal 
communities.  
 
As the Crown is required to assess the adequacy of consultation, it needs documentation to 
satisfy itself that the proponent has fulfilled the procedural aspects of consultation delegated to 
it. The documentation required would typically include:  

• the date of meetings, the agendas, any materials distributed, those in attendance and 

copies of any minutes prepared;  

• the description of the proposed project that was shared at the meeting;   

• any and all concerns or other feedback provided by the communities;  

• any information that was shared by a community in relation to its asserted or 

established Aboriginal or treaty rights and any potential adverse impacts of the 

proposed activity, approval or disposition on such rights;  

• any proposed project changes or mitigation measures that were discussed, and 

feedback from Aboriginal communities about the proposed changes and measures;  

• any commitments made by the proponent in response to any concerns raised, and 

feedback from Aboriginal communities on those commitments;  

• copies of correspondence to or from Aboriginal communities, and any materials 

distributed electronically or by mail;  



 

• information regarding any financial assistance provided by the proponent to enable 

participation by Aboriginal communities in the consultation;  

• periodic consultation progress reports or copies of meeting notes if requested by the 

Crown;   

• a summary of how the delegated aspects of consultation were carried out and the 

results; and  

• a summary of issues raised by the Aboriginal communities, how the issues were 

addressed and any outstanding issues.  

In certain circumstances, the Crown may share and discuss the proponent’s consultation record 
with an Aboriginal community to ensure that it is an accurate reflection of the consultation 
process.  
  
c) Will the Crown require a proponent to provide information about its commercial 
arrangements with Aboriginal communities?   
 
The Crown may require a proponent to share information about aspects of commercial 
arrangements between the proponent and Aboriginal communities where the arrangements:  
 

• include elements that are directed at mitigating or otherwise addressing impacts of the 

project;   

• include securing an Aboriginal community’s support for the project; or   

• may potentially affect the obligations of the Crown to the Aboriginal communities.  

The proponent should make every reasonable effort to exempt the Crown from confidentiality 
provisions in commercial arrangements with Aboriginal communities to the extent necessary to 
allow this information to be shared with the Crown.  
 
The Crown cannot guarantee that information shared with the Crown will remain confidential. 
Confidential commercial information should not be provided to the Crown as part of the 
consultation record if it is not relevant to the duty to consult or otherwise required to be 
submitted to the Crown as part of the regulatory process.  
  
 
V. WHAT ARE THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES’ IN THE 
CONSULTATION PROCESS? 
  
Like the Crown, Aboriginal communities are expected to engage in consultation in good faith. 
This includes: 
 

• responding to the consultation notice; 

• engaging in the proposed consultation process; 

• providing relevant documentation; 



 

• clearly articulating the potential impacts of the proposed project on Aboriginal or treaty 

rights; and 

• discussing ways to mitigates any adverse impacts. 

Some Aboriginal communities have developed tools, such as consultation protocols, policies or 
processes that provide guidance on how they would prefer to be consulted.  Although not 
legally binding, proponents are encouraged to respect these community processes where it is 
reasonable to do so. Please note that there is no obligation for a proponent to pay a fee to an 
Aboriginal community in order to enter into a consultation process.  
 
To ensure that the Crown is aware of existing community consultation protocols, proponents 
should contact the relevant Crown ministry when presented with a consultation protocol by an 
Aboriginal community or anyone purporting to be a representative of an Aboriginal community.  
 
 
VI. WHAT IF MORE THAN ONE PROVINCIAL CROWN MINISTRY IS INVOLVED IN APPROVING A 
PROPONENT’S PROJECT?  
 
Depending on the project and the required permits or approvals, one or more ministries may 
delegate procedural aspects of the Crown’s duty to consult to the proponent. The proponent 
may contact individual ministries for guidance related to the delegation of procedural aspects 
of consultation for ministry-specific permits/approvals required for the project in question. 
Proponents are encouraged to seek input from all involved Crown ministries sooner rather than 
later. 
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1.0 Purpose, Scope, Background and Context 
1.1 Purpose of this Guide 
This guide has been created to:  

• help clients better understand their obligation to gather information and complete a 
preliminary screening for species at risk before contacting the ministry,   

• outline guidance and advice clients can expect to receive from the ministry at the 
preliminary screening stage, 

• help clients understand how they can gather information about species at risk by 
accessing publicly available information housed by the Government of Ontario, and  

• provide a list of other potential sources of species at risk information that exist outside 
the Government of Ontario.   

It remains the client’s responsibility to: 
• carry out a preliminary screening for their projects, 
• obtain best available information from all applicable information sources, 
• conduct any necessary field studies or inventories to identify and confirm the presence 

or absence of species at risk or their habitat,  
• consider any potential impacts to species at risk that a proposed activity might cause, 

and 
• comply with the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
1.2 Scope 
This guide is a resource for clients seeking to understand if their activity is likely to impact 
species at risk or if they are likely to trigger the need for an authorization under the ESA. It is not 
intended to circumvent any detailed site surveys that may be necessary to document species at 
risk or their habitat nor to circumvent the need to assess the impacts of a proposed activity on 
species at risk or their habitat. This guide is not an exhaustive list of available information 
sources for any given area as the availability of information on species at risk and their habitat 
varies across the province. This guide is intended to support projects and activities carried out 
on Crown and private land, by private landowners, businesses, other provincial ministries and 
agencies, or municipal government.  

 

To provide the most efficient service, clients should initiate species at risk 
screenings and seek information from all applicable information sources 
identified in this guide, at a minimum, prior to contacting Government of 
Ontario ministry offices for further information or advice.    
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1.3 Background and Context 
To receive advice on their proposed activity, clients must first determine whether any species at 
risk or their habitat exist or are likely to exist at or near their proposed activity, and whether their 
proposed activity is likely to contravene the ESA. Once this step is complete, clients may 
contact the ministry at SAROntario@ontario.ca to discuss the main purpose, general methods, 
timing and location of their proposed activity as well as information obtained about species at 
risk and their habitat at, or near, the site. At this stage, the ministry can provide advice and 
guidance to the client about potential species at risk or habitat concerns, measures that the 
client is considering to avoid adverse effects on species at risk or their habitat and whether 
additional field surveys are advisable. This is referred to as the “Preliminary Screening” stage.  
For more information on additional phases in the diagram below, please refer to the 

Endangered Species Act Submission Standards for Activity Review and 17(2)(c) Overall Benefit 

Permits policy available online at https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk-overall-benefit-
permits 

 

mailto:SAROntario@ontario.ca
https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk-overall-benefit-permits
https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk-overall-benefit-permits
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2.0 Roles and Responsibilities  
To provide the most efficient service, clients should initiate species at risk screenings and seek 
information from all applicable information sources identified in this guide prior to contacting 
Government of Ontario ministry offices for further information or advice.  
 
Step 1: Client seeks information regarding species at risk or their habitat that exist, or are likely 
to exist, at or near their proposed activity by referring to all applicable information sources 
identified in this guide.   
 
Step 2:  Client reviews and consider guidance on whether their proposed activity is likely to 
contravene the ESA (see section 3.4 of this guide for guidance on what to consider). 
 
Step 3:  Client gathers information identified in the checklist in section 4 of this guide. 
 
Step 4:  Client contacts the ministry at SAROntario@ontario.ca to discuss their preliminary 
screening. Ministry staff will ask the client questions about the main purpose, general methods, 
timing and location of their proposed activity as well as information obtained about species at 
risk and their habitat at, or near, the site. Ministry staff will also ask the client for their 
interpretation of the impacts of their activity on species at risk or their habitat as well as 
measures the client has considered to avoid any adverse impacts.  
 
Step 5:  Ministry staff will provide advice on next steps. 
 

Option A: Ministry staff may advise the client they can proceed with their activity without 
an authorization under the ESA where the ministry is confident that: 

• no protected species at risk or habitats are likely to be present at or near the 
proposed location of the activity; or 

• protected species at risk or habitats are known to be present but the activity is 
not likely to contravene the ESA; or  

• through the adoption of avoidance measures, the modified activity is not likely to 
contravene the ESA.   

 
Option B: Ministry staff may advise the client to proceed to Phase 1 of the overall 
benefit permitting process (i.e. Information Gathering in the previous diagram), where: 

• there is uncertainty as to whether any protected species at risk or habitats are 
present at or near the proposed location of the activity; or  

• the potential impacts of the proposed activity are uncertain; or  
• ministry staff anticipate the proposed activity is likely to contravene the ESA.   

 
 

 

 

 

mailto:SAROntario@ontario.ca
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3.0 Information Sources  
Land Information Ontario (LIO) and the Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) maintain 
and provide information about species at risk, as well as related information about fisheries, 
wildlife, crown lands, protected lands and more. This information is made available to 
organizations, private individuals, consultants, and developers through online sources and is 
often considered under various pieces of legislation or as part of regulatory approvals and 
planning processes.  
 
The information available from LIO or NHIC and the sources listed in this guide should not be 
considered as a substitute for site visits and appropriate field surveys. Generally, this 
information can be regarded as a starting point from which to conduct further field surveys, if 
needed. While this data represents best available current information, it is important to note that 
a lack of information for a site does not mean that species at risk or their habitat are not present. 
There are many areas where the Government of Ontario does not currently have information, 
especially in more remote parts of the province. The absence of species at risk location data at 
or near your site does not necessarily mean no species at risk are present at that location.  On‐
site assessments can better verify site conditions, identify and confirm presence of species at 
risk and/or their habitats.  

 
Information on the location (i.e. observations and occurrences) of species at risk is 
considered sensitive and therefore publicly available only on a 1km square grid as opposed 
to as a detailed point on a map.  This generalized information can help you understand 
which species at risk are in the general vicinity of your proposed activity and can help 
inform field level studies you may want to undertake to confirm the presence, or absence of 
species at risk at or near your site.   
 
Should you require specific and detailed information pertaining to species at risk observations 
and occurrences at or near your site on a finer geographic scale; you will be required to 
demonstrate your need to access this information, to complete data sensitivity training and to 
obtain a Sensitive Data Use License from the NHIC.  Information on how to obtain a license can 
be found online at https://www.ontario.ca/page/get-natural-heritage-information.  
 
Many organizations (e.g. other Ontario ministries, municipalities, conservation authorities) have 
ongoing licensing to access this data so be sure to check if your organization has this access 
and consult this data as part of your preliminary screening if your organization already has a 
license.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/get-natural-heritage-information
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3.1 Make a Map: Natural Heritage Areas 
The Make a Natural Heritage Area Map (available online at 
http://www.gisapplication.lrc.gov.on.ca/mamnh/Index.html?site=MNR_NHLUPS_NaturalHeritag
e&viewer=NaturalHeritage&locale=en-US provides public access to natural heritage 
information, including species at risk, without the user needing to have Geographic Information 
System (GIS) capability. It allows users to view and identify generalized species at risk 
information, mark areas of interest, and create and print a custom map directly from the web 
application. The tool also shows topographic information such as roads, rivers, contours and 
municipal boundaries.  

Users are advised that sensitive information has been removed from the natural areas dataset 
and the occurrences of species at risk has been generalized to a 1-kilometre grid to mitigate the 
risks to the species (e.g. illegal harvest, habitat disturbance, poaching). 

The web-based mapping tool displays natural heritage data, including: 
• Generalized Species at risk occurrence data (based on a 1-km square grid), 
• Natural Heritage Information Centre data. 

 
Data cannot be downloaded directly from this web map; however, information included in this 
application is available digitally through Land Information Ontario (LIO) at 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/land-information-ontario. 

 

3.2 Land Information Ontario (LIO) 
Most natural heritage data is publicly available. This data is managed in a large provincial 
corporate database called the LIO Warehouse and can be accessed online through the LIO 
Metadata Management Tool at 
https://www.javacoeapp.lrc.gov.on.ca/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home. This tool provides 
descriptive information about the characteristics, quality and context of the data. Publicly 
available geospatial data can be downloaded directly from this site.  

While most data are publicly available, some data may be considered highly sensitive (i.e. 
nursery areas for fish, species at risk observations) and as such, access to some data maybe 
restricted.  
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3.3 Additional Species at Risk Information Sources 
• The Breeding Bird Atlas can be accessed online at 

http://www.birdsontario.org/atlas/index.jsp?lang=en  

• eBird can be accessed online at https://ebird.org/home 

• iNaturalist can be accessed online at https://www.inaturalist.org/ 

• The Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas can be accessed online at  
https://ontarionature.org/programs/citizen-science/reptile-amphibian-atlas 

• Your local Conservation Authority. Information to help you find your local Conservation 
Authority can be accessed online at https://conservationontario.ca/conservation-
authorities/find-a-conservation-authority/  

Local naturalist groups or other similar community-based organizations 

• Local Indigenous communities  

• Local land trusts or other similar Environmental Non-Government Organizations 

• Field level studies to identify if species at risk, or their habitat, are likely present or 
absent at or near the site. 

• When an activity is proposed within one of the continuous caribou ranges, please be 
sure to consider the caribou Range Management Policy. This policy includes figures and 
maps of the continuous caribou range, can be found online at 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/range-management-policy-support-woodland-caribou-
conservation-and-recovery 

 

 

 

3.4 Information Sources to Support Impact Assessments  
• Guidance to help you understand if your activity is likely to adversely impact species at 

risk or their habitat can be found online at https://www.ontario.ca/page/policy-guidance-
harm-and-harass-under-endangered-species-act and 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/categorizing-and-protecting-habitat-under-endangered-
species-act 

• A list of species at risk in Ontario is available online at 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk-ontario.  On this webpage, you can find out 
more about each species, including where is lives, what threatens it and any specific 
habitat protections that apply to it by clicking on the photo of the species. 

 
 

 

http://www.birdsontario.org/atlas/index.jsp?lang=en%20
https://ebird.org/home
https://www.inaturalist.org/
https://ontarionature.org/programs/citizen-science/reptile-amphibian-atlas
https://conservationontario.ca/conservation-authorities/find-a-conservation-authority/
https://conservationontario.ca/conservation-authorities/find-a-conservation-authority/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/range-management-policy-support-woodland-caribou-conservation-and-recovery
https://www.ontario.ca/page/range-management-policy-support-woodland-caribou-conservation-and-recovery
https://www.ontario.ca/page/policy-guidance-harm-and-harass-under-endangered-species-act
https://www.ontario.ca/page/policy-guidance-harm-and-harass-under-endangered-species-act
https://www.ontario.ca/page/categorizing-and-protecting-habitat-under-endangered-species-act
https://www.ontario.ca/page/categorizing-and-protecting-habitat-under-endangered-species-act
https://www.ontario.ca/page/species-risk-ontario
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4.0 Check-List 
Please feel free to use the check list below to help you confirm you have explored all applicable 
information sources and to support your discussion with Ministry staff at the preliminary 
screening stage.  

✓ Land Information Ontario (LIO)  
✓ Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC)  
✓ The Breeding Bird Atlas  
✓ eBird  
✓ iNaturalist  
✓ Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas  
✓ List Conservation Authorities you contacted:___________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________ 

✓ List local naturalist groups you contacted:_____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

✓ List local Indigenous communities you contacted:_______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

✓ List any other local land trusts or Environmental Non-Government Organizations you 
contacted:______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

✓ List and field studies that were conducted to identify species at risk, or their habitat, likely 
to be present or absent at or near the site: ____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

✓ List what you think the likely impacts of your activity are on species at risk and their 
habitat (e.g. damage or destruction of habitat, killing, harming or harassing species at 
risk):__________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Gabriel Goad

From: Jeanorth Sinnakandu
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2023 2:39 PM
To: Gabriel Goad
Subject: FW: Hastings Standpipe Replacement EA - Archeological and Heritage Potential 

Checklists - [MCM file 0018831]

 
 
Regards, 
 
Jeanorth Sinnakandu, P.Eng. 
 

 
 

1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road, Belleville ON  K8N 4Z5 
Tel: (613) 966-3068 Ext: 334; Fax: (613) 966-3087 
Cell: (647) 680-4973 
Web Site: www.greergalloway.com 
E-Mail:  jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com 
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email and its contents from your 
system and refrain from using, distributing or copying this email. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. 
 

From: Harvey, Joseph (MCM) <Joseph.Harvey@ontario.ca>  
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2023 1:36 PM 
To: Jeanorth Sinnakandu <jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com> 
Cc: Barboza, Karla (MCM) <Karla.Barboza@ontario.ca>; Minkin, Dan (MCM) <Dan.Minkin@ontario.ca> 
Subject: FW: Hastings Standpipe Replacement EA - Archeological and Heritage Potential Checklists - [MCM file 0018831] 
 

Hi Jeanorth,  
 
Thanks for reaching out. 
 
The Project File Report (PFR) should include both completed checklists along with a ra onale for your findings with 
suppor ng documenta on.   
 
Ques on 8 of the completed checklist Criteria for Evalua ng Archaeological Poten al indicates that the current study 
area can be shown to have been subject to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance. A disturbance that is both 
extensive and intensive includes ac vi es such as quarrying, deep founda ons, and building footprints and associated 
construc on areas. Common ac vi es that do not qualify as ground disturbances include agricultural cul va on, 
gardening or landscaping. For par al disturbances such as u lity lines, sewers and roadways it is important to note that 
this criterion applies only to the excavated right of way.  
 

 CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender, their email address, and know the content is safe.  
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If the property has been subjected to recent, extensive and intensive disturbance the PFR should include a 
ra onale/summary of documenta on that supports this conclusion. If that is the case, please see the suggested 
language below:  
 

The screening checklist Criteria for Evalua ng Archaeological Poten al, developed by MCM, was completed as 
part of the project file (see Appendix x). The study area was determined to have low poten al for archaeological 
resources.  
 
[Insert ra onale/ summary of documenta on that provides evidence of the recent disturbance] 

 
In addi on, we recommend including the following language in the PFR to account for Built Heritage Resources and 
Cultural Heritage Landscapes: 
 

The screening checklist Criteria for Evalua ng Poten al for Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage 
Landscapes, developed by MCM, was completed as part of the project file for this undertaking (see Appendix x). 
The study area was determined to have low poten al for built heritage resources and cultural heritage 
landscapes. Therefore, no Cultural Heritage Evalua on Report and/or Heritage Impact Assessment have been 
undertaken. 

 
Please let us know if you have any additional questions or concerns. Any additional notices, information and 
documentation should be sent to the following MCM contacts: 

 Karla Barboza, Team Lead - Heritage (Ac ng) | Heritage Planning Unit (Ministry of Ci zenship and 
Mul culturalism)  | 416-660-1027| karla.barboza@ontario.ca 

 Dan Minkin, Heritage Planner | Heritage Planning Unit (Ministry of Ci zenship and Mul culturalism)  | 416-786-
7553| Dan.Minkin@ontario.ca 

 
Thanks,  
 
Joseph Harvey | Heritage Planner 
Citizenship, Inclusion and Heritage Division | Heritage Branch | Heritage Planning Unit 
Ministry of Citizenship and Multiculturalism  
613.242.3743 
Joseph.Harvey@ontario.ca  
 

From: Jeanorth Sinnakandu <jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com>  
Sent: May 17, 2023 12:16 PM 
To: Harvey, Joseph (MCM) <Joseph.Harvey@ontario.ca>; Barboza, Karla (MCM) <Karla.Barboza@ontario.ca> 
Subject: Hastings Standpipe Replacement EA - Archeological and Heritage Potential Checklists 
 

CAUTION -- EXTERNAL E-MAIL - Do not click links or open a achments unless you recognize the sender. 
Hello, 
 
I am working on the EA for the Has ngs Standpipe Replacement in Trent Hills, Ontario. We are expec ng to conclude the 
EA and submit our File Report soon. I have a ached our archeological and heritage checklists for the project. Our project 
area for the preferred alterna ve is a recently disturbed area and we believe there is no poten al for archeological and 
heritage impacts. It is an exis ng residen al area with a previously installed underground watermain pipe and exis ng 
standpipe water tower. We are proposing to install a new replacement standpipe at the exis ng site including 
underground founda on and piping to reconnect to the exis ng watermain.  
 
The a ached air map shows the proposed loca on for installing our new standpipe and the exis ng watermain. Are the 
conclusions from the checklists acceptable for this project area? Thank you. 
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Regards, 
 
Jeanorth Sinnakandu, P.Eng. 
 

 
 

1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road, Belleville ON  K8N 4Z5 
Tel: (613) 966-3068 Ext: 334; Fax: (613) 966-3087 
Cell: (647) 680-4973 
Web Site: www.greergalloway.com 
E-Mail:  jsinnakandu@greergalloway.com 
 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are 
addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email and its contents from your 
system and refrain from using, distributing or copying this email. If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that disclosing, 
copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. 
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Gabriel Goad

From: Tony Guerrera
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 10:09 AM
To: Jeanorth Sinnakandu
Subject: FW: Hastings Standpipe Replacement meeting on Wednesday April 26 2023

For project file. 

From: david myles <myles.david77@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 8:20 PM 
To: Tony Guerrera <tguerrera@greergalloway.com> 
Cc: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
Subject: Re: Hastings Standpipe Replacement meeting on Wednesday April 26 2023 

Thank you for the clarification. And your quick response  

On Mon, Apr 17, 2023, 4:52 p.m. Tony Guerrera <tguerrera@greergalloway.com> wrote: 

Hello David,  

Scott may reply as well, but I can offer the following responses: 

Access to your home will be available at all times. 

There is no rock excavation/breaking taking place. Vibration will be minimal. We do not anticipate any structure 
damage.  

There will not be danger to the surrounding area during the tank installation. They actually install rings on the bottom 
of the structure, and jack it up as the go. They do not use a crane. They start with the roof, then add the top ring first. 
That gets built on the ground, then they jack that up an build the  next ring. They are really only working at ground 
level.  No need to vacate the home.  

Ultimately the existing tank will be cut down and removed. That process involves cutting pieces and folding them down 
inside the tank as they go, from the top down. That will require an engineered plan prior to undertaking any work.  

If you additional question please let us know. 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender, their email address, and know the content is safe. 
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Thank you 

Tony 

From: david myles <myles.david77@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 4:27 PM 
To: Scott.White@trenthills.ca 
Cc: Tony Guerrera <tguerrera@greergalloway.com> 
Subject: Hastings Standpipe Replacement meeting on Wednesday April 26 2023 

I will be unable to attend this meeting, Here are some of my concerns about the construction. 

will i be able to access my house off of Division st while work is proceeding 

With the work being done will this have any effect on my foundation of my house 

Hosting of matrrails by crane will there be any danger to personal and property due to equipment failure. will I have to 
vacate the property during construction. 

After working in the construction industry for over 40 years, I have witnessed equipment and persal failure. the close 
porcimatry of the existing tower there no room for failure by any means 

David Myles 

35 Division st E 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender, their email address, and know the content is safe. 
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Gabriel Goad

From: Scott White <Scott.White@trenthills.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 11:27 AM
To: Tony Guerrera; Jeanorth Sinnakandu
Subject: FW: Village of Hastings - Water Standpipe Replacement

FYI.  I should have copied you on this inquiry response. 

Scott White   
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal and Public Works Admin 
Tel: 705-653-1900 x 244 
Fax: 705-653-5203  

To help 
protect your 
privacy, 
Micro so ft 
Office 
prevented 
auto matic  
download of 
this pictu re  
from the  
In ternet. 

Municipality of Trent Hills 
66 Front Street South 
P.O. Box 1030 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 

www.trenthills.ca 

Notice of Collection/Use/Disclosure:  All information about municipal services is collected in accordance with the 
Municipal Act, 2001, under s.8 and for Council's purposes under s.224 and may be used in Council deliberations, and 
disclosed in full, including email, names, opinions and addresses to other persons requesting access to records, or as part 
of a public agenda.  All information submitted to the municipality is subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information Act 
(MFIPPA).  Questions about this notice of collection should be directed to the Clerk's Office (705) 653-1900. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

This e-mail may contain Privileged and Confidential Information and is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by e-mail.  Further, you should not copy, disclose, or distribute this e-mail or its contents to any other person 
and any such actions are unlawful. This e-mail may contain viruses. The Municipality of Trent Hills has taken every reasonable precaution to minimize this risk, but 
is not liable for any damage you may sustain as a result of any virus in this e-mail. You should carry out your own virus checks before opening the e-mail or 
attachment. The Municipality of Trent Hills reserves the right to monitor and review the content of all messages sent to or from this e-mail address. Messages sent 
to or from this e-mail address may be stored on the Municipality of Trent Hills' e-mail system.

From: Paul Falzon <falzon2555@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 5:42 PM 
To: Scott White <Scott.White@trenthills.ca> 
Subject: Re: Village of Hastings - Water Standpipe Replacement 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender, their email address, and know the content is safe. 
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Trent Hills. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender 
and know the content is safe. 

Thank you Scott for the info and your prompt response.  Paul 

On Mon, Apr 17, 2023, 1:51 PM Scott White, <Scott.White@trenthills.ca> wrote: 

Hi Paul, 

Thank you your inquiry. 

This project is included in the 2023 Water and Wastewater Budget. The estimated total cost of the project is $3.5 
million.   See excerpt from the 2023 Capital budget attached.   The municipality applied for funding under the ICIP 
Green stream program for this project and was successful.  We are eligible to receive a little over $1.9 million from the 
Federal and Provincial governments.  The remaining funds for this project will come from reserves and/or 
borrowing.   Funds generated or received from connection charges specifically related to development are placed in 
reserves. So yes, those developers or new construction would pay a portion of this project and any other project 
through those connections charges being placed into those reserve accounts.  Current connection charges for water are 
approx. $4000 per single connection for a detached or semi-detached dwelling.  There are other rates for apartments 
etc.  The full budget document, Water and Wastewater Rate Study, as well as the connection charges by-law can be 
found on the Trent Hills website if you are interested.   

I hope the above has answered your question.  If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact 
me.  Alternatively, I can be reached on my cell phone as well at 705-653-8569.  

Scott 

Scott White   
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal and Public Works Admin 
Tel: 705-653-1900 x 244 
Fax: 705-653-5203  
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Municipality of Trent Hills 
66 Front Street South 
P.O. Box 1030 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 

www.trenthills.ca 

Notice of Collection/Use/Disclosure:  All information about municipal services is collected in accordance with the 
Municipal Act, 2001, under s.8 and for Council's purposes under s.224 and may be used in Council deliberations, and 
disclosed in full, including email, names, opinions and addresses to other persons requesting access to records, or as 
part of a public agenda.  All information submitted to the municipality is subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information 
Act (MFIPPA).  Questions about this notice of collection should be directed to the Clerk's Office (705) 653-1900. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

This e-mail may contain Privileged and Confidential Information and is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by e-mail.  Further, you should not copy, disclose, or distribute this e-mail or its contents to any other person 
and any such actions are unlawful. This e-mail may contain viruses. The Municipality of Trent Hills has taken every reasonable precaution to minimize this risk, 
but is not liable for any damage you may sustain as a result of any virus in this e-mail. You should carry out your own virus checks before opening the e-mail or 
attachment. The Municipality of Trent Hills reserves the right to monitor and review the content of all messages sent to or from this e-mail address. Messages 
sent to or from this e-mail address may be stored on the Municipality of Trent Hills' e-mail system.

From: Paul Falzon <falzon2555@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, April 17, 2023 11:44 AM 
To: Scott White <Scott.White@trenthills.ca> 
Subject: Re: Village of Hastings - Water Standpipe Replacement 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Trent Hills. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear sir, as a resident of Hastings, I would like to know if the cost of this project has been accounted for in the 
last budget and whether the builders of the new upcoming and ongoing development stages are contributing to 
the cost of this project above the amounts being covered by the residents of Hastings. 

Thank you. 

Paul Falzon 

Hastings 

On Wed, Mar 29, 2023 at 9:28 PM Patricia Falzon <falzon1017@gmail.com> wrote: 

March 27, 2023 

Notice of Public Information Centre - Hastings Standpipe Replacement 
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Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 

The Municipality of Trent Hills is currently planning upgrades to the drinking water system for the Village of 
Hastings. The Municipality has identified that the current standpipe serving the community requires substantial 
refurbishment and no longer meets the needs of the drinking water system for both storage volume and meeting 
the required minimum pressures. The current standpipe is located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E in 
Hastings, Trent Hills, ON. 

The project is being carried out with the requirements for a Schedule 'B' project under the terms of the Municipal 
Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) process, which is approved under the Environmental Assessment Act. 
As part of the Class EA process for reviewing the standpipe replacement, public comment during the evaluation 
of alternative solutions will be requested. 

The Municipality is conducting a public information center on Wednesday, April 26, 2023 from 5:00 pm to 7:00 
pm. This will be held at the Hastings Civic Centre, located at 6 Albert Street, Hastings, Ontario. We are 
interested in hearing any comments or concerns that you may have about this project. A public database of 
comments will be maintained and, except for personal information, included in the study documentation that 
will be made available for public review. 

Parties interested in providing input or that wish to obtain additional information at this stage of the study are 
asked to submit comments in writing to: 

Scott White 
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal and Public Works Admin 
Municipality of Trent Hills 
66 Front Street South Box 1030 
Campbellford, ON K0L 1L0 
T: 705-653-1900 x 244 
F: 705-653-5203 
Scott.White@trenthills.ca 

Tony Guerrera, P.Eng. 
The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road 
Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 
T: (613) 966-3068 
F: (613) 966-3087 
tguerrera@greergalloway.com 

Read this news update on our website 

© Municipality of Trent Hills Box 1030, 66 Front Street S., Campbellford, ON K0L 1L0 
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APPENDIX J: Notice of Completion  



Municipality of Trent Hills 

NOTICE OF STUDY COMPLETION 

Hastings Standpipe Replacement – Class Environmental Assessment 

The Municipality of Trent Hills has completed a Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) study to 
determine the preferred solution to address the deficiencies in water storage and system pressure in the drinking 
water system in Hastings. The municipality intends to construct a new replacement water storage facility at the 
existing standpipe site and to remove the existing standpipe located at Victoria Street N and Division Street E in 
Hastings, Trent Hills, ON.  

This study was carried out in accordance with the requirements for a Schedule “B” Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment. The planning and decision-making process which includes consultation with public, 
first nations, and review agencies, assessment of environmental impacts of alternative solutions, and identification 
of the preferred solution has been completed. The project report is available for viewing on-line on the 
Municipality website. 

The 30-day public review period will commence on June 6, 2023. For more information or to provide comments 
please email one of the following project contacts by July 7, 2023: 

Scott White 
General Manager of Infrastructure Renewal  
And Public Works Admin 
Municipality of Trent Hills 
66 Front Street South P.O. Box 1030 
Campbellford, ON  K0L 1L0 
T: 705-653-1900 x 244 
F: 705-653-5203 
Email: Scott.White@trenthills.ca  

Tony Guerrera,  
The Greer Galloway Group Inc. 
1620 Wallbridge Loyalist Road, 
Belleville, ON K8N 4Z5 
T: (613) 966-3068 
F: (613) 966-3087 
Email: tguerrera@greergalloway.com  

The public has the ability to request a higher level of assessment on a project if they are concerned about potential 
adverse impacts to constitutionally protected Aboriginal and treaty rights. Additionally, the minister may issue an 
order on his or her own initiative within a specified time period. The director (of the Environmental Assessment 
Branch) will issue a Notice of Proposed Order to the proponent if the minister is considering an order for the 
project within 30 days after the conclusion of the comment period provided in the Notice of Completion. Further, 
the proponent may not proceed after this time if: 

• a Section 16 Order request has been submitted to the ministry regarding potential adverse impacts to 
constitutionally protected Aboriginal and treaty rights, or 

• the Director has issued a Notice of Proposed Order regarding the project. 

Members of the public must ensure that concerns are directed to the proponent for a response, and that in the 
event there are outstanding concerns regarding potential adverse impacts to constitutionally protected Aboriginal 
and treaty rights, Section 16 Order requests on those matters should be addressed in writing to: 

Minister, Ministry of the Environment, 
Conservation and Parks 
777 Bay Street, 5th Floor,  
Toronto ON, M7A 2J3 
Minister.mecp@ontario.ca  

AND Director, Environmental Assessment Branch 
Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks 
135 St. Clair Ave. W, 1st Floor,  
Toronto ON, M4V 1P5 
EABDirector@ontario.ca  

mailto:Scott.White@trenthills.ca
mailto:tguerrera@greergalloway.com
mailto:Minister.mecp@ontario.ca
mailto:EABDirector@ontario.ca


For more information on requests for orders under Section 16 of the Environmental Assessment Act visit: 
https://www.ontario.ca/page/class-environmental-assessments-section-16-order.  

This notice issued June 6, 2023. 

Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act, unless otherwise stated in the 
submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone number and property location included in a submission will 
become part of the public records files for this project and will be released, if requested, to any person. 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/class-environmental-assessments-section-16-order
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APPENDIX K: Site Plan Drawing 
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